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-CLYDESDALE
The Radioman's Shop

for Bargains in ex-Services Electronic Equipment
BRAND NIIW DIPOLE AERIAL.reflector and Crossarm for
Half-Wave DIPOLE AERIAL with
constructed, sections inter=
approx 8' metres. Robustly
Dipole 9ft. 31n.
changeableand threaded for simple:assembly.
9ft. 7in., far wall bracket or
Crossarm Rt. 111ín: Reflector
plug,.
co-ax+a"
cable
and
-axial
co
3°ft.
mast mtg. with
t'LYDESD At,E"1
Carriage Paid.
PItICE 'ONLY 21'/.
BRAND NEW R.1224 RECEIVER
21VP237s. FC2A. HL2. KT2.
Battery superhet. with 5 Valves
mes.) I.F.. 470 kc s. ILS'.
3 wavebands- 30 -300 metre 19:0 1.0. choke
capacity and 600 -?
Stage, Muirhead. dials. 2. outputs
finish;. wood case 141in.x
line. Large tuning scale; in grey H.T.
G.B. 3 V. L.T.
120V.
required.
9# in. x 85 in. Batteries
2 V.
Carriage and Packing
CLYDESDALE'S
£4/19/6
available at 113d. poet free.
Circuit and. Data for tho. R.1224CONDENSERS
BRAND NEW AMERICAN
Electrical Utilities Co. Metal cased paper with ceramic s.o.
insulators.
per dozen_
4 mfd. 100V. D.C. Wkg. at *Rd. each. 301dozen.
4 mfd_ 350V. D.C. Wkg. at 31- each_ 22'6d. Per
A.G.. Mains
R115ä
Rx.
113d.
now available. R1155
(:mcu rsT1154
M:C:. 1.1 Rz 2:8.
Tx 2/3d. 11110 11x 2/3d. Power
Unit. 8d.
4Amplifler;1íSri3L
A.1134
1
aniV Á..K. etc.. 1 /8th
post free.
NEW
STILL AVAILABLE AND BRAND
plus 81- carriage and packing'.
Wheatstone Bridge atat42'- each
80 /- each plus 7/84.1. carriage and packANIAPA-1 C.R. Unit
ing.
carriage and
R1481 V.H.F. Rx. Unit at 179164. each plus 15;packing.
carriage:
plus
72d.
each
at
42/8d.
1.24V.
ABK
12V.
I.F.F. ABK
and packing.
esistorMS"
Plus 1,000's STAFF "
GM3BL:i`>~fc.
;

-

B.

Send now

All

GM3ASM,
HA
for new illustrated lists ; please print name and

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO.,
2, Bridge

Street, Glasgow, C.5

ess

Lp:,

'Phone South

4614:

Irelandi
Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern

JV

°

`,Noise

e

rft.,

PERTRIX RADIO BATTERIES,
in the red and yellow pack, are

now firmly established in the
post-war market. One reason
a Pertrix battery supplies.power
and nothing else. No mush or
crackle to interfere with good
the result of a
listening
battery doing its work quietly,
efficiently and unobtrusively.
What's more it goes on doing it
for a long time. Stick to Pertrix.

-

-

HOLSUN BATTERiES LIMITED
137

V

aria Street, Bondon,

S.W.1.

P

®
®

--®

1.1111-

CELESTION LTD.,

®--

7:

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES.
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LEARN

Whatever your soldering job, in your
home or workshop, you will
to use Ersin Multicore Solder.prefer
extra flux is required. Multicore is No
the simple and precision method of making sound
household purposes. Just apply it soldered joints for all
simultaneously
soldering iron; the three cores automatically with the
correct- proportigns of flux to solder.provide
WORKSHOP SIZES 4/10 - 69 each.

6d.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.

CARTON Mellier

House, Albemarle Street, LONDON,

Tel.: REGent

Shown above

W.l

1411

GOOD LINES FROM VALLANCE'S

I

SPE('L1L

!

4 FEW ONLY AV %II,.4B1.E

! !
AR 1ND NI.W, (iOVERN1ib: %i "l' SVIt
PI.I "S, PORT; It
('NITS, Type 614. Constructed
first grade components
mounted on a steel chassis and ofpanel.
AC
Mains Input
20J -220 -240 v. + 10 v. at 50 cycles.
Output rated at 300 v.
10 ma. and 18 v. 0.5 amp.
Components ace
1. Mains Transformer 250 -0-250
2.
Smoothing choke 250 ohms. v. at 10 m /a. 18 v. 0.5 amp.
3. 2 or 4 mid. 500 v.w. Oil- immersed
4. 10.000 ohms 5 watt potentiometer. condensers.
.

:-

5.

7."

5Z4G

ohms
ict
Hr ntvl6.
dvalehoder.

Panel mounting fuseholders
fuses. two as spare.
Bulgfn 3 -pin sunk type mains and
Bakelite S.P.S.T. toggle switch.plug and socket.
i0. Heavy gauge steel ventilated
case, grey cellulose
Side and
U. 12f t. of
e
lehandles. hedzto the 3 pin mains
plug.
for
4

8.
9.

6.3ev.
inseries. erd at less thanethe
price of the cabinet. packed
in original carton.
250
and 18 vn at 0.5 amp continuous units
hours wi lhout temperature rise. Voltage regulation is excellent.
Our price, 75c- (Railing charge 2'G extra).
I'SI:FUL MAINS TRANSFORMER
t. have been successful
in obtaining a further small quantity
el these fine transformers
as advertised last month.
0-200- 230 -250 v. AC 50 cycles Input.
Output 350- 250-0 -250W0 v. 150 m a.. 5 v. 3 amp., tapped at
4 v. 3 amp. 0.3 v. 6 amp.
Tapped at 5 v. 8 amp.
Half shroud drop through. Primary screen.
Brand new,
Cannot be repeated.
42 9.
UNJÏERSAL TUNINGPrice.
comprising a 6K8G
Mier Stage and a 465 kc.ASSEMBLY,
I.F.
stage.
Using
a 3 -gang condenser. The assembly employs band pass
tuning on medium
waves, Covering Long, Medium and Short
Waves. Tite
bands are as follows -I. Long Wave, 950
to
2,000
metres
2. Medium Wave, 200 to 550 metres
3. Short Wave, 16 to
50 metres.Two controls only
! bandswi toning and tuning
drive. This unit is a very efficient and compact
and measures only 6 x 61 x 61in. deep. Panel H.F. section
with station
names clearly marked, and wavelength
in metres. size
6 x Sin., is of the Airplane
type. Leads are brought out to
5 -way tag board for easy
coupling
to an existing audioa
amplifier. Price 25,
Speedy Postal Service C.IV.O. or C.O.D.
DAVISON LTD..
144, BRIG( ATE, LEEDS.
n
942 9
Staff call signs :-- G2HHV. GSSX, G3ABD,
G3AHV.
:

;

:

89

to cane

Leave the overcrowded ranks. of
the poorly paid
The
Bennett College help you to the top where
there is always
plenty of room for the well trained. Just
choose
your
career
or let us advise you. The Bennett College,
with its proud
tradition of friendly personal tuition and
triumphs, is the most progressive, most its long record of
successful Correspondence College in the World. We
Trades and Professions by post all over teach nearly all the
the Globe. DISTANCE
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE.

-let

CHOOSE YOUR CAREER & WE WILL
SEE
YOU THROUGH
Aecoun tangy Exai ns.
Adcer lining
and
Sales
Management
Agriculture
A.M.1. Fire E. Exams.
Applied Mechanics
Auctioneers add Estate
Agents
Aviation (Engineering and
Wireless)
Banking
Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping.
Aeeounttines and Modern Business

Alining. Electrical lioglnerring
Motor Engineering
Municipal
and
County
Engineers

Naval Architecture

Writing
Plastic.
Plat II riling
Noce]

Plumbing
Police, Special Course
l'receptors, College
of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps
and
Pumping
Met ads
NLtehlnery
B.Sc. (Eng,)
Quail
Sur, s' lngBuilding,
Architecture Ins).l l is
of ()min tits
and Clerk of Works
Surc ex ors' Exams.
Builders' Quantities
Set.; ice Engineering
Cambridge Senior School Radio
Radio Short Wave
Certificate
Road Making and Main Carpentry and Joiner)
tenanec
Chemistry
Salesmanship,
civil Engineering
Sanitation
Civil Service
Scheel Attendance OOlect
All Commercial Subjects
Srtretarlal Exams.
Cotmnerelal Art
Sheet Metal Work
Cominon Prelim, p .J.P B.
hli)bullding
rlh and (WPirmag's )
Concrete and Structural
SSohu
Engineering
Social
Draughtsnim,slilp,
fare
All
Si e tug in ngne
Itram:Iles
hgincrring
Engineering. All branches, Strucural
Survey
ing
subjects and examina- Teachers
of
lions
Telecommunications
TcndGuilds)
Iona (('lt)
General Education
ids)
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Television
Heating and Ventilating
Transport.Inst. Exams,
Institute of 'lousing
Viewers. Gaugers, InspecJournalism
tors
Weights and Measures
Languages
Inspector
Mathematics
Welding
Matriculation
Wireless Telegraphy and
Metallurgy
Mining. All sub
subjects
Works Managers
W'mk
J
Managers
If you do not see Your own requirements above,
on any subject. Full particulars free. write to us

Dept. 104,
THE BENNETT COLLEGE
SHEFFIELD
J
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'Avo' Instruments
available from
stock :

most
Mode! 7 Universal AvoMeter is the world's
instruwidely used combination electrical testing
the
available
from
literature
ment. Fully descriptive
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
The

,

VALVE TESTER
TEST BRIDGE
D.C. AVOMINOR

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co.,
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER &
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

Lt.,

11.57.1MISMI

PREMIER RADIO CO.--

midget radio. A complete set
MIDGET RADIO KIT. I30,1 your ownand instructions. In fact, everyof parte. including valves. loudspeaker
build 4 -valve medium and long wave
to
necessary
cabinet
except
thing
A.C. or D.C. Valve line -up
T.R.F. radio operating on 200/250 v. mains,
2,000.
Wavelengths covered 200 -557 and 700.
0E7, 6J7, 25A6, 25Y5.
Price, including
drilled chassis.
Bise loin. x Gin. s Ois. Completely
£8/0!11.
tas,
A complete kit of parts for a 5KIT.
SDPERRET MIDGET RADIO
200 -577 metres, A.C./D.C. 200 -250 v.
valve superhet. Covers 16 -50 and drilled chassis. Price, including tas,
Size loin. x Gin. x Oiio. Completely cabinet can be supplied for either kit
brown hakelite

MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

SPECIAL OFFER of th=
Communications Receiver.
Finest
Army's

£9. An attractive
at a cost of 01/7/8.
of a special purpose Oscilloscope that
TEST UNIT TYPE 73, consista
addition of a few Condensers and Resistors
requires only rewiljng and theOscilloscope, input 230v. 50c. A slip. C.R.
to convert into a standard
3 SP41, 2 FASO, are included.
1 5Z4,
Tube and 1 SU220A, 1 EB34, Velocity,"
" X Shift,' " Y shift," Focus
Brightness." "

Controls are "

Amplifier

"in /out" "Calibrate," '-on /off/TX,"

and packing,
METERS.

4

v.

70 a.
40 a.
_5 a.
,

.2OOapa.

,,,.,.

1

-

l'in.

500
.00

5Iin.

13 v13 v.
5,0

--

-

Tin.
.1ííín.

lut.

!

4

5,0011'x.

Send

21d.

}in.

stamp

`for

our

cash
of business:
order, or C.O.D. over £I

Terms

carriage

---

S'

"

150

313/8/0,

In
meters
kthe original costtained
Prices aare about une-quarter
Ext.
Price
Type
Fitting
Re,
Dian,
12/6
M.C.D.C,
Pruj.
:lis.
7/8
M.C.D.C.
eK
Flush
2in.
7/0
Thermo H.F.
Flush
2ir.
318
\V,
H.F.
H.
Port
7/6
M.C. D.C.
Flush
Sin.
7/6
M.C. D.C.
Flush
7/6
-'
M.C. D.C.
Flush
3 }in.
7/8
D.C.
M.C.
Proj.
3 }in.
7/6
M.I. D.C.
Flush
Sl o.
7'8
9f.C. D.C.
Flush
isOQ
10/-Ihn.
M.C. D.C.
Flush
21ín.
M.C. D.C.
Flush
25/D.C.
M.C.
Flush

-

Range
500 ma.

-'

Price

261 -.

M.C. D.C.

Flush
Flush

M.I. /A.C. D.C.

M.C. D.C.
M.C. D.C.

Flush
Flush

Cartroatatic

Flush

'718
12/8

7/8

128

for
RI07. 9 Valve receiver, designed
ER -ARMY Reception Sets, Type
7.55 -2.9 mcs 3range 17.5 -7 me
CAN'. and 11.T. =lanais. Frruurncy
s l58 550 volts or 15
main
A
.C.
Selective.
1.5 mcs. Highly Sensitive and
Circuit R.F. Amplifier.
31 watts.
volt aceum. Mains coitemnptiou
I.F. stages (463 kcs). Second detector.
Oscillator, Frequency Changer, Two
Oscillator (beat).
Heterodyne
and
Stage
Output
A.V.C., A.F. Amplifier.
0X3. 12 volt non sync. vibrator
Three types of valves used - EF39. EBC33,
built in. 1Veight 96 O'o. Length 24ins.
pack fitted. Monitor load speaker
£18/18/0 cart.
use.
lot
Depth 171ím. Complete. Ready

Height Bins,

pakl.
SPECIAL OFFERS.
Cathode

t heater. 000

007 (Ceramic base) Tubes. 15,-

Anode,

ach.

dis., electrostatic
hoetupersistence. Geene screen.

with Imor, 17'6 e.mfi.

E.S.

list.
with

I

CI_ AFTON RD, LONDON,
ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER
'Phone: Amherst 47..3
Central 2833
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. 'Phone:
ALL CALLERS TO 1 69, FLEET
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16th YEAR
OF ISSUE

and PRACTICAL TELEVISION
t

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

dat f.J.C441111
BY THE EDITOR

Wanted-A Commercial Broadcasting Station
'THERE

are rumours that the B.B.C. is remaining
staff and by the introduction of a greater
considering an increase in the Wireless
Licence, which at present is £1, with an additional degree of cohesion between the various departments,
and a more personal relationship between the heads
£1 if a television receiver is operated.
Whilst of departments and the B.B.C. personnel
malt other commodities and services have increased
as a whole.
would effect, in our view, a considerable
in price by over 100 per cent., the B:B.C. was the That
very last to increase the licence fee, from 10s. to £1. saving.
Our second point is that the time is ripe for
We do not think that the licence fees
the
from B.B.C. to drop its outmoded
television pay for the television servicedrawn
that publicity
by many is an unclean thing, and to belief
remove its ban on
tens of thousands of pounds, and that service has commercial
broadcasting in this country.
therefore to be bolstered up by sums drawn from
other
it should erect as soon as possible In
the normal licence fees and other B.B.C. revenue, words,
another
station
purely for the transmission of sponsoted
such as publications. As far as television is commercial
programmes in which the sponsor has
concerned, that position must remain whilst it
chance of getting his money back, or
continues as a local and at present largely experi- aof reasonable
advertising
his particular goods. In saying this
mental service. When the market is expanded by we
do
not
the opening up . of new television transmitting publicity suggest that such a station need go to the
extremes
adopted in America.
stations throughout the country this service will timo, it
the same
cannot be expected that firmsAt
probably become self -supporting and profit- making. large
will spend
sums
of
money sponsoring a programme in
We do not think that anyone has jut cause for
return for a bald statement at the
complaint in the cost to the public of our broadbeginning or
end
of
the
programme
coupling its name with it.
casting service for the comparatively small sum
In
the
early
days
of broadcasting in this country
of £1 a year the listener gets 365 days of programmes
designed to cater for every listener -not every commercial programmds were tried for an experimental
period,
but
they
ceased because
listener all the time, but for every listener some not
were
anxious to repeat the experiment. firms
of the time.
It did not
pay
because
of
the
niggardly
attitude of the B.B.C.
Notwithstanding the millions of listeners, the
B:13.C. state that they are considering an increase, in the matter of " mentions." The announcer
merely
said
that
the
programme
suggested in many quarters of
came to you by
courtesy
Messrs. So-and-So.
10s., in the licence fee.
We T"""' "' '
It
is
even
more
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
suggest that this increase in
necessary
necessar
Y to
Practical Wireless," George Hermes,
have such á station in these days,
Ltd.,
revenue can bd raised without
TOWN' House. Southampton
Street, Strand,
not so much from the point of
increasing the licence fee at all. t
'PYOne
Temple Bar 9383.
view of revenue but from the
Baud, London.
Ie the first place there should t Telegram,at the Newnes,
p.PA. tar transmiuion by
point of view of enhancing the
be a thorough investigation into tt aegistega4Canadian
Magazine Post,
the financial administration of ! The Editor ?till be pleased to consider i reputation of British goods and
in the export markets
the B.B.C. to see whether there ¡ articles o! a practical nature suitable t of
with other countries, who use
b cpublicati in"Pr cticcalWir ost" ÿ
is justification for the criticism
side
of
the
paper
and should conevery publicity medium to push
that it is over -weighted with ; tain the name andonly
address of the sender. tt
their wares in foreign markets.
Whilst the Editor does not hold
personnel notfully employed, and It responsible
himself
for manuscripts every effort tt
Great Britain should drop the
with administrative charges which
be made to reenrn opem
stamped t
t
and
.addressed envelope is
unnecessary
t pedagogic idea that broadcasting
correspondence intended enclosed.
for
i All
the
should be addressed : The Editor, tt is only an instrument of uplift.
Bearing in mind that the B.B.C. , Editor
p
' Practical Wireless,
George Newnes,
and entertainment. Other nations
draws most of its programme t Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton it
have demonstrated that it is a
material from outside sources, the StOwingttonthe rapid progress
the t
powerful salesman which sots a
cost of the programmes in relation fi design of wireless apparatus and in
to our t
to keep our readers in touch
radio hallmark upon goods,
to the cost of administration tt efforts
with the latest developments. we give t
a are certain that Sir Stafford
no warranty that apparatus described
exhibits a great disparity. Artists
columns is not the subject o!
Cripps, the arch -priest of export,
exhibits of the H.B.C. fees. It lettersrPoteunÉ
will
Coyvrtght
support
may well be that an investigation graphs and in alt drawings, photoour plea for a British
artistes
bttshea to
commercial broadcasting station
would show a considerable saving
resé:aaedgl Wirele t
t
to
ethe
enhance
countries
f aand
could be effected as well as an
the prestige of British
signatory to the Berne Convention
goods
and to act as a counterblast
the U.S.A. Reproductions or
improvement in efficiencyY byY a
g
o! any o! these are thereforeimitations
expressly
to
the
thinly veiled propaganda
staff, by
" i
p ped into the
greaterUB contentatione of
ether by othe
incorporates " AmateureWireless.reless
I.
nations with an eye to busines
t'~
;

;.
i

-

:

:

,

.

~
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ROUND THE kyoRt' OF WIRELESS,
The

Broadcast Receiving Licences

Battery at Zero

national
to keep warm those days is a Motorists
following statement shows the approximate I:40w
sake.
comfort's
for
only
if
problem,
THEnumber of licences issued during the year are even more concerned about keeping the car
efforts
ended November 30th, 1947.
warm to facilitate a quick start. Into their
concentrate
Number
Region
in this direction there is a tendency
that- hard
2,062,000
on theengine and radiator, overlooking
London Postal ..
battery.
1,440,000
the
..
component,
worked
Home Counties
Research
1,562,000
..
Midland ..
An interesting experiment in the
1,697,000
of The Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,
North Eastern ..
Laboratory
1,441,000
North Western ..
Ltd., at Clifton Junction, near Manchester,
temperature
938,000
South Western ..
established the definite relation between
-hour Exide
633,000
Welsh and Border
and battery output. A 100- ampere
(32 degrees of
battery was maintained at 0 deg. F.and
was then
period
considerable
a
Total England and Wales 9,773,000
for
frost)
of
discharge
a
1,046,000
to
..
-heating,
pre
-without
Scotland
subjected,
4 minutes
173,000
for
this
..
maintained
reland
It
Ireland
amps.
300
fallen to 1 volt
42 seconds before the voltage had
on open circuit
effect
recuperating
The
GRAND TOTAL .. 10,992,000
cell.
per
off the discharge
was then demonstrated by switching
hour. With
and repeating the discharge once per
breaks of orte
recuperating
intermitkent
these
Second
four times without
One Greetings Message Every
Wireless hour, the discharge was repeated
ORGANISATION of Cable toand
charging.
reany
per cent.
RE- Central Telegraph Station led of14 Christmas
improvement in average handling time
this year. Up
B.B.C. Plays in U.S.A.
and New Year Greetings messages
telegrams
Greetings
Eve;
Year's
an agreement reached between the
of
till late on New
result
a
rato
average
a number
AS B.B.C. and the American authorities
were being transmitted overseas at an
recorded and
of almost ono per second.
of B.B.C. feature plays have been
Christmas
This
During the 48 hours preceding
are to be heard over American networks.
-20, 0
is carried out by the B.B.C. Transcription
170,000 messages were handled
work
147,000
(including
than in 1946 ; 697,000 messages the
Station from Service.
Greetings) were handled in
29th.
to
19th
December
.

.

.

Delivery by Air
some time past R. M.
FORElectric, Ltd., have been doing
their utmost to develop the
overseas markets, and in order to
fulfil an urgent demand for their
receivers in all parts of Ireland
have for several weeks chartered
special Aerovans.
These aircraft have been flown
from the local aerodrome, Wolsington, thus enabling the equipment
to be delivered in Ireland the same
day as leaving the factory, instead,
of taking up to fourteen days for
conventional methods of transport.
R.I.C. Press

Officer

REID, who handled
ANDREW
the Press arrangements for
Radiolympia, 1947, has been
the
appointed Press 'Officer to and
Council
Radio Industry
on
commenced his new duties his
January 1st, working from
own chambers at 11, Garrick
Street. W.C.2.

Electrical Branch, recently visited
A Early of Naval Officers from the
They are seen here watching
Mitcham.
at
the Mullard Valve factory
of absorption of gas at
measurement
the
special apparatus designed for
zirconium.
by
low pressures

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Increase in Television

Viewers
THE number of television licences in force at the
end of November, 1947, was 31,250, an increase
of 3,400 on the October figure. in six months the
total has risen by 12.515 (over 60 per cent.).

Television
licences

1947

May

June
July

..

August
..
September
October ..

November..
Total

..

ELECTRIC

18,735
20.114

Increase
Number Percentage

-

1,379
960

93

The method of operation is manual. In the power
control room a man watches the chal registering
kilowatt ernrscunption. 11 hi -u the needle swings to
1,560 1aì`. or over he le; .n -- es a switch whielc
connects with the amplifier sc-tem throughout the
factory and sounds the warnin,r.
-

'7.4

21,074
23,076
25,062

2,1102

_'7.850

2,788

31,250

11.1

:3,40(1

12.2

12,515

116.8

1,98(i

WIRELESS

4.8
9.5
8.6

New E.M.I. Factory

AND MUSICAL, INDUSTRIES,
'LTD., announce that they have arranged to
purchase a modern factory at Pri -ale from Radio
-ancb Television Trust. Ltd. As already announced
rn.`áhese pages, manufactures at this factory are
--being transferred to other factories in their group
a nd-elsecvhere The main factory of the E.M.I.
Group is at Hayes. some three miles distant.
The group also has a substantial factory at Treorchy
in South Wales. These three establishments will
be operated largely for extension of the group's
export trade. During the 12 months ended
June,
11947, the E.M.I. group, operating factories
in
Great Britain and abroad, earned some two million
pounds for the British foreign exchange pool
in
various currencies, including United States dollars
and South American currencies.
-I

INSTEAD of

Emergency Call
" Raiders Overhead." the current

warning is Power Consumption Too High."
Mollard use the time -honoured "

pips " call
:to'announce this to the employees three
in their factory

at, Mitcham.

The popular Eddystone " 64o" Communications
Receiver being shipped to U.S.A. to
cover orders
received.

Television in School in U.S.A.
Nutley (N..I.) Higli School has recently
had
television added as part of the
regular general
school programme. A receiver was
specially adapted for classroom use
and a as presented by a local
mann fact urcr. It incorporates
.large -screen direct- viewing receiver,a
tube and speaker being .set up
on a platform which may be rolled
out on to the auditorimn stage
when required.
-

THE

Television Publicity
DISCUSSION on architecture
was recently given over the
television systeua and was part of
the centenary celebration of the
Arc- hitect iirat. Association.
Delegates and guests from all parts of
the country, attending a banquet
which was part of the celebration,
were able to follow the discussion
on television receivers of the table
Mr. G. Parr, /1.M.I.E.E., lectured recently
on Television at the South by Ferranti
especially fortathe
Kensington Museum.
purpose.

A
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Modifying the Wartiñ'ie AC.
Utility Receiver
This Article

In

-waves to be Received
Instructions are Given to Enable Long
By C. L. ORSBORNE
ments easier. The medium -wave coils differ slightly

Utility
MANY people possessing the Wartimereceiving
receiver, experience difficulty in
on the
the Light programme after sunset
description
261.1 metre transmission. The following for a sum
gives details for adding long -wave coils

more
in different makes of set, some requiring
should be
padding than others. The padding
about
sufficient to make North Regional appear at
450 on the dial.
end only,
The oscillator coils are switched at one important
the H.T. -{- side is common to both. It is way
round
to connect the feed -back coil the correct
or no oscillation will result. When disconnecting
of each
the medium -wave coil mark the designationtrace
the
tag, in pencil, on the chassis. For example,
wire
oscillator grid,wire and mark this " G." The
the oscilgoing to the grid condenser and leak from tags' cocithe
lator coil is marked " E." Similarly
' A."
nected to the oscillator anode is marked »,.The
The remaining H.T. tag is left untouched
and
above lettering is marked on the diagrams
ensures that the coil is rewired correctly.

able always to
of about 16s. Apart from being
fading or
receive the Light programme without
are
distortion, the transmissions from Luxemburg
now very entertaining.
with
It is surprising what liberties can be taken
coils need
this receiver. The wiring to the separate
circuit, nor
not be screened from the rest of the
It is advisable,
between aerial and oscillator wiring.oscillator
wiring
however, to keep the aerial and Fig. 3. The coils
reasonably separate, as shown in
in the
and padding condensers can bethesuspended
chassis by bolts.
wiring. but are better fixed to
in Fig. 1,
The circuit before modification is shown
the wavechange
and Fig. 2 shows the circuit withadded.
Aerial Section
common
switch and the long -wave coils
The " earthy " ends of these coils are wire
and
A.V.e. line ; this is a black
the
to
go
and
Oscillator Section
'A short, thickish piece of
removed.
be
not
need
condenser
grid
tag of the medunIt will be noticed that the 500 pF
to the grid wire is soldered to the bottom
and 47,000 ohm grid leak are moved
is used to support the longand
coil
aerial
wave
adjustpadding
end of the oscillator coil to make

or

WNW \
2200(1

47000

n

d

2

HTf

4700000

680000
G

S.G.

300jììF

o

O.G.

H

63V
63V

33000011
16011

25

uF
500ppF

47000

n

3900 pF

1.5

Mn
220(1

68011
JvWIV

Fig.

s.- Circuit

of the " Utility" receiver before modification.
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wave aerial coil and connect it to A.V.C. The long
wave coil can be mounted on a bracket, of course,- of the wavechange switch. Unsolder the wire from
but this is not necessary because the coil is so the top of the medium -wave aerial coil. This goes
to the fixed plates of the aerial tuning condenser.
light. It will be found that no hum is picked
up Pull it through the hole in the chassis just
whether the axis of the coil is parallel or at right
underneath its tag, and solder to the correct tag at
angles to that of the mains transformer.
the
back of the wavechange switch (Fig. 3).
Solder
wires of an appropriate length
to the remaining tags at the
back of
the wavechange
switch, which can then he fixed
in position.
A convenient hole with
which the long -wave coil can
be bolted in position will be
found just underneath the
M
strengthening bar. This bar
can be drilled to hold the
padding condensers or they
can be suspended in the wiring
if it is sufficiently strong to
prevent them moving about
and touching adjaeent connections. The 47,000 ohm grid
leak is wired direct from the
oscillator grid to the earthed
cathode tag. The " earthy "
side of the padding condensers
also goes to this tag.
The
rest of the oscillator wiring is
now completed

)

AVC

Fig. z. -The frequency-changer with
long -waves added.

Aerial Circuit
The wires from the wavechange switch to the aerial

Trimmers
coils are run through the brass eyelets in the
No trimmers additional to those on
the tuning chassis. Two tags of the
long -wave coil- (Fig. 4)
condensers aro used.
Trimming on the
are soldered together
medlidmn -waves is necesand to the short stiff
Next month we shall describe how to modify
wire
karv, but has never been f the Utility
mentioned prereceiver
for all -wave reception.
fóuud to he so on the
viously.
The wiring
of the aerial coils can
long -wave band, especithen be' completed.
ally as no stations exist at the high -frequency end.
Adjustments
Turn the wavechange switch to the medium -wave
Mounting and Wiring
position. Make sure that the trimmers
A convenient hole, ready
are not
On-0!f
Earth
drilled, for the wavechange
Switch
Socket
switch, will be found in the
35O,
centre of the chassis. It is
PPP Z
then only necessary to drill
a jin. hole in the cabinet.
Having removed all the
4700011
Medium
wires except the H.T.+ from
Wave
the medium -wave oscillator
Padders
coil (do not remove the coil),
.

next unsolder and separate
the grid leak and condenser.
Now rest the wavechange
switch spindle through the
hole in the chassis indicated
above. Do not fix it permanently just yet, because
it will be difficult to get the
soldering iron to the back
tags. Solder the grid condenser, and wire from the
fixed plates of the oscillator
tuning condenser to the
appropriate tags at the back

Grid Condenser

°25001pÿ
Long
Wave

Padder

El

A

La

Lang Wave
Oscillator
Coil

- pc?/

Run Wires To
G
Aerie/ Coils
Through Here i
HTt

--

W-

J,

Medium
Wave

Oscillator--.Coil

Fig.

Tag

/Boyd
Tuning Condenser -Tags

a

3.-Layout

`

.

of the oscillator section.
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the
tight down. Turn the dial to 450 and adjust
Regional
North
the
bring
to
padder
-wave'
medium
North
to maximum volume. Make sure that it is420
the
Regional ; if the dial is turned to about at good
Dutch station Hilversum will be heard at about
strength. London Regional will come in adjust
350 on the dial. Now turn the dial to 260 and
Jolt, Together
Red

so
The trimmer on the aerial section is adjusted

from adjacent
that interference is not experienced
on
stations. If this is done at the H.F. end, say
it will

Midland Regional or the Light programme,
be satisfactory at other points.
Finally, switch to the long -waves and turn the
dial pointer to 450. Adjust the long -wave padder
until Droitwich comes in at maximum volume.
Luxemburg will be found at about 360 and Airmet
at about 340 on the dial.
G

Tag

To

HT+

Tab'
Wave

Long Wave

Long Wave

Aerial

O_cilator

Cori

Coil

On POI

To

Cá/

Fixed Plates

Of Aerial Tuning
Condenser

On Medium

Coil

To 'G' On Medium
Wave Aerial Coil

Grid Card.
Fixed Plates Of
Oscillator
&

Tuning

To'G

Cold

On Long

Wave

Coil

Fig.

4.- Connections

to the long -wave coils.

is
the oscillator trimmer until the Light programme
dial
heard. It may be necessary to move theLight
Adjust the trimmer until the
slightly.
programme is heard at maximum volume. Now go
bring
back to 450 and readjust the padder to return
North Regional to maximum again. Then
to 260 and re -check the trimmer on the Light
programme.

i

One
One
One
Two

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Wearite " P " coil, type PAl.
Wearite " P " coil, type POI.

4 -pole 2 -way switch (spindle 1.'iin.).

250pF padding condensers.

One 300pF mica condenser.

300J4JF
Cond. From
Az Socket
To

POI Coil
To 4 On Medium
Wave Oscillator Coil

To

To A On Meoyum

Wave

Oscillata' Anode

Fig.

Aerial Coil

To Ä On Long
Wave Aerial Goil

Back Of Switch
to the wavechange switch.

5.- Connections

If a signal generator is available so much the
better, but if the above adjustments are done
carefully the results will be found to be just as
satisfactory. No other adjustments are necessary.
If desired the dial can be sign-written in Indian
ink.

Television in U.S.A.where

Compound Viewing Screen
The viewing screen of a projection type television
receiver may be a complex affair, RCA engineer
I. G. Maloff told the Optical Society of America at
their recent Cincinnati meeting. One such screen
is a sandwich of two transparent plastic lenses and
a sheet of plastic with a silica opacifier in it. and
Two 15 x 20 inch lenses, used for the front
back of the screen, concentrate the light in the"
desired viewing field. The rear piece is a " Fresnel a
thin Plexiglass sheet moulded with
field lens
series of fine, concentric, circular ridges, somewhat
like the surface óf a phonograph record. The front
of the screen is a multiple- element lens of narrow
vertical cylinders moulded in Plexiglass. Laminated
between these is a thin Vinylite sheet containing
effects
enough silica opacifier to render " moire " that
no
unobjectionable and to disperse the light so
" hot -spot " is formed.
The screen provides a brightness gain of 7.5
and, in combination with large aperture reflective
optics, provides a 15 x 20 inch picture having
-foothighlights with a brightness of more than 50direct
lamberts, which compares favourably with
viewing kinescopes and more than satisfies the
recommendations for good motion picture theatre

for electric power
television sets are connected to the line
have been made in Connecticut.
Wallingford
The action of two Connecticut cities, Horle,
chief
F.
and Norwich, was cited by L. C.reported
that the
engineer of the Association, who
had
Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut
of
permitted the Borough Electric a Works
month for
Wallingford to charge $2.50 extra
is inelectric power where a television receiver
power
stalled, on the assumption that added
was required.
of sets
Earlier it had been reported that owners
pay $1.26
in Norwich have been required atodirect charge
extra on their monthly bille, not asset connected to
for electricity, but for having the
the line.
sets showed
Mr. Hoyle said that a survey of fifteen at
all with
not
that power demand " contrasts
domestic
many
of
factor
power
and
the demand
power rates
appliances whose wide usage at normal
distinctive
for
basis
sound
any
destroys
effectively
rates for television receivers."
was that practice.
The feeling among the radio officials
The screen is used in the new RCA Model 648
their own best
(Radiocraft.)
the power companies were defeating
television receiver.
PTK
sets.
of
use
the
interests by discouraging

EXTRA charges

I

ToÄOn'

Aerial

(PA/)

-a
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Test Pattern Generator

A Servicing Aid for Television Receivers.

APRESSING need which is sooner or later felt
by every service engineer engaged in the
repair of television receivers, and perhaps
to an even greater extent by experimenters who,
though living outside the range of the present
transmitter; are preparing for the extension of the
television service, is for a simple television Test
Pattern Generator. Television set repairs, and the
design and development of a television receiver,
must be carried out as time permits, yet final
tests must always be made on a transmission, which
inevitably means delays. Television signal generators
are available commercially, but their cost puts them
out of reach of the signal service establishment and
certainly far out of reach of the home experimenter.
The circuit to be described was designed to be at

By EDWIN

N. BRADLEY

produced by modulations of the line. The time
of a single line scan in the present television signal,
including sync. and blackout pulses, corresponds to
a frequency of 10,125 scans per second, so that
were the test carrier to be modulated by a 10,125
c.p.s. note (which actually world require to be a
square wave rather than a sinusoidal tone) single
vertical bar could be produced down the ascreen,
the width of the bar depending on the duration
of the modulation through each complete cycle
modulation. If the modulation were as shown of
in
Fig. 1A, then the left -hand side of the picture would
be bright and the right -hand side dark with a
gradual transition from light to dark across the
screen, whilst if a sharply pulsed or peaked
modulation were employed, as in Fig. la, a single
bright bar down the picture would result, the
position of the bar depending, obviously, on the
positioning of the pulse along the base 'line
representing time.
The receiver, nevertheless, would he free-running
that is, it would be supplied with synchronising
pulses. Accordingly the line timebase would very
quickly lock in on the pulse of Fig. la and the
bright bar would appear at the extreme right
side of the picture. The receiver would -hand
also
endeavour to lock in \on the waveform modulation
of Fig. lA, but the locking would be less definite
and there would in all probability be shift and
flicker of the (admittedly useless) shading of light
and dark across the screen.
If the modulation of Fig. s were now to be
changed to the form shown in. Fig. 2, the second
or extreme right -hand pulse would serve to
synchronise the line timebase, whilst the first or
central pulse would cause a bright bar to appear
in the centre of the picture. The modulation
frequency would now be twice 10,125, or 20,250,
cycles per second. Each cycle of modulation,
moreover, is a short duration pulse.
;

Time (Single Line Scan)

(a)

1

Time (Single Line Scan)

-

(b)
Fig. I.-(a) A modulated or sine-waveform and
(b) a pulse of the " square-topped" type.
once cheap to produce, tu utilise easily available
parts and valves and, above all, to be flexible in
operation and as useful as possible.
The requirements of a television test signal first
need some consideration. Whatever modulation is
'- used it must be impressed on a broad carrier in
order that the flat -tuned R..F. and I.F. stages of
the receiver shall pass a band of frequencies rather
than a sharp central frequency, and the modulation
itself must be of such a nature that to be of greatest
value the signal may refer to, or test, vertical
patterns only, horizontal patterns only and vertical
and horizontal patterns combined.
Obviously something more than the 400
note of the ordinary signal generator is needed.-cycle
Required Pattern
Vertical patterns, which might well be a set of
bars running from to to bottom of the screen,
are

i
4E

1
Time (Single Line Scan)

--i

Fig. 2. -Two pulses which could cause time-base
triggering as explained above.
Synchronising

At this point it is necessary

stress the fact
that the pulse being used for tosynchronising
is
actually in the wrong sense. This pulse should be
negative, just as a true sync, pulse on the television

signal consists of a sharp drop from 30 per
cent.
tò zero signal, but in actual fact it is found that
all
the receivers tested lock in very well on a positive
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on the trailing
pulse. The locking appears to occuramplitude,
thus
in
drops
it
as
the
pulse
of
edge
sync.
passing
and
separator
sync.
the
stimulating
manner.
signals to the time base in the usual
therefore,
To obtain a vertical pattern of bars,
with a
carrier
broad
a
modulate
to
necessary
is
it
regularly
with
duration
short
of
pulses
of
series
will be
timed intervals, when synchronising
generator
pulse
or
wave
square
A
automatic.
that all these
might be used, but it is found
by the
indeed
well
very
met
are
requirements
the very high
simple super -regenerative receiver for on such a
frequencies. The quench frequency
the shape
circuit consists of short pulses andaswhilst
that shown in
of the pulses is not so regular
an excellent
the diagrams, such a circuit can produce
vertical pattern on the television screen.

March, 1948

the quenching
between 10,000 and 500,000 ohms,
range.
frequency can be varied over a verythewide
screen can
Thus, the number of vertical bars onto twelve
or so.
also be varied from one or two up regularly spaced
At the same time, the bars will beAny irregularities
and quite upright and straight.screen can be traced
in the pattern as shown on the
to the line timebase.
switched
To produce a horizontal pattern, C2 is
section of VI
out of circuit by Sla, and the second
the H.T. being
is supplied with H.T. through Slb,
R4. The
drawn through the common feed resistor
oscillator, using
second section of VI is a blocking as
the oscillating
an ordinary intervalve transformerso powerfully
that
inductances. Oscillation proceeds
negative, and
the grid of the triode becomes highly
leaks off through
the valve is blocked until the chargecombination
has a
the combination of C3, R5. This

Horizontal Pattern
pattern.
It still remains to produce a horizontal
carrier are needed,
Once again sharp pulses on .the frequency
must be Fig. 4.- Details of connecalthough in this case the pulse
base tion of the electrodes of the
time
frame
the
of
speed
The
much slower.
25 6SN7 valve as seen from
produce
to
interlaced,
second,
per
is 50 scans
below.
frequency
a
that
so
second,
per
complete pictures
a single
cause
again
would
second
per
of 50 pulses
across the screen.
bright bar to appear horizontally
be used by
would
bar
this
however,
again,
Here
pulse and
synchronising
of
a
lieu
in
time constant, so that by varying 115 the
receiver
the
the
of the picture. variable
bottom
the
at
appear
be slow or fairly rapid. Immediatelyuntil
would
may
bar
the
leak
100 pulses per second
recommences
of
oscillation
the
frequency
conduct
can
modulation
A
of the valve
triode thus
more the grid is blocked. The these
would, however, provide both synchronising
pulses
the centre of the once
audio rate,
an
at
pulses
produces
frame and a bright bar acrosssay,
200 pulses per
anode supply to the oscillator and
the
picture, and a frequency of,
modulating
a bright
first section of
second would give three horizontal bars and
thereby the plain carrier which the R1,
R2 in this
By varying
radiating.
is
valve
bottom band.
the
to the vagaries
the oscillator
Some experimenters, accustomedcharacteristics of instance, the conditions under which
can be varied, the oscillator load being
of the less definite frame -locking
current and thus
doubt whether the is working
a television receiver, may on a single positive changed by variation in the gridR2 can be used as a
horizontal pattern would lockperfectly satisfactory the self bias of the valve, so thatconditions for moduto give the best carrier
going pulse. Nevertheless,
been obtained . controlby
the horizontal pattern.
results and rock- steady patterns have
lation
the switch Sla, Slb to its third position
Throwing
by this method.
on the
capacitor C2 back into circuit.
quenching
the
To produce these slow-pulsed modulations
brings
is doing duty as a
becomes a super- regenerator,
again
oscillator
The
super- regenerative receiver which
a blocking
oscillator is still adding its modublocking
the
but
line modulator and carrier generator,
The
be used.
restored line modulation, and whilst
oscillator of the simplest typesomay
less effective,
that a pure carrier lation to the
receiver quenching is stopped .oscillator is used to the controls R2 and R5 become a little
over the pattern
is radiated, then the blocking desired frequency wide control may still be exercised
which now covers the whole screen,
modulate this carrier at any
within the circuit limits.
may
pattern
Thus, both a vertical and horizontal
produce an overall Construction
high -frequency
be obtained separately. To
Unlike the majority of veryto switch in the quench equipment
appears to be no critical layout
there
pattern, it is necessary only the
slow
the
with
requirecarrier
once more, still modulatinginto what may be termed for the test pattern generator, and the only
choke, R.F.C., is a good component.
the
that
pulses. The bars combine
is
ment
"
-bone
herring
"
the oscillator refuses to work,
a finely graduated and divided
test of overall If, for any reason,
excellent
an
it is probably because the
gives
is
poor,
which
pattern,
locking on quite or quenchinghas been badly wound, but failure n
and
brilliance,
overall
focus,
screen
R.F. choke
i e b
is, in any event, extremely un
a complicated signal.
or
chassis
is shown in Fig. 3. this score
any
suit
circuit
therefore
generator
may
final
The
(the first The layout to hand.
oscillator
the
carrier
the
broaden
is
that
To
of course,
is untuned so far case
section of the double triode V1)
The high -frequency circuitsCl should,
t
is concerned, L1 being
mounted
capacitor
tuning
normal
a
neat
as
idi ect
combined with
is
d.a1
the
d
lyrmapen
tuned merely by its own capacitance
the
be
mounted
the valve.
Fig. 4) and L1 should be The
the input capacitance
lead
quenching super- basing diagram,
pin,
the
to
CI
from
As in the ordinary selfdirectly
t as possible.
quench
as shortda
be
should
R2
combined
sockets and posigrid -leak Rl,sR2, comb'
and depends
L2 is mounted on the output
R2 is variable
with the capacitor C2. Since R1,

j
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tioned so that it is beside and in line with
anode end of L 1, spaced from L I by roughly the
á in.
L2 is, of course, the pick-up or output coil from
which the receiver under test is fed.
It will be noted that no smoothing capacitor is
used in the power pack. This allows a 100 cycles
ripple to reach the generator to which the blocking
oscillator locks so that there is no likelihood
of
irregularity in this circuit.
Testing, Calibrating and Using the Generator

The generator can be used immediately it is
built, but for best results it may be calibrated
against a television receiver known to be in good
working order.

99

Couple the generator to the televisor aerial
by a short length of ordinary twisted flex. sockets
Often
no coupling is needed, and the stray field round
generator is sufficient if it is placed beside the
the
receiver. if direct coupling is used the flex should.
of course, be plugged into the sockets connected
with L2.
Switch on both generator and receiver, and when
operating temperatures are etched inspect
the
screen. S1 should be in position 1 to produco
vertical bars.
Vary T.1 by opening the turns or squeezing
them together, to produce the best picture. (This
corresponds to tuning an ordinary circuit.)
(Continued on poye 119.)

S1a &_S1t

Position I - Vertical
Position 2 - Horizontal
.Position
- Combined

j

Fig.

3.- Circuit

of the complete

pattern generator.

LIST OF COMPONENTS

L1 -23 turns 18 s.w.g. D.C.C. and enamelled,
close -wound, inn. diameter.
L2 -Two turns 18 s.w.g. D.C.C. and enamelled,
}in. diameter.
C1- 0.0003 pF mica.
C2-0.006 pF mica.
C3-0.001 pF mica.
C4-8 pF 450 volts working,
R1- 10,000 ohms, } watt. electrolytic.
R2 -0.5 megohm variable, line frequency control.
R3 -4,700 ohms, } watt.
R4- 33,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R5- 50,000 ohms variable, frame (horizontal),
frequency-control.
TI
r 1 intervalve transformer.
T2- 300- 0-300v. 60 mA. H.T., 5v. 2A., 6.3v. M.,
primary, 200-250 volts.

-3

L.F.C. -10 or 20 henrys.
F -Fuse bulb with holder, 2.5
suitable.

volts flash bulb

V 1 -6SN7.
V2-5Y3G.
Two International octal chassis- mounting valve
holders.
R.F.C. -75 turns 30 s.w.g., enamelled, close wound on +in. diameter rod ; a ceramic
1 megohm resistor serves for a former.
Sla, b -Two -pole 3-way selector switch.
S2-Two -pole on -off switch.
Small chassis, with metal case H' possible.
Output sockets for 12.
Three control knobs for R2, R5, SI.
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Transmitter Technicalities-i,
In This

Article DYNATRON Deals with

a

Load

Impedance Conundrum

B,
Because each valve, when working in Class
cycle),
functions for " half the time " (of a full A.C.
/Time (= Power)
it is easy to prove that Energyexactly
the same
over this half -cycle period gives
a full cycle
answer as if the average was worked for
of expenditure
period. In other words the rate
for a
of energy (power) is the saine for a half-cycle as
cycle.
full
line of arguThere is no getting away from that
those who
But
correct.
perfectly
is
It
ment.
will
know anything whatever about. A.C. averages
not be deceived for one
second into thinking it
Valve
signifies the power output of
I
a Class B amplifier -where
the output voltage is siausoidal-can mean anything
other than an average taken
DC
Mean
over a full cycle.
This point was còyered in
some detail in my aricle on
plpblems,
power
A.C.
where we took an 'example
of a Class B push -pull amplifier delivering a total A.C.
Alternate Half Wave output of 20 watts, i.e.,
"Pulses Of Current
average output. Th41, the
From Valves I And 2 average output per .(älve is
.(b)
But
obviously 10 watts.
(a)
the peak instantaneous (or
but
conduction,
" current
" maximum ") power, on
Fig. i.Class B, illustrating " intermittent
no " pulsating voltage " exists
each sido is 20 watts
substantially a sine -wave voltage, i.e., "pulse power" is non- existent.
very different figure from an
anywhere across the output load, therefore
average.
We shall again consider briefly some aspects of
!) and points of view.
word
(blessed
article. Many
conventions
do not care Class B. working in the presentthis
pulse /sower
" Who is right ? " some still ask who
over
raged
arguments
"
"
hot
of
light
so
make
peak instanto admit, that I, Dynatron, should
because
partly
doubt,
-no
question
a question debated by superior technicians
" megawatts ")
able technical taneous power values (so manysuch
as radar.
Fortunately, I have some pretty
techniques,
in
pulse
employed
are
capable
are
perfectly
readers of these columns whoe.g., whether we are
up with the power problem was
bound
But,
of judging for themselves,
big question which, in fact, helped to
conventions. The corres- another the
talking about facts or always
fallacy that each valve was in some
support
valid
any
to
open
pondence columns are
the full power output.
supplying
sense
attention.
textcriticism worthy of serious
I had read hints of this before in various
books and articles, where it was suggested without
in Class B
The Controversy
-that the load impedance
has not hitherto explanation
less than the A.C. resistance of the
What was this controversy which
is
generally
it
of
One aspect
?
Probably many readers may have come
appeared in the technical press
in an an article valve.
this somewhat odd statement.
was discussed some time ago
across
I
There
Problems."
entitled, " Some A.C. Power nevertheless
seriousreferred to a curious -but the part can be equal One - quarter Anode -to -anode Load?
"
suggesting
argument
line of
One or two text- books, such as the ones given as
in a Class B
to the whole " -that each valve
at the end of the present series,is are
references
as
power
much
bepush -pull amplifier is supplying as
more explicit about the niatter. In fact, itstarted
difficulties originally
two!
the
all
that
lieved
argued
who
many
in print. Without
It may seem strange that
silly about from what these writers had putthey
give equations
failed to see anything fundamentally
clear explanation,
very
any
by
extent
some
to
such a proposition Misguided
B audio -frequency push -pull which say
Class
for
that
assumed
naturally
" in the anode circuit of
" higher opinions," it was
in support of that the " load resistance
-anode
there 'must be some profound logic
each valve is one -quarter of the total anode -to
the doctrine... .
resistance -and not one -half, as in ordinary
load
plausible
and
ingenious
very
There were also some
Class A push-pull
arguments.

discuss
THE question which we are about torise
to a
in this article is one which gave technical
great deal of argument in certain solutions
ircles. Often, it is a thankless job to offersuccessive
to problems made terribly abstruse by have been
discussions. After involved answers
infuriate people
given, an elementary one is apt tothe
hard explanawho always seem to be looking for
tion where a simple one will dothat the point is not
As is usual, some still hint
of opinion,
settled -that it is really a mátter

:

!
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At the time when the i` argument " arose,
Somehow, each valve is supplying 20W., yet it is
people took this figure for granted. " Theremany
can not " useful output "
We have seen what it
be no question'about the matter;" they would'"say,
signifies, but before proceeding farther wi!h
though they could offer no very sound reasons why really
the
load
question
a few words on'Class B may not
the thing should be so " obvious." What reasons be
amiss.
were given were fundamentally fallacious.
It is not suggested the text -books are " wrong." Class B
They are perfectly correct in asserting that
the
Better known perhaps as Quiescent Push -pull
load seen by the individual valves is actually and
(Q.P.P.), Class B is a pulse method of using two
truly one -quarter of the anode -to -anode
load.
To illustrate : Suppose the anode -to -anode load valves in push- pull -for A.F. work push -pull'
must be employed, but it is possible
use single
resistance in Fig. 1 is 2,000 ohms. In any
ordinary valves in Class B for radio -frequencytopurposes.
posh -pull amplifier we would
say each valve sees a load
HT*
resistance of i:Ra =1,000 ohms.
But in Class B push -pull each
Sinusoidal
valv.e will see ¡Ra =500 ohms,
PF Voltage
and this will be the figure .4eria/ Etc.
represented by a load line!
(Our figures are somewhat on
the low side for any amplifier,
but will do for illustration.),
To Driver
That is a statement of fact.
Stage
We are not questioning the
figure. But what on earth
does it mean ? Why one.gern -ter ? Is it the " real "
lead, or a sort of trick in
PF Drive
manipulating formulw ?
Pulse Current
Cut -OA' Bias
Taking figures for granted
is all very well in its way.
Difficulties often start when
we set about using them, for
(a)
example, in calculating the
Fig. 2. -(a) Shows a single -valve in Class B (or even Class C) used
power output of an amplifier.
Let us examine the question a
as an R.F. power amplifier in a transmitter ; because a resonant " tank
little more closely.
circuit " is used, the output voltage will still be sinusoidal. (h) shows
a push -pull version of the circuit.
An Erroneous Result
If we reckon upon an A.C. load of one -quarter
You will probably know the mechanism of Class A
the total, and assume that each valve develops push -pull. A current increase
takes place in ono
one -half the total output voltage across half of the valve (and one half of the transformer
Primary (a fact readily demonstrable), we shall at the same time as a current decreasewinding)
in the
inevitably conclude each valve is supplying as opposite half ; the grid of one valve receives
much A.C. power as two
potential change in a " positive " sense, when thea
There is nothing odd about that. Power (acrelts)= opposite grid is running " negative."
V2/R. If, for one valve of a pair in push -pull,
Provided the valves are working with
we take V but IR, the power will still work out distortion, and the push -pull amplifier minimum
reasonably
to V2 /R-the same as if we considered two valves
well balanced, the net effect of
current
The principle is true of a good many things variations will be to induce a sine these
-wave
besides valves. A transformer of 1/2 voltage -ratio in primary and secondary of the output voltage
transhas
4/1 impedance (or load) ratio. the power former.
being the same on primary and secondary sides ;
In Class B the same result (sine -wave output
for a given " wattage," a lamp or a heater designed voltage) is accomplished rather differently, leading
for half a given voltage must have one -quarter the to economy of standing H.T. power and thus
resistance, and so on.
improved D.C. /A.C. conversion efficiency in
Since the voltage across half the primary of the high -power stages.
A disadvantage
that adoutput transformer must be one -half the total justments are much more critical than isClass
A to
voltage across the whole primary, it follows there get a close approximation to a sine-wave voltage.
must be something ridiculous about this quarter
In the first place each valve is biased almost to
figure for the load resistance when used for reckoning current cut -off.
When alternating " drive " is
power output.
applied to the grids each valve supplies alternate
If we employ two valves in push -pull in order half -cycles of current, in Fig. 1(b). At any given
to get 20W. output, there must be something time only one half as
of the output transformer
" screwy " about a load resistance value which primary is carrying pulses
of current, and this
tells us each valve is also supplying 20W.
current will be half -wave " pulse," very similar
But, as mentioned in my previous article, efforts to the current aoutput
of
a
half -wave rectifier,
were made to try to justify this silly figure by Fig. 1(b).
abstruse (and quite erroneous) arguments conObserve that we have emphasised the fact that
cerning " power averaged over a half-cycle period." only one side of the amplifier is functioning
over a
!

!

!

a
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given interval. In Class A both halves of the output
transformer carry a true alternating current all
the time, i.e., an increase in one half, and a decrease
in the opposite half.
In Class B first one valve supplies a half -wave
pulse, then the other. Both' valves are never
the
conducting at one and the same time, hence one
terms intermittent conduction, etc. Whenhalf is
half of the primary is in action the other
t
idle, and so on.
Now, provided certain conditions are realised,
Nulling each half of the primary alternately, in this
way, can bring about the same result as in Class A
nearly sine -wave output voltage.
The valves
It is of importance to realise this./
the
are supplying a pulsating (rectified) current, but
voltage
output voltage is a sine -wave. No pulsating
of the same wave -shape as the current exists in the
and
output circuit. Most of the futile argumentsforth,
fallacies concerning " pulse power," and so
arise through failure to understand this elementary
fact.
A Class B amplifier can be adjusted to deliver a
to
nearly true A.C. (sine -wave) output, comparableare
Class A, though, as stated, these adjustments
critical whilst negative feedback is employed
nowadays to ensure best results.

-a

If you " tap " any transformer or coil to give
an auto -transformer of half voltage ratio (or if you
take an ordinary half transformer) the impedanceratio is the square of the voltage or túrns ratio,
i.e., if a load resistance R exists across the whole
winding; then, to get the same power at half the
voltage, the equivalent load across one half of the
winding will be (l /2)z .R =1/4 .R.
The quarter resistance which each valve in Class B
sees cannot be measured by A.C. test gear and,
moreover, is not a result of impedance -transforma.
tion arising from transformer taps. As will be seen
presently, it is a curious, quantity of an entirely

different kind.
Let us look at another plausible argument. If
you take out one of the valves in Class B push -pull,
abnormal conditions will arise because the A.C.
load on the remaining single valve 'will be found to
be actually one -quarter of the original anode -toanode A.C. lead Of course, it will-and in Class A,
too, though the practical results will not be as
serious.
an alternator is
Fig. 3.
tapped across half the
primary, as indicated, it will
see only one- quarter of the
total primary load resistance
!

If

R. Is intermittent valve
operation in Class B an
analogous case ?
What we have said about the rules of impedancetransformation should show why. The A.C. load
on the remaining valve becomes one -quarter it the.
other valve is made inoperative. Note carefully
what is said. The A.C. load. Actually, there would
be other complications, such as non -sinusoidal

Single-ended Class B
So far we have been talking of " push- pull."
For Class B audio amplification there is no alterna-

get anything
tive-push -pull must be used to With
untuned
approaching a sine -wave voltage.
B would
transformer output, a single -valve in Class
would
give a highly -distorted voltage-wave. There
to
be no possibility whatever to get an approach
sinusoidal (" distortionless ") output. to employ waveforms in A.F. 'push-pull. For the moment
that loading conditions will
But in transmitters it is quite possible
i.e., the essential point iswith
one valve out of action,
single -ended Class B in radio frequency stages,
be entirely different
Fig.
in
as
load,
resonant
with a tuned circuit, or
and this is not the answer to our quarter riddle.
schematically
is
shown
2(a). A push -pull version
A third line of argument which follows from the
in Fig. 2(b).
above, and probably sounds the most convincing,
oscillating
maintained
is
Here a sine -wave current
is this : because the valves operate intermittently
follows
in the closed L.C. circuit, which, in turn, gives a -only one supplying power at a time
combination.
resonant
the
across
using half the- transformer
sine -wave voltage
virtually
are
we
that
Again, the vvlve itself supplies a half -wave pulsating winding, and, therefore, by impedance- transformacurrent.
tion principles the load on that one valve must
This single -valve R.F. case will come in very be one - quarter of the resistance across the whole
useful for demonstrating that the quarter impedance
winding.
in Class B is not a peculiarity of push -pull, as such.
It sounds most plausible because conditions
considered,
be
to
has
load
a
pulse
term
shall
What we
might seem identical to a case where an A.C.
even in the single -valve case.
supply is connected across half a winding, as in Fig. 3
each Class B valve
-the " A.C. generator " inbeing
Fallacious Arguments
is action. But are the two
it
-cycle
half
the
during
turn
let
us
the valves are
From this outline of push -pull action
to cases identical ? Remember that
to one or two wrong reasons which were adduced
current, whilst the sinusoidal
a
pulsating
supplying
explain the quarter figure.
result of the push -pull action
seems incredible alternating voltage is a
One is transparently obvious
valves.
two
of
explanation
an
as
that it was actually put forward
(To be continued.)
to find the
If A.C. measuring gear were employed
the
of
half
each
load resistance existing across
OUR COVER SUBJECT
transformer, the value shown would be one- quarter
on our cover this month shows
illustration
THE
primary
whole
of the resistance across the
System Equipment, mounted
Bell
the
of
some
explanation
an
as
But
Perfectly true, of course.
in Hollywood, California,
building
telephone
a
on
A.C.
For
mark.
the
of
of Class B, it falls wide
for an extended series of experiused
was
which
same
the
exactly
show
location
measuring gear would
or, for that ments in television transmission. Inonthis
quarter ratio in Class A push -pull,isolated
Mt. Wilson
beamed to a station
were
signals
the
transany
of
halves
matter, across the
sets in the
This explains exactly where they were broadcast to television
former or tuned circuit.
Angeles area.
Los
B.
in
Class
-figure
nothing of the quarter

-it

-it

!

!
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By T HERMION
Disc Recording and Processing
be to reduce noise at its source by research into
THERE can be no doubt that present commercial alternative materials
the record. Vinyl plastics
conditions confine the disc record to the speed, had been extensivelyfortested
and had shown con' diameters, and groove spacing at present
stan- siderable promise, although they are more expensive.
dardised. This raises the interesting question as to
Experience in America seemed to indicate that
cchether the future of the disc record is to be limited the public does not yet regard
the improvement as
by playing time, frequency range, dynamic range, worth the extra cost.
absence of abrasive
and also whether it should always be destined to means that. more care hasThe
to be taken to ensure a
run at an excessive range of linear speed. Non- correct needle point, and'speciallydesigned pick -up
commercial records, of course, have long since movements might be needed
departed from the methods adopted in the domestic elasticity of the grooved wall.owing to the reduced
gramophone disc.
There is also the question of the limitations of the
In a discussion before a meeting o£ the Radio present manufacturing processes.
Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, ask for information on the change Several speakers
of groove shape
following a lecture on " Commercial Disc Recording during the various stages of
and it
and Processing," some interesting viewpoints was stated that change of manufacture,
shape between the
emerged. The lecture was given by Mr. B. E. G. original wax and the final stamper
littell, who thought there existed a serious degree by modifications in the shape of thewas compensated
recording cutter.
of divergence owing largely to two causes --namely,.
Groove wear during playing time was discussed,
the -ease with which departures could be made from and it was stated that sapphire
points did not
the classic frequency characteristics, and the use of necessarily damage the grooved walls.
A record
reproducing points which being of a permanent or which had been played one thousand
times did'not
semi- permanent nature did not adapt themselves audibly indicate any damage
to
the
grooves.
to the shape of the individual record groove.
It is my view that we have a long way to go before
In'the discussion it was agreed that there was no an ideal material is found for
gramophone
ftuulamental disagreement with the proposals for
and I believe that within the next 20 years thediscs,
disc
standardisation of groove, stylus and recording system will be abolished in favour of photo-electric
characteristics put forward by the lecturer. It was cell recordings. The problem of recording
television
further thought that a preliminary committee on programmes, at present an unsolved problem,
may
which the principal British record pioneers were by its solution provide the answer to the problems
represented would have no difficulty in reaching
of recording sound only.
tentative agreement nor in finding the basis of a
British standard. I suggest that the British Television Breakdowns
Standards Institution be asked to form such
I wonder if anyone can invent some
a committee.
whereby the B.B.C. can let viewers knowmethod
The standard recording speed in this country is they have broken down to avoid a general when
7$ r.p.m. The proposed speed put forward by the to the controls of their .television receivers ? rush
At
N.A.B. of America í5 essentially a 331 r.p.m the moment, when the sound channel breaks
down
standard, but it has by no means found universal a simple notice is sometimes transmitted, ask'
acaeptanco in the U.S.A. Most of the speakers viewers to stand by whilst the fault is rectified.
thought that some degree of pre -emphasis of high When the vision channel breaks down a record
frequencies was desirable with present recording of Bow Bells or some other interval type
of music is
materials, and that the amount proposed by the played. But very often some fault in synchronising
N.A.B. was excessive and would lead to tracking or framing arises (mainly, it appears on
O.B. transdistortion at the modulation levels usually recorded missions), and one does not know whether
it is due
on commercial discs. A rise of 3 decibels from 300 c/s to some fault in the receiver or the
transmitter.
to 6,000 c/s and a further 3 decibels from 6,000 c/s If it is the latter, how can the information
be
to 12,000 c/s was suggested by one speaker as a suitably conveyed to the viewers before
suitable compromise. It was also thought that an started adjusting their receivers ? And they have
how long
extended high frequency was worth while provided should one wait before starting to
make adjustthat distortion components in both recording and ments ? Those points need solving and,
no doubt,
reproducing systems could be reduced to a satis- the B.B.C. would welcome ideas
on the subject.
factory low level.
Even when the response of the reproducer or of " AFTER SHAKESPEARE "-(A Long Way After 1)
Bm.ow ! Blow
the ear of the listener was restricted, it was possible
Thou Winter Wind
Thou were not so unkind
B.B.G. ingratitudes, which, charging double
to detect a subtle improvement resulting from the as
fees, now serves
us little more than platitudes.
recording of high and even ultra -sonic. frequencies
In vain the winter of our discontent for glorious sun of
novelty
may
yearn
and
all
our
loud
and anguished cries for something
The peaking of the high- frequency response to fresh contemptuously
they spurn.
give a spurious brilliance was deplored. Some
Let us remember wisdom of the ancient wellrune,
speakers thought that the proper aooroach would that he who pays the piper should rightly call theproved
tune.
1V1
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C, R

and

L CiiQrt

A Graphical Aid in Selecting Capacitors, Resistors or
By M. WEINWURM

THIS chart has been constructed to provide a
rapid means of solution to problems involving
2 resistors or inductors in parallel or.
2 capacitors in series.
For reasons of brevity the following explanations
refer to a parallel combination of two resistors only.

Procedure
The ordinates a and b represent the respective
values of the two components forming the parallel
on
combination, the value of which will be found
the point of intersection of the lines R and c (connecting a and b).
Oa the other hand, to find the value of resistor
one
(b) which must be shunted across an existing
(a) to give a certain total value (R), connect the
given values on R and a by means of a straight line,
and the required additional value will be found at the
point of intersection on b.
Power Rating
Since the power dissipated in a resistor is inversely
rating for
proportional to its resistance the power readily
be
Ra is read on b, and for Rb on a, as can
seen from the chart.
If, in the example given, Ra were of the 3 watt,
and Rb of the 5 watt type, they
n
would both be equally loaded.
minimum
the
These would be
io
required ratings for a combined
cower dissipation of 8 watts.
Should the total power consump9
tion be different shift line c until
is
the sum -of the values a and b in
equal to the power dissipated
the combination, and read the
rating for Ra on b, and Rb on a.
Example
An. E.M.F. of 30 volts is connected across 300 ohms and 500
ohms in parallel. From the chart
the value of this combination is
found on R =187.5 ohms, and the
total power dissipation is calculated
(302: 187.5) with 4.8 watts.
After shifting line c until the
values a and b total 4.8 the individual power ratings can be read,
for Ra on b with 1.8 watts, and for
Rb gn a with 3 watts.

Proof
1/az+ba

p-;

sin =

v

cos

p

=-a

a= 180 -45 -p =135 -p
sin 45 =cos 45 =h/2

_

R

a
sin a

Inductors.

-a sin p

-.

Sin a
sin a =sin 135. eus p -cos 135. sin

silly

p=
h /2- +

ß/2. e

}'2(a-I-b)
-

c

a.

R=

b
c

-W'=i (a+b)

/
- aba+b

..

c

In order to read the correct result ar+b directly
on the R line it is merely necessary to make unit
distance on the R line V2 times one unit on tike
b lino. A
The angle aR being 45 °, R+ay/2.

a or

VOLUME 22
INDEXES FOR
NOW READY.
ARE

Price 9d., or 10d. post free.
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, R.C.

1111

III

bb

§

5

'

lpgi,

Illb
Miliimbh.
3

a

,

.,

5

a

of space,
This chart is reproduced rather small owing to shortage
is
but may be redrawn larger if a higher standard of accuracy
required.
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VOLT VIBRATOR POWER
Another purchase of the units weUNITS.
tised sonie months ago. 2 volts inputadverwith
an output of 1.4v., L.T., 90v. and 180v. at
35
mills H.T., and provision for G.B. Complete
INSTRUCTION BOOK GIVING CIRCUIT
ONLY 90- (carriage, etc., -).
We also have available a number of 5r
the
UNITS ONLY for those users who already
have accumulators. These are 60;- each.
and are also supplied with instruction book
(carriage 2 -). Spare 2v. vibrators available
at 15'- each.
EX RAJ, BATTER I' AMPLIFIERS,
We still have a number of these very fine
little amplifiers available. Ideal
use as
an intercom. unit or with a pickfor
etc.
Contains valves types QP 21 and -up.
LF.
Operating voltages 2v. L.T. and210 120v.
H.T. BRAND NEW in transit case. ONLY

SHEETS

Provide Full Constructional details and
Full-size black and white prints of Tested
and Guaranteed Designs by L. Ormond
Sparks.
MT LATEST
TILE CHALLENGER PORTABLE. An
Exceptional A.C. /D.C. TRF. 3 valve (Plus
Rect.) Portable. M/L Waves. Amazing
Power. Fine Quality. The Ideal Set for
the Home. Radio in Any Room without
A. or E. No Complicated Switching
.
2'9
TI R: PORTABLE FOUR. Self- contained
All -dry% TRF.
Medium -wave Portable.
Good range and Power. 51n. Speaker 2/6
THE ALL -DRY 3-VALVE PORTABLE.
ML Waves. Size 9 x 6 x 4in. The most
popular Portable ever published.
213
THE TINY TWO PORTABLE. . Med.
Waves. Size 5; x 51 x 5tin. For Individual,
Listening to the locals "
('O%IPA('T TWO (Batt.). A fine little ML
Wave Set. Good Speaker signs....
2'6
THREE -VALVE TRF SET (Batt.).. MI,
Waves. Good range and Power ...
26
A.C. QUALITY 2- YALVER. MIL Ware
31 Watt Good Quality Output ...
6
A.C.T.R.F. 3- YALVER.
M 'L Wave.
Power and Range. 31 Watts
THE UNIVERSAL. FOUR. ... 3 -Vale,6
plus Rect. A.C./D.C. Set.
Amazing Power with good ToneMAL Wave
26
A.C. SUPERHE'r. 4 Valves, S.. M. euif
Long- Waves. Exceptional Range
2 6
A.C. 8 WATT RADIOGRAM. 5 Valve=.
RP. Output. Neg. F/back. Med. waver.
High Quality on Radio or P.U. A Noted
Design
A.C. 3! WATT AMPLIFIER. Ideal for
P.L.. etc. 2 Valves plus Rect. ..
29
A.C. 8 -WATT AMPLIFIER. Neg. Feedback. P.P. Quality Output. 5 Valves
2'6
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED
Mans' other Data Sheets available.

2

:

have both
numbers available

25- (carriage, etc., 216).
U.S.A. Alit FORCES RECEIVER B.C.
as advertised last
A few of
these 8 valve superhet month.
Communications
Receivers are still left. BRAND
NEW IN
SEALED CARTONS and complete
instruction book. ONLY 63`? 10e. with
Od.
(carriage 10' -1.
R.A.F. 5 VALVE S ['PER RET BATTERY
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.
Type
1224 A. 3 bands covering 1.0-10 moms. Has
Muirhead slow motion dial.
aerial trimmer
and sensitivity control. Circuit
employs
RF stage. Requires 2v. L.T., 9v. G.B.
and
120v. H.T. (Cabinet size 15' x 97' x 81').

:-

348 R,

efor)..ysTONE
47.1

herl

BRAND NEW AND COMPLETE WITH
VALVES, ONLY 9918d. (carriage etc. 7,6,.

R.A.F. INDICATOR
We
have in stock the following UNITS.
of indicator units which we can types
only
offer
callers, as the cost of packing and risk to
of
damage in transit are too great
Type
184A contains one bin. C.P. tube and one
Sin. tube, also 5 valves EF 50, 3 BB 34.3 SP 41,
diodes. ONLY
-. Type 62 has one bin.
tube, 14 valves SP 95,
61, 2 SP 41, 2 EB 34. 1 diode.
ONLY 85, -. Type 48A has two 41n. tubes and
2 valves SP 41. ONLY 50 --. C.W.O. please.
S.A.E. for lists.
U.E.I. CORP., THE RADIO CORNER
138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1.
('Phone Terminus 79'37)
FIX

:

Stamp with order or for list.
.L. ORMOND SPARKS (P)
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.E.4
(Lee Green, 0220.)

THESE ARE IN

(Ve arr

-3Ixtaucnuwal

STOCK-

r[tS

SNOnT

RADIO ENGINEERING, Volume 1.
Iry E. 1:. Saudeuuul, 45s., postage

for

1Od.

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS.
by Ralph Stranger, Ts. 6d., postage

WAN 'E

pErI:IV:

Tt

ANC:

tItAASMiI

YOU

Band- spread all -dry receiver. V.H.
Frequency Meter. 5,10 Metre
Converter. 2 Valve Pre -selector
5,10 Metre Transmitters etc.

can become
a first -class

4d.

PRINCIPLES OF RADAR, by M. I. T.,
30s., postage 9V.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND
TRANSFORMERS, by F. J. ('anon,

RADIO
ENGINEER

Bs., post age 4d.

RADIO ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK,
by 1''..1. modo, 3s. 6d., hostage 3d.

NEWNES SHORT -WAVE MANUAL,
by F. J. Canut, 61., postage 40.
THE WIRELESS WORLD VALVE
DATA, 2$., postage 2d.
RADIO DATA CHARTS, by R. T.

We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.

lleatty, 71. 6d., postage 6d.

WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL, by
W. T. Corking, 10s. 6d., postage 4d.
TIME BASES, by O. S. Pinkie, 163.,
pria 50.
TELEVISION EXPLAINED, by W. li.
Miller, 31. 6d., postage 2d.
RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS,
by A. T. Witts, 7s. 6d., postage 50.
MICROWAVE
TECHNIQUE,
2s.,

postage

2d.

ELECTRONICS, Ed.
by
Lovell, 42s., postage 90.
We have the finest stork

Bernard

of British

and American Radio Books. Complete list ou application.

THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept. P.1', 19 -21, PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2.

:

2 rains. from Illgh Holborn,
5 min.. from Kings X)

CONSTRUCTIONAL 'M
ARTICLES

frire

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE

sm -84ß

6

Sor

(NORTH ROAD,

Two -valve Battery receiver. Sing

e-

valve V.H.F. Pre -selector. 3 valve
V.H.F. Straight Receiver. 60 Mc's

Crystal Transmitter. Heterodyne
frequency Meter, etc.

WEBB'S RADIO, 14 Soho St.,
Oxford St., London, W.I. Tel: GER. 2089

I

1

,

ADDRESS
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1- Post in unsealed envelope ld. postage- Please send me free details of your
I
I Home -Study Mathematics and Radio I
ICourses.
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AMBITIOUS ENGiNEERS
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY

OF

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "?

are one of the old school" or a newcomer
Whatever your age or experience -whether you under post -war conditions -you must read
position
your
hold
to
anxious
to Engineering
paid Engineering posts.
this highly informative guide to the best
interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc.,
intensely
other
among
The Handbook contains
o
B
Examinations,
Engineering
other
and
SERVICE,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL
of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
lines home -study courses in all branches
TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION

CE

I

AUTOMOBILE, RADIO,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
etc., and explains the unique
MATRICULATION,
PLASTICS,
and
BUILDING
advantages of our Employment Department.
VIE DEFINITELY

GUARANTEE

' NO PASS -NO FEE

cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
secure
you are earning less than £10 a week you
you want to know to make your future
everything
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you now missing.
are
and describes many chances you
we and w tuoto
Ineld posts NOW
wellP
guide
write for your copy of this enlightening
obligation.
If

irest

TECHNOLOGY
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
PLACE, LONDON, W.I.
409,

SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

17,

18

& 19, STRATFORD

INSTITUTE, OF ITS KIND - -IN THE WORLD
THE B.I E.T. IS THE. LEADING

-HENRY'S-1
ALL YOUR

COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS
7m.

;

.

.

Our new List is now ready.

RADIO
COVENTRY
ROAD, LUTON,

5, HARROW ROAD, W.2

FREE

BLUE PRINT WITH EVERY PACK.

-

-550, 800-2,000331
IQIHO SIHET coil pack for the 13 -50, 200
...
bands for 465 kcls I.F.
type but plus
IQIHO SIHET coil pack. Ranges as the IQIAO
RF stage
465 keIn
IQI50 Three band S.W. coil pack 0.00016 tuning,
331IF designed for the S.W. fan
tuned,
465 kcls IFT's small size, high " Q " permeability

.

151-

WRITE NOW
Hearts,

!

!

For details of

Amplifiers, Coil
Send

19,

o

pair, 81- single

our exclusive products C.
Microphones,

sacks,

RADIO COIL PRODUCTS
Newcomen Road, Wellingborough

MIDLAND

BEDS.

DUNSTABLE

PAD. 1008/9

COIL
PACKS
,/

1925

;

doz.
500 v. 4' -. 16 mfd. 500 v. 5'-.
E LEOTROLY'rICS. 8 m'd.
32 mfd. 425 v.
3 x 8 mfd. 500 V. 6'-. 16 -8 mfd. 500 v. 9i -,
3/6. All midget, by leading manufacturers.
inc. 354,
VALVES. Large stocks of difficult types.
Ex -Govt. VR91
1115. at current controlled prices.
:EF50), Brand New, 7i6 each.

SET-TESTED

SI

COMPONENT

T.C.C. Condensers, 4501550 volt, 2 mfd., 313
mfd., 716, etc. ;
8 mfd., 416 ; 8 8 m
4 mfd., 319
8 m
mfd., 319
mfd.,
350 volt, 2 mfd., 31- ; 4 m
mfd.,
16 24 m
mfd.,
8 -16 m
16 mfd., 419 ,
Wearite "P" Coils, all types in stock, 31 -.
f
Wearite 465 kcls I.F. Transformers, pair, 201 No rubbish.
Highest Grade Components only.
post paid.
ist, price 3d., pos
Send for 1948 List,

finish. 1441n. x
PAXOLIN SHEET.10 Polished
for £1.
1; lein., 2/6 sheet:
All types, 7/6 doz.
.
DEoz
VALVE-HL

GUARANTEED

RADIO
COVENTRY
NCE
SPECIALISTS

!lTaAaCo
Short-Ware Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
Price 20/..
"
One Valve Kit, Model "" C
E"
..
43/.

Two

.

,

kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
" H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS

These

:-

(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond
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Test Instrument Design -3
The Multi- vibrator and Sub- standard Oscillators
By P.

IN

the field of sub -standard frequency checking
the one indispensable instrument is the
multi -vibrator and its assoCiated circuits.
A multi- vibrator is a two -stage R.C. coupled
amplifier with its output fed back to the input.
Otherwise known as a " relaxation " oscillator, it is
a Franklin circuit using, instead of a tuned resonant
circuit, a resistance- capacity arrangement.
The action of this type of circuit can be understood by the fact that each tube produces
a phase

E.

TOOKE

ing frequencies are required, as the harmonics
will carry on from a fundamental of, say, 10 kc /s,
to anywhere up to 200 or 300 kc/s in 10 kc /s
steps. Also, sub -harmonics can be generated by
locking the multi -vibrator with an oscillator of a
frequency higher than the fundamental. That is
to say, if the vibrator oscillator has a frequency of
1/10 of the fundamental locking frequency
will
produce harmonics of exactly 1/10, 2/10, 3/10,it etc.,
or sub -harmonics.
So in a multi -vibrator we have the best means
of calibrating that is possible. Fig. 1 shows the
circuit of a relaxation oscillator. The locking
voltage can be injected at the point marked, or
on the screening grids if the tribes used are pentodes.
In either case some means of controlling the
amplitude of the locking oscillator should be fitted,
as this considerably affects the locking.
Crystal Oscillator
A suitable crystal - controlled oscillator for
locking a multi -vibrator is described in the first
article of this series (January issue). This should
have a buffer stage, for which R.C. coupling is
normally used, and the amplitude gain should be
fitted on the buffer circuit.
A very useful piece of apparatus for
home
laboratory can be constructed in this the
way
multi- vibrator of, say, 10 kc /s locked with a
crystal oscillator of the same frequency. For
checking the frequencies of other oscillators
mixer stage and demodulator should be incor-a
porated, then all that is necessary is to mix the
known and unknown frequencies until ,zero beat is

-a

-A

Fig. r.
multi!vibrator or relaxation
oscillator using pentode valves.

shift of 180 deg. and the
voltage fed from the output
to the input of the first
tube is the right phase to
carry on oscillation. The
frequency is determined by
the grid leak resistance and
grid condenser capacity,
but is influenced by tube
and the remaining circuit
to some extent.
Multi -vibrators can be
adjusted to oscillate from
a few cycles to anywhere
up to about 100 kc /s. The
chief asset of the instrument
is that the frequency is very
rich in harmonics, and by
injecting a voltage from
an oscillator resonating at
about the fundamental it
can be "locked," and the
frequency is as accurate
as the locking voltage.
Such an arrangement is
invaluable where calibrat;

Oscillator
Under Test

Input

Multivßrator

T
Fig.

2.

-Tuned

"ha

mixer and diode demodulator stages with a cathode -ray
indicator for checking zero beat.
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found ; the unknown oscillator frequency is then
exactly the same as the harmonic with which it
beats.
Of course, the mixer stage should be tuned ;
otherwise it will not be known with which harmonic
you are beating. A cathode -ray indicator can be
used for checking the beats or, if you really want to
do the thing properly, an oscilloscope. For all
ordinary purposes, ' however, the cathode-ray indicator will suffice. The mixer and demodulation
stages of such a set up are shown in Fig. 2. more
This means of checking frequency is much
accurate than the conventional wave -meter method,
although it entails more apparatus.
'

Sub- standard Oscillator

l'he construction of a really sub -standard
oscillator is rather beyond the means of the average
such a
ham," although he very rarely needs extreme
standard of accuracy. Some idea of the
is
care which is taken to insure that the frequency
dead stable may be gained from the following
commercial instrument : First
- specification for a
is normally
take a crystal oscillator. The crystal
contained in an " oven " in which the temperature
is thermostatically controlled. Means of ventilation
are provided for the associated circuits, and the
plate circuits fixed tuned to the fundamental
-tuned
frequency of the crystal. A buffer stage is pre
used.
and sometimes even two buffer stages are
A network of stabilizer resistances and tubes is
used to control the plate voltage, and special
the
circuits are used to control any fluctuations insuch
heater voltage. As already pointed out,who is
refinements are barred to the amateur,
quite content with a frequency stability of one part
in ten thousand, and often even less.
the
Quite good 'stable oscillators for locking conbe
multi -vibrator previously described cancircuit,
if
structed with the E.C.O. or Franklin
Such
special care is taken with wiring and layout. tuned
circuits should be fixed tuned, and the
'

Six -metre Licences
appeared elsewhere

of
REPORTS which -have
amateur activities on the six -metre band
have led to inquiries concerning a licence
for such work, as the band is not authorised under
the standard Amateur Licence. We understand
from the R.S.G.B. that the G.P.O. have now
U.K.
arranged to grant a special permit toMcall
/s) band
amateurs to use the six -metre (50 -54
provided it is stated in the application that the
conducting
facility is required for the purpose of will
remain
technical investigations. The permits
valid only until April 30th next.
would
It had been anticipated that the G.P.O. names,
accept from the R.S.G.B. a preliminary list of
the
addresses and call signs of those requiring
to this
facility, but the G.P.O. were unable to agree
arrangement. All who wish to obtain the facility
the
must, therefore, make direct application toBrent
Engineer in Chief, Radio Branch, W5/5,
Buildings, North Circular Road, London, N.W.2.

circuit kept well ventilated and away from the heat
of the tube, as this is the most frequent cause of
frequency shift " when the apparatus, as a whole,
warms up. In all cases heavy screening should
be used for resonant circuits. Stray pick -up and
capacity can easily upset the delicate tuning.
These saine precautions also refer to any mixer
buffer and demodulator stages used for frequency
checking. Although obviously not as important
as the oscillator, they can, if badly designed, have
an effect en the accuracy of the resultant test or
check.
It therefore pays to make a good job of not only
the oscillator, but also the associated stages.
Plenty of decoupling should be used (in the right
places, of course) to prevent any stray R.F. finding
its way into the H.T. supply, and if high
frequencies are being used, chokes are almost an
essential in the heater leads of buffer stages, etc.
Copper is the best material to use for chassis
and screening cans, if it can be obtained. Failing
this, a plated Chassis should be used. On no
account rely on a painted chassis unless special
care can be taken of earthing, etc., and even then
be wary of it.
Resistances are ideal if cvirewound and hate a
high tolerance ; likewise, condensers should be of
a good mica or ceramic type for the smaller
capacities, and high voltage paper for the larger.
All components should be of at least 100 per cent.
higher rating than at which it is to be used, as
this will prevent excessive heating and keep the
instrument cool.
The power pack is best mounted on a separate
chassis to prevent any stray mains pick -up and
if
heat, which is unavoidable in a power unit.
be no
these precautions are taken, there should should
reason why a very high standard of stability
not be obtained, oven with the use of standard

components.

(To be continued)

Stations may only operate during the following
hours : 12 noon-to 2 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. to 10 a.m.
within 50 miles of London, but at any time outside
that area.
No transmission may take place within ± 50 kc /s
of the following frequencies : 50.5 Mc /s, 51.2 Mc /s,
51.9 Me /s, 52.6 Mc /s and 53.25 Mc /s.
The 42 amateurs who were granted permission
last November to operate on six metres have
had their permits extended.
The G.P.O. will make a charge of 10s. for each
permit issued in order to cover their expenses, and
this fee should be sent with the application.
Car Radio Licences

READERS are reminded that if they have a car
radio licence and their car has been laid up
due to the withdrawal of the basic petrol ration
they may obtain a refund on the licence at the rato
of Is. 8d. per month on the unexpired portion of the
licence.
Application should be made to the nearest head
postmaster, enclosing a formal signed notification
Regulations
stating that the car has been withdrawn from
Among the regulations governing the permit are service.
the following
:
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Practical Hints

I

Battery Safety Fuse -plug.
novelty of the home -made
rTHAT DODGE OF YOURS
THEfuse
-plug illustrated lies in
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE" must have originated some little
the simplicity of its construction 1 LESS
dodge which would interest other readers.
and the readily- procurable wander
Why not pass it on to us? We pay half -asaMea
every hint published on this
plug used as a basis for the design. I page. for
Turn that idea of yours to account
zby sending it in to us addressed to the
This is a standard type having
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
two bottom lock nuts, which are
Reimer. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
IStreet, Strand, W.C.2.
Put your name
easily removable, leaving a plain
and address on every item.
Please note
that every notion sent in must be original
shank. The two parts used are
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."
shown as parts 1 and 2 respectively in the drawing.
SPECiAL NOTICE
The simple T- shaped strip, part
All hints must be accompanied by the
1
coupon
cut from page iii of cover.
3, is cut from 1 /32in..sheet brass, i!
A 11/32in. diameter hole is drilled F
i
in the- centre of the three arms as shown. This
is to take the _plastic top of the wander plug,
which should'be a tight fit in the hole. The other
hole is for the small terminal which can be either

r

4

HOLE FOR
TERMINAL

L3

J

PART 3

the method shown in the sketch
was adopted.
A double -ended arm is mounted
behind the dial on the tuning
condenser spindle and operates the
switch (a small toggle switch),
mounted on a bracket on the
timing condenser frame.
Clockwise operation of the
tuning knob at the end of its
travel clicks over the switch to

4 BA. c /So
-

ei.r

Adding a wave -change switch to a variable condenser.

51 PIA.

rr

CUT FROM 3x
SHEET BRASS

change from medium wave to long wave ; similarly
anti -clockwise motion changes from long wave to
medium wave.
This method makes reception difficult over a
small portion of the band at around 550 metres
(whilst the arm is actually pushing over the wave change knob). However, reception is very poor
on the usual midget at around 550 metres, so little
is lost. Similarly, a small portion of the long wave band around 800 metres will be " lost."
THE FIN SHED FUSE PLUG
Here there are no stations. The effect can be
A novel method of making t'i fuse-plug.
minimised by making the arm as long as practicable.
A small brass plate may be soldered to the knob
4 B.A. or 8 R.A. as preferred. The T strip is
bent. to bracket form as shown, and the plastic of the switch and marked M.W. and L.W. to show
top 1 pushed in. The two arms should be bent through a small window in the dial, giving indication
to afford a firm grip to the screwed metal shank of of band in use.
the flash lamp bulb. The pip of the bulb contacts
The new long -wave scale was
alongside
the shank of the plug, which is itself insulated the medium-wave scale. =H. J.printed
R. TOWNSEND
frein the bracket by the plastic top 1 now acting (Newport, Mon).
as hushing. With the 1132ín. gauge brass specified
the bulb is gripped sufficiently hard to obviate the
necessity of a binding of insulating tape, which
might be necessary if a thinner gauge were used.
IN
It was found necessary to cut off a small slice from
the bottom of the plastic top 1 so that the metal
shank 2 would effectively contact the " pip " of
By F. J. CAMM
the bulb, when the former was screwed up.- R,, -L.
GRATER (Chohnsford).

REFRESHER COURSE

MATHEMATICS
8/6,

Concealed Wave- change Switch
desired to convert a midget (medium wave
IT was
only) receiver to Operate on medium and
long waves. Since there was no space on the
front of the set for the usual wave -change knob,

by pest

9,!-

FROM

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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THIS set is the result of many experiments ; it
has three unsuccessful predecessors. An

economical receiver with a performance
satisfactory in any part of the country had to be
found and then fitted in to the smallest possible

By

F.

and about fin. in diameter. Coils are Wearite " P "

During the power cut last year it was invaluable.

speaker; and so on, however, but such reductions
seriously affect volume, tone, and running costs,
the last item being of very real interest, for the set
coats less than a penny an hour to run. A midget

The Circuit

battery might easily cost 5d. or 6d. an hour !

a great success on hikes, at a Youth Centre and
for reproducing gramophone records for clawing.

The battery used here is a B.117 layer -built.
The L.T., an 800 cycle lamp battery, will still do
good service on a cycle long after it has resigned
its commission in the radio.
Construction

The chassis is bent up out of sheet metal, such

as tin plate (easily obtained) or aluminium (difficult
to obtain, but easy to work). In the original model
duralumin was used ; it proved entirely satisfactory.

i-

Mark out as shown, cut to shape and then bend
up the small platform, making sure this is done .in
the right direction. Some readers may foresee

of the shoulder bag type using a No. 26 -H.T.

The circuit .is that of a straightforward super,
with an untuned R.F. stage. Only one point need
be noted-the wiring of the filaments. This is not
just any series arrangement ; it is the only one
which is completely satisfactory from the point of

view of accidental short circuits, etc. Other arrangements, though possibly easier in construction, might

mean a continuous bill for burnt -out valves.

dPPrOx

BK.KWITH
v

type and all valves are of the G.T. series. The
British equivalents could be used, but the width
the case would have to be correspondingly
all easily receivable. Further, the set is not a box of of
The whole set is designed around the
whistles, not one heterodyne being found anywhere increased.
Celestion 5in. midget type speaker and no other
round the dial.
be considered. The set could have been
None of the parts is critical and only patience should
made a great deal smaller by using smaller batteries,

and careful construction are necessary for success.
The set has been going for six months and has been

Back Plate tor:

Volume Control

A Self-contained Battery Receiver, with Novel Frame Aerial

space compatible with first rate results.
L.T. arrangements are simple. A frame aerial is

fitted but it does not need accurate winding, and
its performance is very good ; Radio Netherlands
will fully load the output valve during daylight
whilst after dark A.F.N. Eire, and Frankfurt are

Four

Escutcheon

As

shown, accidental shorting of either positive to

chassis will only short the batteries, the valves will
be unharmed. As no delay can be imposed upon the

A.V.C. line, A.V.C. is only applied to the I.F.

stage.
The set will not go into the space detailed unless

the plan of construction is adhered to throughout.
One word about the components ; size is important,
so insist on the smallest obtainable. Quarter watt,

resistors are used throughout,. and all .01 µF
condensers are Metalmite, being just lin. long

'PP

P2

.8 Tr

details.

difficulty in cutting as shown. The outside can be
done with tin snips.' The interier division can be
made with tension file or even an old chisel. (The
last method may seem crude but it is very sound !)

Valveholder holes may now be punched or cut.
Drilling should also be- completed at this stage.
Next mount the components, including brackets for
the coil (P.0.2,) and volume control. These may be
made from the sheet metal. The tuning condenser

C/4

is mounted by nuts and bolts through the back
plate and platform of the chassis ; 3/16,in. spacers
are used betweed condenser and chassis. The

condenser spindle should fall -gin. from the end of
the chassis and tin. in- front of it when seen with
the two -gang condenser at the top right. The centre
of the spindle is taken for these measurements.
One of the. Wearite I.F. transformers must' be
modified. Remove it from its can by undoing the
nut at the top. Cut off the tags as short as possible
and solder on wires instead. We now have a wire -

L3

L
L2

Fig. 3.-Escutcheon and volume control mounting

R

ended component instead of one with soldering
tags. This is necessary because of the lack of space
beneath the chassis --immediately above the volume
control. (Dance I.F. transformers, although rather

C2

C7

R8

Fig. f:-Theoretical circuit of the Portable Four.

rINNIIIIMMINI4I14111041.1111.0......".......,141.1=11.04111...104141=1,114=1.1.111.1.1.10.0411,41,11.414Mori

Ll-Frame aerial.
L2 L3-Wearite P.H.F.2 coil.
I. IA, L5-Wearite .P.0.2 coil.

COMPONENT LIST

R10-2 megohms.
R11-550 ohms.
R6-.5 megohms pot. with switch.
Speaker -Celestion, Sin., Model
P.5.Q.O.

II.F.T.1,
I.F.T.2-I.F. transformers, Wearite,
I
type M.400.

1

Tl-Output transformer, Wharfedale 0.P.3.

Sundries

.C3, C6-.0005 µF two -gang, Polar small type.

Screwed Under roa

.1,
*-

1

- 4i

.-

Valveholders-5, Octal.

id, Trimmers -2, 50 pf max.
Aerial and earth bracket, etc.

Fig. 2.-Details of the

-1---'

;"

containing
case and
speaker mount.

C13-25 pF. electrolytic, 12 volt D.C. working.

C15--Pad r 95de0 pf max.
R1-2,000 ohms.
R2-80,000 ohms.
1
R3-200,000 ohms.
1
R4, R5, R12-50,000 ohms.
j R7-3.5 megohms.
I R8, R9-1 megohm.
i

',,t

)

Vl-1N5.

i

i

V2 -1A7.

V4 -1H5.

V5-105.

i

A

i
*.,...... -,.,,,................"........,............1.0.1,..,,.10,141111111.011.11.111M1.1.1.11.14.11141 41MENPAMINIMM141WI0.0011MfNIIIM........0,-....,....

i

Valves (G.T. Series)

-

3(

I

F.

C2, C4, C7, C8-.01. pF.
1
C5, C9, C10-.0001 'if'. ,
I C11, C12-.03 µF.
i C14-.005 µF.
i

Back

f ,"

C1-.1

i

Batteries

H.T.-B.117, Ever Ready.
L.T.-800, Ever Ready,

n
147

696)

1

IIII

Fig. 4.-This shows how the chassis
assembly is made up.

Speaker
...., )

,x(
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THIS set is the result of many experiments ; it
has three unsuccessful predecessors. An

economical receiver with a performance
satisfactory in any part of the country had to be
found and then fitted in to the smallest possible

By

F.

and about fin. in diameter. Coils are Wearite " P "

During the power cut last year it was invaluable.

speaker; and so on, however, but such reductions
seriously affect volume, tone, and running costs,
the last item being of very real interest, for the set
coats less than a penny an hour to run. A midget

The Circuit

battery might easily cost 5d. or 6d. an hour !

a great success on hikes, at a Youth Centre and
for reproducing gramophone records for clawing.

The battery used here is a B.117 layer -built.
The L.T., an 800 cycle lamp battery, will still do
good service on a cycle long after it has resigned
its commission in the radio.
Construction

The chassis is bent up out of sheet metal, such

as tin plate (easily obtained) or aluminium (difficult
to obtain, but easy to work). In the original model
duralumin was used ; it proved entirely satisfactory.

i-

Mark out as shown, cut to shape and then bend
up the small platform, making sure this is done .in
the right direction. Some readers may foresee

of the shoulder bag type using a No. 26 -H.T.

The circuit .is that of a straightforward super,
with an untuned R.F. stage. Only one point need
be noted-the wiring of the filaments. This is not
just any series arrangement ; it is the only one
which is completely satisfactory from the point of

view of accidental short circuits, etc. Other arrangements, though possibly easier in construction, might

mean a continuous bill for burnt -out valves.
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v

type and all valves are of the G.T. series. The
British equivalents could be used, but the width
the case would have to be correspondingly
all easily receivable. Further, the set is not a box of of
The whole set is designed around the
whistles, not one heterodyne being found anywhere increased.
Celestion 5in. midget type speaker and no other
round the dial.
be considered. The set could have been
None of the parts is critical and only patience should
made a great deal smaller by using smaller batteries,

and careful construction are necessary for success.
The set has been going for six months and has been

Back Plate tor:

Volume Control

A Self-contained Battery Receiver, with Novel Frame Aerial

space compatible with first rate results.
L.T. arrangements are simple. A frame aerial is

fitted but it does not need accurate winding, and
its performance is very good ; Radio Netherlands
will fully load the output valve during daylight
whilst after dark A.F.N. Eire, and Frankfurt are

Four

Escutcheon

As

shown, accidental shorting of either positive to

chassis will only short the batteries, the valves will
be unharmed. As no delay can be imposed upon the

A.V.C. line, A.V.C. is only applied to the I.F.

stage.
The set will not go into the space detailed unless

the plan of construction is adhered to throughout.
One word about the components ; size is important,
so insist on the smallest obtainable. Quarter watt,

resistors are used throughout,. and all .01 µF
condensers are Metalmite, being just lin. long

'PP

P2
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details.

difficulty in cutting as shown. The outside can be
done with tin snips.' The interier division can be
made with tension file or even an old chisel. (The
last method may seem crude but it is very sound !)

Valveholder holes may now be punched or cut.
Drilling should also be- completed at this stage.
Next mount the components, including brackets for
the coil (P.0.2,) and volume control. These may be
made from the sheet metal. The tuning condenser

C/4

is mounted by nuts and bolts through the back
plate and platform of the chassis ; 3/16,in. spacers
are used betweed condenser and chassis. The

condenser spindle should fall -gin. from the end of
the chassis and tin. in- front of it when seen with
the two -gang condenser at the top right. The centre
of the spindle is taken for these measurements.
One of the. Wearite I.F. transformers must' be
modified. Remove it from its can by undoing the
nut at the top. Cut off the tags as short as possible
and solder on wires instead. We now have a wire -

L3
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Fig. 3.-Escutcheon and volume control mounting
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ended component instead of one with soldering
tags. This is necessary because of the lack of space
beneath the chassis --immediately above the volume
control. (Dance I.F. transformers, although rather

C2

C7

R8

Fig. f:-Theoretical circuit of the Portable Four.
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Ll-Frame aerial.
L2 L3-Wearite P.H.F.2 coil.
I. IA, L5-Wearite .P.0.2 coil.

COMPONENT LIST

R10-2 megohms.
R11-550 ohms.
R6-.5 megohms pot. with switch.
Speaker -Celestion, Sin., Model
P.5.Q.O.

II.F.T.1,
I.F.T.2-I.F. transformers, Wearite,
I
type M.400.

1

Tl-Output transformer, Wharfedale 0.P.3.

Sundries

.C3, C6-.0005 µF two -gang, Polar small type.

Screwed Under roa

.1,
*-

1

- 4i

.-

Valveholders-5, Octal.

id, Trimmers -2, 50 pf max.
Aerial and earth bracket, etc.

Fig. 2.-Details of the

-1---'

;"

containing
case and
speaker mount.

C13-25 pF. electrolytic, 12 volt D.C. working.

C15--Pad r 95de0 pf max.
R1-2,000 ohms.
R2-80,000 ohms.
1
R3-200,000 ohms.
1
R4, R5, R12-50,000 ohms.
j R7-3.5 megohms.
I R8, R9-1 megohm.
i

',,t

)

Vl-1N5.

i

i

V2 -1A7.

V4 -1H5.

V5-105.

i

A

i
*.,...... -,.,,,................"........,............1.0.1,..,,.10,141111111.011.11.111M1.1.1.11.14.11141 41MENPAMINIMM141WI0.0011MfNIIIM........0,-....,....

i

Valves (G.T. Series)

-

3(

I

F.

C2, C4, C7, C8-.01. pF.
1
C5, C9, C10-.0001 'if'. ,
I C11, C12-.03 µF.
i C14-.005 µF.
i

Back

f ,"

C1-.1

i

Batteries

H.T.-B.117, Ever Ready.
L.T.-800, Ever Ready,

n
147

696)

1

IIII

Fig. 4.-This shows how the chassis
assembly is made up.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

larger, are already wire ended and have been used
with success.) Mount the output transformer on
the " platform " as shown, also the A.E. strip, etc.
Wiring Up
Commence with the filaments, then complete
the various coil connections and finally complete the
audio stages. Ignore the frame aerial as yet.
Note the particular situation of certain components,
e.g., bias resistor and condenser, and trimmers.
When all the wiring is complete try the chassis in
position over the speaker to ensure that nothing is
shorting against its metal frame. All omponents
and wiring should be well clear but if any difficulty
is experienced through the use of alternative parts
then some insulating material should be pasted on
to the speaker, e.g., thick brown paper coated with
shellac, etc. The space between the chassis and
the speaker baffle is is /,sin. Brackets should now be
cut to mount the chassis on the speaker baffle.
(To have bent ends on to the chassis for this purpose
would have been too difficult for anyone without a
vice.) The baffle, it will be seen, is a piece of three ply. As soon as the frame aerial is in place
assembly can be begun.
The Frame Aerial

Wind this with approximately 34 s.w.g. D.C.C.
As the frame is untuned it is an excellent
idea to wind it so that its natural resonance falls
somewhere about 400 metres, .75 Mc/s. This can
wire.

R /O,

H.7:-

o

March, 1948
best be achieved by winding 95 turns on to a former
22in. in perimeter; the shape does not matter. In
other words, the former could -conveniently be
rectangular, 4in. X 61in., or round. Tin. in diameter.
The latter is the shape to aim at eventually.
Proceed as follows :
First wind round the former a couple of turns of
stiff paper about 2-lin. wide. Secure it in place and
then wind on the 95 turns. The winding should
now be thoroughly impregnated with thick shellac
or thin glue. Leave it to dry and then tear away
paper and remove the winding. Ease out any
corners caused by formers other than round ones
and mark any point on one side of the winding.
Place a ruler across the frame at this point so that
it forms an angle of 45 deg. with the turns. Fold
the frame so that this corner lies flat. Measure
off 5in. from the original starting point in the same
direction as the fold. At this second point fold
again, though this time the ruler must lie at 90 deg.
to its original position and not in the same line.
From the second point mark off bin. still in the
same direction (i.e., Ilin. from original point),
At this new point repeat the above folding, etc.,
in this other half of the frame. The result should
be a flat frame aerial, Sin. x 10in. approximately,
with its corners missing. Cut from a sheet of stiff
card such a piece as will fit into the pocket ,at one
end of the frame and extend to about half way
along it. Assemble as shown. This card is important
for more than obvious reasons and should not be
R /2
C/2
11,27
C//

Trimmer Mounted
in Wiring Clear
of Moving Vanes
of Condsr

HT -f-99V
Fig.

C7,

5.- Wiring

R4
R2
diagram of the receiver, showing battery leads.
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are heard adjust the I.F. transformers for maximum
volume. Begin with the diode and work back to
the frequency changer.

The turns covering the loudspeaker
omitted.
opening may be separated in order not tothereduce
card
its efficiency. The nuts and bolts holding -ended
on to the baffle board may also carry double
soldering tags, thus allowing anchoring of the ends
of the frame.
Temporary connections should now he made. to
the speaker and frame aerial and
the set tried out. When the
batteries have been connected
without the valves in place connect a torch bulb across the
filament of the output valve and
short across the filament of the
The bulb
frequency changer.
should light when the set is
if it burns out on
switched on
no account insert the valves until
the fault has been rectified.
With the valves now in place
the local stations should come in
quite well. This assumes that
Plie adjustable coros on the I.F.
trhhsformers have not been
If no
nidddled with as yet.
ilhals are heard resist the tempfatten to adjust the cores; instead,
check over the connections,
Reversal of
especially those to the oscillator coil.
and
these Would cause the valve to fail to oscillate
rekult in absence of signals. Once the local signals

Tracking
Commence with all trimmers unscrewed.
Perform the following operations

'

-

L

;pecker

CI)-

;

-

Chassis

Bending

3s

Bracket for
Volume Control

\

I

-

I
111

..---_

á

Frame Ae,,al

Fig.

6.- Details of the frame aerial.

receivable
1. Tune to the lowest frequency
(i.e., about 500 metres), say, the Third Programme.
Adjust the padder for maximum volume, returning

'

After

' -y-:l-'.:I

The padder
each time an adjustment is made.
will require to be nearly tight.
and
2. Tune in the highest frequency receivable
of the one
adjust the trimmers. If adjustment
on the H.F. transformer brings about a peak volume
other
Set it at maximum and do not touch the
adjusttrimmer. There is no need to re -tune whilst
ing the H.F. coil trimmer. If this does not work
produces
out, i.e., the H.F. transformer trimmer oscillator
no improvement, then the trimmer on the
This time re- tuning will be
needs adjusting.
necessary.
These two operations complete, tune to a weak
signal and make a final check on the I.F. intransformers. Set the cores wax
and assemble the chassis on
the baffle board. '
Now repeat operation 1 and
2 above until no further improvement results. Finally set
all trimmers in wax.
Position of Screen
Those with signal generators
Supporting Coil
will not need the above instruCtions, but assurance may
now be given that in actual
¢"
fact it was found possible to
achieve every bit as 'good results by the method described
above. The only difference is
a"=
4
in the time taken.
The electrical construction
is now complete, only the case
remains to be executed.
I

I

I

I

I

F

I

The Case

sg
Fig.

7.- Chassis

drilling, cutting and bending details.
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The diagrams are self -explanatory, but assembly should
be macle in this order.
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Make the outside, nail and glue all butted joints.
Fix on the ply front in similar manner and round
all edges' along the length. Secure in place the
dial support, cover with leather cloth. One piece
of leather is wrapped round the front and top and
turned over the ends. Cut out the speaker opening
and save this to cover the lower edge of the back.
Cover the ends overlapping the turnover from the
front and top. Turn in round the dial hole and
volume control recess. Face up with odd scraps
(Note : Indian ink or black paint should first be
applied to all corners which may not be adequately
covered). Cover the back in a like manner. Glue the
silk in place in the case and on the back. Cover the
inside of the back with black paper to give a neat
finish. Take a length of beading, mitre the corners
in cutting to length and assemble to fit the speaker
opening. Assemble by glueing only, paint and when
dry glue in place in the case. The back is hinged at
one end and fixed with a single screw at the other.
One- millimetre ply is used rather than metal for
the escutcheon and for the back plate for the
volume control. (This material can be obtained from
model aeroplane shops, as can coloured dope, most
suitable for all the painting detailed above and
below.) Cut the ply to the shape and size of the
opening in the top of the case ; fret an opening in
it as shown and drill for the spindle. This escutcheon
must fit tightly into the case. Paint it and when dry
glue a piece of celluloid on to the back. A piece of
card can be marked up for the actual dial. The

March, 1948
colour scheme of the original was navy blue leather
cloth, cream paint and an orange dial face. The
back plate for the volume control is merely a piece
of this ply cut and drilled, painted and then slipped
over the control spindle. Another piece of this
ply is fixed to the feet of the two -gang to form the
partition between the set and the H.T. battery.
Prepare the epicyclic drive by making a pointer
and painting it and then attaching it.
Take the chassis with partition and volume
control back plate in place and slide it into the case,
volume control end first. When in place drop the
epicyclic drive in through the top on to its spindle
and tighten up. Next, slide inside the card dial and
fix in place with a drawing -pin if necessary. Drop
the escutcheon over the epicyclic spindle and push
down. Fit the knobs. .Clips for the batteries can
be purchased or made out of piano wire (again
try the model aeroplane shop).
Fix the strap with four screws to the end with
the volume control. Carrying it thus, it takes up
less room and is most comfortably balanced' :
further, the dial is not obscured. Stick four small
squares of felt on to the bottom that has not breed
covered so that polished tables do not suffer frdm
conttict.
The original model was made with no other tools
than a pair of pliers, a fret saw, two screwdrivers,
two, ordinary files, a spanner, a drill, a soldering
iron and a hammer and an old chisel. No instruments
were used other than a voltmeter.
.

News from the Clubs

OSWESTRY AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: A. D. Narraway, G2APW, " Lamorna,"

Pant.,

Oswestry, Salop.
a recent meeting, Mr. Trotter, G3AFI
member
the
AT Society
-gave a practical demonstration of Lecher ofWire
Technique to a crowded room In the Technical Institut@, King
Street, Oswestry. Mr. E. D. Power, G3ASC, vice -chairman of
the Society, presided, and proposed a hearty vote of thanks to
G:3AFI for his lucid demonstrations and answers to the many
and varied questions which followed the demonstration.
Mr. A. D. Narraway, G2APW, hon. see., seconded the motion,
and invited all members to come forward with further demonstrations, especially those connected with receiver design and similar
interests he also thanked all members who had donated spare
radio gear for a local School for the Blind. Forthcoming talks
on television and suitable receiver design were being arranged.
informal ham chats in connection with ex- Service gear and
its modification were announced. All new members for 1048
are heartily welcomed.

-a

;

Although no official news has been received from the Worthing
Council regarding the site for field operation it was derided,
the light of published reports in the local press. to apply for ina
club licence to operate a portable station from High Sats-ingN,i,.
It is hoped to get the station into operation at Easter
hold a session every week -end throughout the summer. and to
THE BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRUST SHORT WAVE SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : N. Shirley, 14. Manor Road, Stechford. Birmingham, 9.

AT

the meeting held on

January 5th the subscriptiop rates

were revised and are now fixed at 15s. per ,,uuun. An
built around a 1LN5 and a 1(5 was hrought alohg for
members to handle. The treasurer's report was read and
showed
0 -v-1,

a

slight credit balance.

READING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
President : Dr. Lemon, G2GL, 23, Oakley Road, Caversham,
iteadi,,c.

R ISCENT meeting gave members a new subject for experi
melt, when Mr. Hunt demonstrated the 'Synchrodyne,
amazing all with its simplicity and its capabilities as a high quality
AT the last meeting a representative of Messrs. Belling Lee receiver with also high selectivity.
addressed the Society, on " Radio Interference, Its Canse
U.H.F. reception technique was also dealt with very thorand Its Cure." The lecturer dealt with all aspects of those oughly
by GSItS. Circuits and mode of operation of various
" clicks and buzzes which spoil radio reception," and his remarks frequency
changing systems; grounded grid amplifiers ; and
were most illuminating.
antenna matching systems such as the" Arniner " were discussed,
particular attention being given to the noise level associated with
WORTHING AND DISTRICT GROUP-RSGB
each.
Hon. Sec.: G. W. Morton, 42, Southfarm Road, Worthing,
On January 10th there was a special general meeting, at
which
Sussex.
the
proposed new rules of the Society were discussed, and finally
the meeting held on Thursday, January 1st, 1948, at passed.
This was followed by a demonstration on the use of the
AT Oliver's Café, Southfarm Road, Mr. W. J. Allen, M.B.E., oscilloscope
by Dr. Lemon. In particular, its application to the
G2VJ, the representative for Region 8, presented the National reception side
of amateur radio. Methods of using the instrument,
Field Day Trophy to the Group for their effort in obtaining the as an " s " meter,
viewer, and modulation percentage
highest score on the 1.7 and 3.5 me /s bands. The Trophy was meter for received panoramic
signals being demonstrated.
presented to Mr. English, the town's representative, in the
Meetings
of
the
Society
continue
to be held on the second
absence of Mr. Bowers, the owner of the call sign of the station and last Saturday of
each month, at 6.30 "p.nb, in Palmer Hall,
GANY /P. Certificates produced by the secretary were presented
West Street.
to the members who built and operated the station.

SUTTON AND CHEAM RADIO SOCIETY

A

After the presentation of the Trophy and certificates, Mr. Allen

gave a very interesting and absorbing lecture on

construction
, and design of an amateur short wave transmitter.the The
talk and
discussions which
followed produced useful hints
working out of tank circuits to making chassis.

from the

OVER 6,000,000

With reference to a statement in our February
the
B.B.C. ask us to state that the circulation of The Radioissue,
Timee is,
in fact, over 6,000,000 copies a week.
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The

C.P.S.

n!

Emitron

High- sensitivity Television Camera
Interesting Details of the B.B.C.'s New

very small energy so small that they cannot
THE C.P.S. Emitron is an electronic television with
secondary electrons from surface. In
knock
developed
pick -up tube which has been
the undesirable shading and other spurious
way
this
E.M.I.
the
since the end of the war in
eliminated and much higher efficiency
are
signals
of
Research Laboratories, and gives promise
A further post -war E.M.I. invention
attained.
B.B.C.
the
extending the scope and quality of of this new lias enabled the sensitivity of the photo -electric
;

television service. Preliminary trials
the
ca-mera tube, such as the Royal Wedding and
visit
Rana' programme on the occasion of theHouse,
of the King and Queen to Broadcasting
have been very encouraging.
The Emitron and Super -Emitron, whichusewere
by
developed before the \car and are still intelevision
the B.B.C., gave very ;±nod quality
..f propictures and a very reasonable variety
limitations.
grammes. _However, they have several
good illumina:Firstly, it is necessary to have quitequality
picture.
Ition for transmission of a good uncomfortably
Studio illuminai at at A.P. is
intense; the stage illumination
for broadcasts direct from theatres
has to. be increased to such a degree
that it spoils the show for the
audience, and frequently outside
broadcasts are of poor quality
because the light is bad. Secondly.
undesirable shading appears in the
pictures, even when the light is quite
adequate, which must he cola irntally
corrected by the operating engineers.
When the light is poor this sliadioc
of the picture (" tilt " and " bend
-becomes uncontrollable.
:

-

mosaic to be very greatly increased, and the fidelity
of reproduction of colours to be improved.

Better Depths of Focus
Intensive work on these methods (all television
research was stopped during the war) has culminated
in the C.P.S. Emitron. This tube is capable of
from
transmitting satisfactory pictures, quite free as
is
shading effects, with normal lighting -such
required for comfortable working, reading, writing,
on a
and considerably less than is normally used
l:catrs stage. This is something like 50 times

)

How it Operates
The C.P.S. Emitron overcomes
these defects by applying a meth al
cathode potent ia
as
known
stabilisation (hence the nano
C.P.S. Emitron), which was itcvented by E.M.E. Research engineers
in 1934. As is well known the
Emitron operates as follows ::A lens
Edmonton,
This view of the new camera-taken at the Regal, its general
forms an imago of the scene to he
with it-shows
transmitted on a mosaics of photo- during the first theatre broadcast
appearance.
sensitive elements. The light of the
imago liberates photo -electrons
and
photo- less light than is required by an Emitron
from these minute particles and as these
Super Emitron.
the
by
required
that
one
-tenth
the
on
up
built
electrons are lost positive charges are
in Moreover, with quite Moderate lighting the aperture
osaic which correspond to the light distribution - of the camera lens can be stopped . down to such
high
a
by
scanned
the image. The mosaic is then
an extent that great depth of focus can be
velocity beam of electrons which discharges these obtained in the picture. Since shading signals
discharged
is
each
positive charges in succession. As
are entirely absent the camera can be turned from
an electrical pulse is imparted to a common
one scene to another without the picture being
which
plate,
signal
the
electrode known as
upset by these troublesome effects, which Can be
amplifier.
the
to
on
tasses these pulses
very irritating even with very expert operation.
mosaic
the
discharging
t unfortunately, besides
The C.I'.S. Emitron will enable a great saving
out
knock
also
electrons
-speed
elements these Miele
electric power required to illuminate indoor scenes
in
electrons
of
secondary
number
large
of the mosaic a
as
well as improving the comfort of the actors,
roiltu.,il
in
result
and
mosaic
tIte
which spread across
outdoor broadcasts will be possible until dusk.
c.
roil
ho
to
a
referre)1
signals
spurious
the
elticitnoy and
the poor light would have stopped Play
Certainly
is
stabilised
mosaic
the
Emitron
the (`.'.S.
Ic
in most games before tit+ picture would have
the
which
from
cathode
of
the
potential
at tine
ou it become unsatisfactory.
beam electron -, come, urn! hence they fall
m
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A High -tension Unit
Constructional Data of a Simple A.C. Power Pack to Enable Battery
Receivers
to be Opera. .d from the Mains
By

F.

G ,DYER

WHERE a battery- operated receiver is in
use and A.C. mains are available, it is
possible to acid a unit which replaces the
high - tension battery. Its cost is less than that of
two new batteries, and it will last indefinitely.
The current taken from the mains is so slight
that it can be ignored. In consequence the construction of such a piece of apparatus can be well
worth while.
The unit described will operate any ordinary
two, three, four or five valve set. Modern receivers
with automatic bias and only two H.T. connections
are most suitáble for it, although provision is made
for an intermediate H.T. tapping. In some receivers
additional H.T. tappings may be required. If this is
so, they may be added as will be described.
The Components
None of the parts is in any way critical, although
they must be in sound condition. The metal
rectifier may be one designed for ordinary use or
voltage -doubling ; in the latter case the unrequired
contact is ignored. Such rectifiers may be obtained
new or secondhand and last almost for ever. It is
scarcely possible that any ordinary receiver will
overload the rectifiers so any high tension rectifier
is suitable. If alternatives are available, one giving

from 20 to 40 milliamps (maximum) for 250 or
more volts is the type to look for.
Similarly, the smoothing choke will not require
to pass much current. A 40 milliamp model is
large enough. 20 Henries is a suitable inductance.
A larger inductance will increase smoothing.
The condensers may be paper or electrolytic.
In the latter case the polarity must be observed as
shown in the diagram. The two smoothing
condensers may be from 4 to 8 ,uF. For a small
receiver, 2 IiF. condensers will function quite
well.

,:

Constructing the Chassis
This is gin. by fiin. by 2in. deep, and is
a from
wood. A strip of ebonite 9in. by 2in. ma lie used
for the front to provide better insulation : ¡in.
or fin. wood may be used for the side 'Iunners,
with thinner wood for the top and back. Screws
will hold the pieces together.
A ready -made
chassis may be employed, but it is best to avoid
using a metal one. If a metal chassis is used
insulated terminal mounts should be employed.
Care should be taken that no leads can fray and
short to the chassis, and the rectifier should be
examined to determine that its fixing bolt is not
internally connected to the element.
The parts are screwed dawn in
the position shown in Fig. )I
Some
smoothing condensers
may be in circular cans, when
they will be held in position by
clips. Cardboard -cased conden.
sers with flexible wires for con nections should be held in lace
by a band screwed over them.
If leads or tags are marked red
and black, red will be positive.
Fig. 2 shows the underneath
connections, for which insulated
wire is recommended.
The
switch should be a type intended for mains use.
+

=

-

Switch

H.T.Mains Lead
And P/eg

Fig.

1.

-Above

nïÑ,ñw

HT /

H.

7-

c

ÍÍB16

chassis layout and wiring of the unit.
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Wiring in Words
Mains lead to switch. Switch
to rectifier. Rectifier to smoothing condenser, and to choke.
Choke to smoothing condense,
and to H.T.2 terminal. H.T2
terminal to resistor. R,eSistor
to 1 - 2 ,uF. condenser, and to
H.T.1 terminal. Minus terminals
of all condensers and H.T. minus
terminal to other mains lead.
A proper plug or adapttr on
a length of twin flex is used for

the mains connectioh.

may be reduced to 20,000 or 30,000 ohms or so.
Violent oscillation would show a higher value
were needed.
The output may be measured with a high resistance voltmeter, with the unit connected to
the receiver and working.

If the rectifier is not marked with plus and minus

signs the leads to it may need reversing to obtain
the proper polarity in the output. If electrolytic

condensers are used and there is any doubt about
this, test with a voltmeter before connecting the
condensers, as if the wrong polarity is applied to
them they may be damaged.

To

w
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I,TSISTOR CURRENT VOLTAGE
DROP
(OHMS) FLOWING

20,000
30,000
40,000

/ -2/JF O

Condenser
To

Rectifier

20,000
30,000
40,000

to Smoothing
-----

\

Condenser
To

E),

,

Smoothing
Condenser

To

1

r

1

H.T /
To Smoothing Condenser
And- Resistor

R
\Switch

40
60
80

etc.

1,000
5,000
10,000

10mA.
10mA.
10mA.

.

Gi

etc.
2mA.
2mA.
2mA.

20,000

10,000

Choke

20
30
40

4mA.
4mA.
4mA.

5,000

`

1mA.
1mA.
1mA.

20
40
80

etc.
10

50
100

etc.

Additional Tappings
These are added by including a further resistor of appropriate value, with a condenser
of about 1 or 2 ,aF. connected

$,
To Mains

Fig. 2. -Under chassis layout and wiring.
Containing Case

clearly shows how this
If cut to the
dimensions shown it will fit
Over the apparatus so that the
ebonite panel fills the gap below
the gin. by 4in. front piece.
Two screws each side will hold
the unit in place, and a bottom
about l0,Fin. by bin. may be
screwed on afterwards.
A'number of small holes may
be'drilled round the caso to give
ventilation.
Fig.

3

tray be made.

Obtaining the Correct Voltages
The output of the unjt will
depend on the voltage drop in
the choke and rectifier, and on
the mains voltage. The drop
mentioned will depend on the

Fortunately,
current taken.
the voltage is not generally
critical, anything up to 150 volts

Side

Front

Fig.

being permissible for H.P.2.
The resistor may be of any value, depending
'upon the voltage required at H.T.1. The drop
this resistor causes will depend upon its value
and the current flowing, as shown in the table
in the next column.
From this it should be possible to choose a
suitable resistor. The current consumption may
be found by means of a meter, or by consulting
the data of the valves used. Actually the matter
is not critical, and a value of about 50,000 ohms
will do for the majority of receivers. If this is
used, and results are somewhat weak, the resistor

66 "2

9e4

3.- Chassis

construction details.

from it to H.T. minus, just as is done to
obtain the tapping H.T.1 in the unit shown
here. (See Figs. 1 and 2.)

Important
The unit should be disconnected from the mains
before any alterations are made, to avoid the
possibility of shocks. It will be seen that H.T.
minus must he connected directly to one mains
lead. Because of this a condenser of about .1 µF.
should he added in series with the earth lead if
this is used. This is to avoid connecting one mains
lead to earth. For the saine reason, it is best to
avoid touching metal parts in the receiver when
it is connected to the mains.
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Circuits -2

B

Conclusion of the Data on Receivers of
Unusual Design
By C.

SUMMERFORD

Using Two-volt Valves
Instead of allowing the valve to perform its
IN each of the circuits so far discussed 1.4 -volt normal
function, i.e., that of frequency
valves have been used, but, although the only
variable -mu pentode section is used aschanger,
alteration that need be made so t hat they may the
a R.F.
be used with a 2 -volt L.T. supply is a resistor in one amplifier, and the triode section as a separate
reactor
valve.
The
latter is not, however, used for
of the L.T. leads, there may be those who have
preference for 2 -volt valves. To satisfy this need, applying regeneration to the R.F. stage, but to the
diode
detector
circuit.
By so doing, diode quality is
therefore, the circuit of Fig. 4 has been evolved,
with leaky grid sensitivity and better
and as will be seen this utilises British valves obtained
selectivity
than
would
be obtained either from a
that are easily obtainable. VI, a Mazda TP22, is a normal
leaky grid or a diode detector.
triode- pentode frequency changer having two
Separate
diodes
are
used for detection
entirely independent sections. Due to this inA.V.C., so that the latter may have a small and
dependence and the absence of electronic coupling
delay
associated circuits can be designed for optimum bias, which is applied by the 1.5 -volt battery B2.
The
delay
could
be
obtained
by
operating conditions.
taking the earth
return of R7 to a suitable tapping on
R9. but if this

L

TO

L.T.

Ganged-

VI-Mazda TP22.
V2-Mazda HL23DD.

C3-1

pF.

pF.

C4, C6, C9=.0001 /IF.

-

Fig. 4. Circuit of a superhet with ordinary 2 -volt
valves.
COMPONENTS REQUIRED

V3-Cossor 220 OT.
VCI, VC2-.0005 pF two-gang.
VC3-.0003 pF preset.
VC4-.0003 pF mica variable.

Cl, C2, C8-.1

-

C5, C12 -.05 ,F.
C10 -.0005 pF.
C7
pF.
C11-10 pF elec.
B1, B2 -1.5-volt G.B. battery.
150,000 ohms.
R2 -5,000 ohms.
R3- 30,000 ohms.

-2

RI-

R4-1

meg.
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R5- 40,000 ohms.
R6-20,000 ohms.

-1
-}
-¢
-1

R7
meg.
R8
meg.
R9 -500 ohms.
R10
meg.
Tl
: 4 parafeed transformer.

T2 -To suit speaker.
All resistors ¢ watt type.

art
March, 1948
is done R9 will

potentiometer

have to be either a low resistance
or split up into two separate

resistors.
Both sections of V1 are controlled by A.V.C.,
bias
and in addition the reactor section has a fixedmuch
of 1.5 volts. Regeneration will be found to be
smoother with a small fixed bias on the reactor,
which will also take less current under these condiby
tions. A.V.C. efficiency is again largely governedthis
in
the setting of the regeneration control andvariable
circuit entails the use of a panel -mounted
condenser for VC4.
It may cause some surprise that no grid con denser and leak are used for the triode section of V2.'
But as both V2 and V3 are high gain valves and as,

Test Pattern Generator
(Continued from page 99.)

..

"

lug latest refinements in radio, including
models not yet on the market, will be seen
at the 1948 Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition,
which celebrates its Silver Jubileo at Olympia
from March 2nd.
H.M:V. will be showing their brand -new Model
1901, a combined automati'c radiogram and
television receiver, with a 15ín. cathode ray tube.
Orders can be placed for it at the exhibition.
Another new radiogram will be seen on the
Goblin stand. Designed by the experts responsible
for the acoustic equipment of Brompton Oratory,
it has separate treble and bass controls to allow
" mixing " without affecting volume, and a 36ín.
by 3in. tuning scale. As a gramophone it will
play eight mixed records. On the same stand
Goblin will be showing their " Time -Spot " radio.
t

Television Parlour

television enthusiasts, Messrs. John l:ogie

FORBaird will be staging demonstrations through-

out the day on two of their television -radio models,
the " Garrick " in walnut Jacobean oak, and the
" Lyric "' in bird's -eye maple with walnut surround.
Their stand will take the form of a furnished room
with alcoves in which several sets will work
simultaneously. Baird's are promising delivery
of up to two months for orders placed at the
exhibition.
A special feature of Messrs. Amplion's exhibit
will be their mains converter. This unit will
transform a battery set -table or portable model
into an all -mains receiver. This stand will also
show a new range of lightweight pick -ups and the
latest Amplion five :valve table receiver. Orders
for this will be taken at the exhibition and passed
on to the purchaser's local retailer, through whom
delivery will be effected.
The exhibition will be open to the public at
5 p.m. on March 2nd. After that from 9.30 a.m.
to 9.30 p.m. every weekday until March 25th.
children, Is. 9d
2s. 9d.
Admission (tax inc.)

-

t

:

-

A.F. signal
also, they are transformer coupled, the
to give
input required at the grid of V2 intoorder
warrant the
full loading of V3 is so small as
Direct coupling
extra components unnecessary.shown,
will give a
between diode and triode, as
on
small bias to the triode, which will be dependent
do not like this
the setting of VR1. These who normal
condenser
system may, of course, insert the
and leak.
of
The total ff..T. current taken by the circuit
Fig. 4 is slightly higher than in the other three
H.T.
circuits and works out at .45 amps. while
V3 gives
current consumption is 7.5 milliamps. with
120
approximately 400 milliwatts output,
volts on anode and screen.

Radio and Television
at Ideal Home
ALI.

119--
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Rotate R2. The bars on the screen will successively lock, dissolve, relock with an extra bar,
dissolve, relock with another extra bar, and so on.
R2 should be calibrated with the bar numbers
by marking the positions of the switch with 1, 2, 3, 4,
etc., for then the generator can be used with a
faulty receiver, R2 set to produce, say, 10 bars,
and the receiver line timebase corrected for frequency.
Switch Si to position 2 for horizontal patterns.
Rotate R2 to produce the best possible picture,
and then rotate R5, watching the change in horizontal bar numbers. Fewer bars result, but R5
can ease be calibrated as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., and used
to correct faulty frame timebases.
Finally, switch S1 to position 3 to produce the
overall pattern. Positions of both R2 and R5
will be found where the picture locks and becomes
clear, a jumble of lines and bars occurring at
other points. If desired, these control positions
may also be marked.
One circuit detail alone may require some
readjustment to suit the constructor's components :
the value of C3. Different transformers used for
T1 in the blocking oscillator will give different
frequencies of operation, and should the frequency
change with rotation of R5 be found insufficient,
or should the frequency be unduly low, it is only
necessary to experiment with different values for
C3, a decrease in capacitance generally being
found satisfactory.

WARNING

The generator is built round a super -regenerative
circuit and it is therefore a prolific source of interference. It should never be used during television
transmission times and, of course, no type of aerial
must ever he connected to the output sockets.

NEWNES

SHORT -WAVE

MANUAL

6/-, or 6/6 by post from
Tower
::
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2

;
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the Wax

Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
THE Columbia issue of Richard Strauss's
First Horn Concerto (DX1397 -98), to synchronise with the composer's recent notable
visit to this country, is now followed by the release
of his Oboe Concerto, featuring Leon Goossens
(oboe), accompanied by the Philharmonic Orchestra,
con lucted by Alceo Galliera, on Columbia DX 1444 -46.
Leon Goossens was the soloist in its first performance in England at a Promenade Concert in
London. The scoring of the three movements has
an economy characteristic of Richard Strauss's
latest style. The accompanying orchestra is scored
for two flutes, cor anglais, two clarinets, two
bassoons, two horns and strings.
Of interest in the latest recordings is Debussy's
" Printemps
Symphonic Suite, played by the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under the able
baton of Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart.. on H.M.V.
DB6549 -50. The suite consists of two main sections
headed by a brief but important prelude which
provides material for the whole design. The end
of the prelude is marked by a pause, whereupon
Debussy repeats his chief theme on the violins at
the openirfg of the first section. Its treatment is
notable for vivid contrasts, though the theme itself
and derivatives from it are woven into a highly organised pattern. In these records Sir Thomas
Beecham has secured a performance full of the true
Debussy atmosphere.
Chopin's " Ballade No. 2 in F, Op. 38," played by
Benno Moiseiwitch, on H.M.V. 03685, is the
second Ballade of the set of four which Chopin
composed and dedicated to his contemporary,
Robert Schumann, and was published in 1840.
Of the four Ballades this one has, perhaps, its
greatest share of fantasy ; certainly it is regarded
as one of the gems of pianoforte music. Concertgoers will have heard Moiseiwitch play the Ballades
-sometimes all four in one evening-and will
know with what beauty of phrasing he invests
them.
The playing of Albert Sandler and his Palm Court
Orchestra has a recognisable quality of its own,
judging from the very many letters of appreciation
that are received by Mr. Sandler. Ho once said

"-

:

" My policy has always been to play light music in
pure form, from the printed copy, and without
fancy arrangements." His latest recording, " Waltz
Memories," on Columbia DB2364, introduces
" Paradise," " Diane," " Charmaine," " Poem " and
" Just for a While."

Variety

For the past 20 years-virtually, in fact,
since he launched out as a solo artist -Columbia
recordings by Turner Layton have been in
unwavering demand by those who favour romantic
songs, snag in an intimate and entirely appealing
manner. His latest recording is " I Wonder Who's
Kissing Her Now," from the film of that name, and
" And Mimi," a French -style café song, which is
America's number one hit. The number of the
record is Columbia DB2367.
Peggy Reid who has recorded " The Stars Will
Remember " and " Song of Yesterday," on

Cólumbia FB3366, owes her rise to stardomnon
air to Joy Russell -Smith, who engaged her the
for
" Variety Band -Box " after only a single hearing.
Since then she has been typing the bills in British
music -halls and making a series of recordings
that has established this young artist as a natural
vocalist.
Three records released recently
favourite names among Scottish record introduce
Ian Macpherson, baritone, sings " A buyers
Dream
o'Hame " and " My Ain Folk," on Parlophone
F3372 ;
the Smith Brothers -actually five
Northumbrian brothers-who have made a big
name for themselves broadcasting on Scottish and
English wavelengths, have recorded " Eileen
O'Grady " and " I'll Take You Home Again,
Kathleen," on Parlophone F3377; and Jimmy
Shand, who plays the traditional dances of his
country in the most exciting way with the aid of two
accordions, a fiddle, piano and drum has made a
record of Scottish Country Dances in strict tempo
on

-

.

Parlophone F3378.

Dance Music

For the past 17 years Oscar Rabin's hag
been one of featured bands chosen to play for
the Ballroom Dancing Championships 'sponsored
by the Star newspaper. Thus the advent of Oscar
Rabin's " Dancing Time " series has already met
with great success. His latest recording in this
series is " Mighty Lak' a Rose " (waltz) and
" I'll See You in My Dreams " (quick -step), on
Parlophone F2265.
This month Harry Davidson forsakes his old time dances for a Gilbert and Sullivan Selection on
Columbia DX 1450 ; Victor Silvester's Strings for
Dancing play " Vienna In Springtime " and
" Fioretta " on Columbia FB3365 ; and Geraldo
and his Orchestra have recorded " The Coffee
Song " and " Serenade of the Bells " on Parlophone
F2264.
MGM. Records
I have received some new records this month
under the above title, and as one might guess from
the initials they are American recordings, featuring
American artists. The well -known " Holiday For
Strings " coupled with " Laura " is played by David
Rose and his Orchestra. on MGM.103 and the
coloured singer, Lena Horne, who recently made
a B.B.C. broadcast, sings " Deed I Do " and " 1
Feel So Smoothie," on MGM.111. -Other dance
Stand numbers include " A Sunday Kind of Love "
and " Pots and Pans," by Jimmy Dorsey and his
Orchestra on MGM.105; " Peg o' My
and " Sleepy Time Gal," by Art Lund with
Orchestra, conducted by Johnny Thompson, on
MGM.106 ; " Slow Burn " and Hey Daddy -O,"
by Sy Oliver and his Orchestra, on MGM.104 ;
" Chi -Baba Chi -Baba " and " Oh, My Aching
Heart," on MGM.108 ; " Tip Light " and " Arabian
Boogie," by Slim Gaillard and his Trio, on
MGM.107 ; and " Three Little Wordp " and " And
the Angels Sing," by Ziggy Elman and his Orchestra,
on MGM.101.
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you'ie SORE to get it at

Send 2#Id. stamp
for up - to - date

Catalogue
Our Stocks include
everything for the
Service Engineer.

Radio and Television Components
are used by all the leading set manufacturers

PEA, £15 15 0;
£11 "0 0
TAYLOR METERS.-120A. £8'8'0 on70A.
Purchase.
Sig. Gen., £15 /10'0. All available 500 Hirev., 8 mid., 4 - (canned 4 61
all
ELEC'TROLY'TI('S,- Dubilier,
v.,
8
-16
mfd..
450
T.M.C.,
7,6 32 mfd.,
8 -8 mfd.. 8 6 8 -16 mfd., 8.6.
-.
5/9 16 -16 mid., 500 v.. 11 Wearite
midget iron-core. 21'- pair
LIP. TRANS. -465 kies.,
cap. tuned (or 110 Ic es.).
Weymouth perm. tuned. 18 9 pr. ; Service
or 1.6 mc., 16/6 pr.
15'- pr. ; Denco 465 or 110 k'es.
Matched
('OILS. -TRF Matched pair ML, 6/9 pr. ; Weymouth. TRF
earite " P "
FIFO. 3pr each.
coils.lcompÍé errange. A, HF. Oc.8 AF
Pf,
75
Pf,
100
Pf,
150 Pf.
Pf,
50
4'6
25
2 GANG COND.-Midget,
5/- 350 Pf, 12 9. Standard, .00035 mfd. with Trim, 10'6 and .0005
mfd.. 96 (with Tr.. 12,6).
lt., I. 1, 1
VOLUME ('ONT.- Centralab. 5 k., 10 k.. 25 k., 50 k.. 100
8.' -. Midget. with switch.
and 2 meg., less switch. 43. with switch.
and 1 meg., 6' -. Ex-Govt. midget, 6 ohms, 75 ohms, 5 k., 10 k.,
25 k., 50 k.. 100 k.. I, A. 1 and 2 meg., 2/8.
FILAMENT TRANS.-Input 200- 230-250 v., output 5 v., 4 a. and
6.3 v. 4 a., both tapped 4 v.. 27'6.
output tapped 4 v., 8 v., 15 v.,
AUTO-TRANS. -Input 200 251 V.v..Charger
Trans.. 27,6.
24 v.. at 3 amps., ideal 6 or 12
NI/TRANS.-250-'0-250 v.. 80 m'a., 6.3 v. 4 a. (tapped 4 v.), 5 M 21 a.
;

;

Points
Design

of
of Miniature
Low

Contact Resistance in

Circuit

Receivers

B7G

;

Miniature
Laminated Valveholder
for

use

with IT4,

IRS, etc.

6.3

Designed with 7 special sockets
giving
extremely low contact
resistahce and ensuring positive
location of pins. Tags and centre screen pre -tinned.
centres .875, Hole Dia. .100.
DIMENSIONS : Major axis 1.093, Minor axis
mounting either above or below chassis.
PLATE

at
130 m/a. both fil. tapped at 4 v., 37i6) 400-0 -400 v
(C.T.) 3a.. 6.3 v. (C.T.) 3 a., 5 v. 21 a.. 47)8.
Fixing

.680.

For

RADIO SERVICE
DEALER
learns radio
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Coursehe
earns his
thoroughly, completely, practically. When
merely
content
not
are
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We we want to _how
our
to teach the principles of radio,
-day,
every
in
practical,
students how to apply that training
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
your requireWrite to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept.. stating
ments. It places you under no obligation

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,

W.C.2
subject
Please explain fully about your instruction in the
X.
marked
Engineering
Radio
Complete
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Elementary Radio indicatee it below.
examination,
to
If you wish

Kingsway,

oft dioEngineers
1asrs
s

P.M.G. Certificate for
nf tion
s
ity andG
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached until successful

Address

:

Small But Highly Efficient

331'

OWNER

AND

Age

(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

m

;

FOR THE

i Institute
British

30/-

.. 6.3nv
PM. 15i-; Rota 5 in. PM, 21'6
MiCOIL SPEAKERS. -Page 5 in.
8 in: PM, 24/-, with
(Energ. 1,000 ohms with Trans.. 2916)31.6. Rola
ohms with Trans..
Trans.. 30'- (Energ. 1,500 ohms, Ro'a2,000
10 in. PM, 322 (Energ.
33(6): Goodmans. 10 in. PM, 35,-;
1,500 ohms with Trans.. 36'6).
- Output 32 -1, 3'- P'Pull
EX-GOVT. ULTRA MIDGET TRANS.
3/. both 1 x 1 x lin. Similar P Pull
intervalve, 2,5 -1 each half,both
I; x l i x 1),in.. 3'- each. L.F. Choke.
intervalve, and 60-1 O'Put,
Split- stator Dispaced Transmitting
5 Hy., 100 ohms, 150 mla.. 619.
Cond., 150 Pf. each half, 42. Tannoy Transverse Carbon Mike
Insets, 3f -.
115, FLEET STREET. E.C.4
STERN RADIO LIMITED,
CENtral 5814 and 2280.
150

;

MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.
BRITISH
Telephone : MAYfair 5543
21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Foremost in Valveholder design

Name

;

:

;

Maximum
Efficiency, Minimum Size

3

"x2 xl ¡"

"Q" pack is a certain signal booster. Will
improve the sensitivity of any superhet, and its
compactness greatly facilitates construction of
midget receivers. Employs six high "Q" coils on
polystyrene formers, with adjustable iron cores.
One hole fixing and only five connections. Three
models : L.M.S., M.2.S, L.M. Trawler. Special
terms to set makers, wholesalers and export.
The

B

Sole Manufacturers:

MORGAN OSBORNE & CO. LTD.
WARLINGHAM, SURREY
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METERS !

O. GREENLIGK, LTD.

.11;k1.M.

t

74 CONSTRUCTOR
We specialise in supplying complete kits
and individual component parts for all
circuits described in this journal.

AVOMINOR

D.C. Test Meter, £4 4s.

'

PYROBIT Electric Soldering iron, LI 2s.
SHORT WAVE COILS, 4 pin, set of
3, covers
12

circuit,

to 80 metres.

919.

Complete with

WEARItE "
stock

P "
Coils. Full range in
shown in our catalogue. 31- each.

as

VIDOR A.C. Power Unit, replaces both
H.T. and LIT. batteries in " All -Dry " Bur purchase
Of it cumple teafin1, ti) of
portables. Size gin. x Sin. x Sin.
£5 5s. Supply Store enables us to offer )Ietertl
VIDOR Extension Speaker, fits into the AT E t.\ l'.1STIC BARGAIN PRICES:
corner, acoustically right for almost All brand orsi' ex- Government stock, as
illustrated. Postage extra,
every room, finished in walnut veneer
to
tone with modern furnishings. Incorporates
s. d.
0 -8 v., 1).1' 2!.in. rd., M.C.
Sin. moving coil unit (2 -4 ohms),
7 0
0 -40 v., D.(' 2in. sq., M.C.
with
volume control. £4 Its. 6d.
0 -300 v., D,(' 2in. sq.. M.C.
...
7 0
0 -I m a.. D.('.. 31ín., M.C.
...
15
11
Send 2;d. stamp for our Brochure
0 -30 ni a.. IL(' 211n. rd.,
of
8 9
Peto -Scott Receivers, Components, Kits, 0-50 ma., WV.. 2/in. rd.. M.C.
M.C. ...
7 0
etc. 0- 40.120 m a.,
Also details of our Practical How-to1).(',. 2in. sq., M.C.
7 0
0 -150 m a., l).(',, 21,... M.C....
Build-it Books, complete instructions
7 6
and 0 -500 nia., D,(' 2111). rd., M.C. ...
designs for the HOME CONSTRUCTOR. 0 -1.5 amp.,
7
3
D.C'
2;1n. rd., M.C....
7 6
0-2.5 amp., ILF., 2in. sq. Thermo.
7 0
0 -10 amp.. D.C. 211n. rd. M.C.
7 6
HENBEST BROS., LTD., 0 -10 amp.. Hot Wire 11.F., S1111
30 0
50 -0 -50 amp., D,('.. 2in. sq.,
7 6
KC'.
0 -5 m'a., 1).(',. 2In. sq.,
M.C.
26, Green Lanes, London, N.I3. 0 -100 ni a.. D,('.. 2.!du. sq., M.C..
10 0
with push button shorting switch 12 6
0 -.5 amp., R.F., 21n., Thermo
Telephone
BOWES PARK 6289.
7 3

"

:

0 -4

amp.,

Aerial Ammeter,

with push button shortingThermo,
switch 10 0
v., Eleetro,ta tie
27 6
0- 2,000v I /leetroslalk, rd., 211n
27 6
Foundation Meter, 1.5 m a.. D.C.,
F.S.D., calibrated volts, ohms
15 0
0 -14 amp..31,I., 51n., Ironclad
...
37
Our Selection of 6 assorted new meters6
of above Ones for 35' -.
0.11.1'. SIGNAL GI:NER:1TORS ant!
00'í'í'0T 'TESTERS
1. A new and unused battery -operated
3valve signal generator, full of high grade
U.H.F. components, in heavy
case with
battery compartments, fitted teak
with
stainless steel 18in. telescopic
aerial. Valve line up 2 CV6 and 1
0 -3,000

PIt.1TT
1070,

Harrow

Road,

n_1DI0
London,

(Nr. Scrubs Lane) 'Phone
mi

4- valve,

e

N.W,10

LADbroke 1734
College 10 watt A.C.
stage, twin input and faders

AMPLIFIERS.

It I:SISTANCES, Heavy duty twin rests tance tdith variable slider,
300 ohms, 1
amp., a compact job, 25' -. Mains
droppers.
800 ohms. 0.3 amp., 5'8 : 1.000 ohms, 0.2
ómet4e8,; wirehwound. a1,Ó0(:. and P50,Ó00
ohms, 26 each.
TUNING UNITS. ('OHS. The " Rues "
tuning assembly. completely wired all wave.
for use with a 6K8G and 8K7G valves. comalete with dial. I.Fs., etc factory aligned
and tested, £5. The
WEYMOUTH," all
wave coil pack, comprising
with
all coil padders. etc.. 36 6. chassis
M'L wave
T.R.F. coils with reaction, High
Gain.
pair. 7 6. " Weymouth " midget iron cored
1.F. trans., 18'9.
Standard iron cored
I.Fs., 15 - pair. 2 Meg. I.Fs., 2.- each.
CONDENSERS. 8 mid. 500 v.. 4'- ; 8 t 10
mfd, 350 v., 7'6 ; 20x20 mfd. 150 v.. 7 6 : 8
mfd. 75 v.. 1 : 4 mfd. 12 v. 90. ; 0.1 mfd.,
8 - doz.
0.01 mfd., 8.- doz. ; 2 -gang .0005
mid.17 11.mfd.- : 6.-00 1 mfd., 6 - ; Split Stator,

:

,

.000

,

TESI' BRIDGE. The " AVO " test bridge.
A.C. operation, checks all values of condensers and resistances, valve voltmeter
indicator, M.
MAINS NOISE SUPPR4;SSOR, for the

suppression of all noise from Fluorescent.
Motors. Frigos, Cleaners, etc.. each, 16 6.
SPEAKERS. P.M. Minus
trans.. 5in,.
17.6. Goodmans, 12in. T21205'15. £6 10.
('AB1N1i1'S. table model, Walnut veneered,
inner dimensions, 211ín. x 10,in. x
35 - ; midget, sprayed cream and green,
13in. x 71n. x 6in.. 35 -.
CHOKES. Ultra midget 40 ma.. 5'- : midget
40 Ina., 5 6 : Standard, 100 ma., 8.6 -; Heavy
Duty. 1,500 ma., 12'6.
PICK UPS, :tothermel " Model 5.8 or
S.12. at pre- budget price, 52 6.
CHASSIS. The W5V for the 5 v. superhet,
fully drilled for valveholders, 1.F4! etc..
Min. x 5'in, x 2((in., 7'- ; the W4V chassis
for the 4 V. receiver, 11in. x 4;.ín. x 2in., 6 -.
S N'l'l'CH ES- Yaxley type, 3 Pole 2 way,
2 - ; 4 pole, 3 way, a'- : 4 pole, 4 way, 3 6.
Out' list at 2d, contains a host of other
interesting lines.
265. %%ilitechapel Road. London, I'.1BISHOPSGATE 5907.

ANOTHER FROM THE

O'0
fat*

output matches 3, 8, 15 ohm speakers,
A.0D.C. 10 watt
£8'188.
P.P.
output, with heavy duty case,6 -valve
£12 12 0.
AC'P: A50 Receiver, We
can
this
popular set as a chassis and supply
speaker for
use in existing radiograms; etc. 3- waveband
5 -valve A.C. pamphlet available,
Price
EA50.
Size 18in. x Bin. x 8in. 30;£18'5/9 (inc. tax), immediate delivery,
RANGE OF
Frequency coverage
TRANSFORMERS.
-85 mc s. each.
Mains 350- 0- 350v., Power supply required, 55
120 v. H,T.,
4v., 4v, or 5v,. 8v., 288: shrouded, 28 6 150 2 v. L.T.,
9 v. G.B.
KIT SETS.
mA.. 351- Output, midget universal. 5'6
2. As above but complete with six
Pentode, 5 91 5 watt multi-ratio, 76
new
valves, 3 IiL23 and 3 Dl. This equipment
30 watt. 238: intervalve midget, 3 -1.
is
8`3
an
output
tester for I.F.F. equipments
5 -1. 8'8
class B Driver. 7 8 10 watt O T
83002, 83003, etc.
to match 6L6 or P214 in P.P.,
2, 4, 8, 15 ohm,
Varley range in stock.
18'
COMPONENT
Model 30
KITS
AT
TRADE
LINECORD ,3 amp. (60 ohms ft.) 2 -way.
PRICES
d. ft,
way. 8d. ft. Vol, Droppers,
We are now making available our com.3 amp. 800 ohm or .2 amp, 1.000 ohm, 5 6 ea.
prehensive range of Component Kits as
('OILS, ETC. Kew 3 Wave Superhet Midget offered to the
trade. All items neu- and
Coil Packs, 33/-. L. and M.W. coils with unused. Add postage and packing at rate
reaction, 8'3 Pair ; dual range coil with of l' -in the pound.
s d
reaction, 4.11 ; Wearite P coils. 3- ea.
1. POT1:NTIOMETERKIT -30w ire I.F. Transformers, standard. 13'9 pair
wound and carbon potentioWeymouth LC, midget, 18 9 ; Wearite ultra
meters, from 5 ohms to 5 meg.... 15 0
midget. 21/-.
2. TUBULAR CONDENSER KIT.
SPEAKERS. P.M. L'Trans_ 2'in..
30 paper tubular and alum. can
266
condensers, from .001 to 1 mfd.... 10 6
3:iin.,
5in., 18'8: 6;'in. or gin.. 21 6
3.
MICA CONDENSER KIT. 3e
10in., 37'Goodman, 12ìn., 135 - 51n,
moulded mica and silver mica
P.M., with transformer, 214 ; 5in. M.E.
condensers from 2 pf. to .1 mfd.
with transformer, 294.
7 6
4. ROTARY SWITCH KIT.
PRE-SETS. 30 pl., 7d. ; 50
12
p.f..
10d.
assorted
Yaxley switches, one,
100
.,
250 p.f., 2'3 valve A.C.,D.C. T.R.F. using EF39,
500 p.f., 2.3.
EF36,
and three bank...
Dielectric reaction condensers, .0003 and 5. two
RELAY' KIT. 12 assorted Post 15 6 EL32 valves. 2 waveband, medium and
.0005, 38
standard, .0005. 2 gang, W Tr.,
Office
relays,
all
standard
types.,.
12'9 L'Tr.. 12'3 ; single gang, .0005. 4.'6.
24 0 long. Negative feedback. Complete with
bakelite
cabinet as shown.
('ONIIIIENSERS
Blueprints,
450 -500v..
mfd., 4'6d. stamp brings you latest supplemen is 3/6 set. Parts list 2d.
8x8,6'6; 8 x 16. 86 : 4 mfd.,83'6;
2 mfd.,
and Illustrated catalogue.
25 mfd., 25v.. 2/3 : Paper 50 p.f. to .1
29:
Complete kit of parts £7 10s., plus tax
mfd., 9d. ea ; .5 mfd., 118: 1 mfd 2` -.
(less valves).
For full details of this and
VALVES.
ES. 617. 6.17, 25A6, U31, 25Y5, 6K8,
MAIL ORDER other modern kits, send 2;d, scamp to :
72K8, 3524, 6F7. 43. 77, 78. 76. 13V6, 6F6. 6K6,
18, 625. IT4, IRS, 185, 354, PEN 36C, CL33.
SUPPLY CO.
:

;

;

;

-.

:

:
;

296
::

:

1:3

;

:

:

:

CIA, MKT4 /SP4/UP4 (5 -pin). EL37. 12A6,
12887, etc.
2ld. stamp for List. C.W.O.
or C.O.D. Orders over £1 post free.

Dept,

P.W., 24 New Road, London,

E.1

Step/icy Green 2760 -3906
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Underneath

t -ie

Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

Dipole

By "THE SCANNER"

reach for the slimming effect of the line amplitude
LOCAL boy makes good " i., one of the most control, nor so tall that they make a grab at the
the
literature,
of
successful basic themes
With a receiver adjusted
1 J theatre and films. Its universal appeal frame amplitude knob
hollow cheeks look positively
contrast,
high
is
to
it
that
fact
close -ups
is probably due to the psychological
which ghastly, and platinum blondes in full -headwhen
they
one of the four or five fundamental plots in
frame synchronism
upset
to
likely
are
a
principal
playing
Palace boys
everyone can imagine themselves
Alexandra
The
mouths.
their
open
made
poets
part. By exploiting it, Victorian
must yearn for a nice line in standard humans,
not
undying reputations and Hollywood producers
not too fat and not too thin, not too tall and
millions.
tax)
macle (before the recent ad valorem
and served in front
-tones
half
in
clothed
short,
too
growing
a
been
Within recent years there has
of pastel -shaded backings The television research
demand for news items of " local boys making good,of departments may (ahem !)'be sending their talent
assured
be
and the film talent scout can always the moment scouts out looking for perfectly linear, photogenic
to put
plenty of free publicity in the Press
indi- faces. On the other hand, they may prefer
he promises that the face of some unknown .story up with the devastatingly lovely and decidedly
Press
of
vidual is " photogenic." This type
that non -linear faces of the mannequins in Bettie
has been overdone to such a large extentNever- Macpherson's " Fashions Round the World "
bromide.
of
a
it has now become something
theless, certain types of faces are photogenic
the photographer Television Comedians
that is to say, they do not provide
sunken
are
with undue lighting problems. Long noses,
The peculiarities of the television medium
and cruel to others. Three
comedians
eves, crooked' teeth and hollow cheeks are physical
some
to
kind
stage work,
who are completely at home in
defects which may he an advantage for
can star comedians
cameras are Leslie Henson,
Emitron
the
giving character or individuality ; but they
of
front
cameraand Claude Hulbert. Leslie has
Hearne
become a positive nightmare to the cinema
Richard
the
a favourite comic of mine -on the
man when he takes portrait close -ups. hisUnlike
negatives always been
him on the films, too, but it was
liked
I
still photographer, who is able to have
stage.
has to obvious that the mechanics of film production and
retouched by hand, the cine cameraman
manipusponachieve his " retouching " by the expert
its lack of continuity limited the brilliant
other
lation of lights in the first place.
taneous quality of his clowning. On the
!

-

!

-

Telegenic Faces

an even
'The television lighting cameraman has
to cope with
more difficult problem. Not only has he
faces -he has
the varying deficiencies of human
the large variety
to arrange lighting suitable for
close -ups which
of long shots, medium shots and of an evening's
Rteceed one another during the coursecertain lighting
performance, and even to make
His camera
elianges, silently, during its progress. of the comin charge
operators and the engineers rackwork
have tricky
plicated picture amplifier eye glued to the viewjobs, too. The former, his
panorams and tilts
finder of the Emitron camera,
pictorial comhis camera to obtain the desired the images on
position, and the latter, watching
and shades the resultant
the monitor tubes, grades brilliance
and contrast of
picture by adjusting the
the " touching each separate pick -up. This is where
all of these
up " is done in television. In addition,
frailties which
people have to bear in mind certain
thousands of
may exist at the receiving end, in
on curved
of
pictures
corners
and
sides
homes
reception.
weak
or
scanning
linear
nontubes,
to be kept well
Performers, heads, for instance, have otherwise
they
away from the top of the frame,or distorted on
decapitated
partially
be
might
adjustment.
receivers which are slightly out of are grouped
Similarly, when four or five actors not be too
should
together, the outside personsWith
all these things
near the sides of the picture.
prefer actors
naturally
engineers
the
minds,
their
on
twiddlers "
who are not so fat as ta make the " knob
;

J

!

-

those very
hand, television throws into relief
qualities which already shone on the stage
and the
the amating face with a million expressions
passes
perfect timing of " gags," which on the films
the hands
out of the control of the comedianofinto
Henson
of the filin editor. A head close -up Leslie
story in
reacting to someone else's dialogue, is ina close
-up,
itself. Add to that his fruity reply, also
about a hundred
and you may rest assured that four
viewers per
thousand viewers (representing
with
receiving set) in the London area, are rockiñg
is
mirth. Claude Hulbert's mastery of television
sketches,
best known in several amusing revue
hints
while Richard Hearne's household repair them.
about
have moro than a touch of geniustelevision
and
These three men seem to know
their appearances are eagerly anticipated.
Pioneer Days ,
of
Television is now passing through the stage
radio
development which is equivalent to thetosound
broadcast
days when it was an exciting thing
of
from' strange new places. In the carefreeofclays
enthulong ago, Capt. Eckersley's original bandvariety
of
siasts used to tackle an unbelievable
ant
jobs in addition to their normal techmcat
Broadcasting the Savoy
development work.
Flying
Havana Band from an airliner or the
the Surrey
Scotsman, or the nightingale fromnormal
daily
woods were extras added to the
mixing
work of research on artificial echo, multiple Panel
")
devices (later known as " Dramatic Control
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or microphone pressure -response curves. This, by
the way, was an aspect of broadcasting not remembered on either sound radio or television
-luring the B.B.C.'s Jubilee programme. Important
pioneers of radio telephony such as H. J. Round,
P. P. Eckersley, A. G. D. West and H. L. Kirke
were barely mentioned. I will admit that I am
inclined to become a little nostalgic about such
matters, for I was one of " Eekersley's Boys " in
the earliest days of 2L0, and assisted one or other of
these brilliant men in an extraordinary variety
of original work. When I think of the difficulties
of the first relays of American broadcasting, when
we had Beveridge aerials a mile long and tuning

March, 1948

knob handles a yard long, I realise the tremendous
progress that has been made. Television is now
passing through the same exciting phase, and, in
due course, I suppose, will settle down to a steady
machine-made, mass- produced output of visual
entertainment. In the mean time, the twenty -nine
thousand television licence holders in the
area are privileged to observe the miracles London
nightly
performed at the Alexandra Palace, where the
1948
band of B.B.C. enthusiasts are making history.
And coupled with the engineers are the names of
large numbers of artistes who have absorbed the
new technique under the guidance of George More
O'Ferrall and his fellow producers.

New Developments in the Recording
of Oscillograph Traces
IP is well known that high -speed mechanical or
electrical variations can be translated by a
standard commercial oscillograph into visible
traces on a fluorescent screen. The impermanence
of the traces, however, makes difficult any accurate
study of the inter-relationship of several phenomena
and makes impossible any subsequent checking ;
and attempts have been made with varying success
to photograph these traces by standard cameras.
Traces Recorded Side by Side
During the late war Messrs. Avimo Ltd.
designed special cameras which gave much more
satisfactory results and recorded, side by side, on
continuous film or paper, traces from any standard
type of oscillograph. The number of traces which
could be so recorded was, however, limited in
practice by the fact that the space between the
screens necessitated moving the camera back so
far that the traces were reduced eventually to an
impracticable scale. To provide a record on a
practical scale where a number of traces are
required to be shown side by side Avimo now have
in production a series of recording cameras with
built -in cathode-ray tubes -the latter so arranged
that their traces are photographed through a
mirror. In this way as many as 15 traces, plus a
timing interval, may be recorded.
One of the

Avimo in-

struments

referred to
in the accompanying
notes.

Specially Designed Equipment
A camera of this typo has been incorporated
in a photo acoustic recording unit, which has
been designed and made to the special requirements
of the British Ministry of Supply.

The apparatus consists essentially of an
6-channel camera with built -in cathode -ray Avinxo
and six photo -cell microphone pick- ups -the tubes,
latter
being suitably placed round a target within a
radius of 2,000 feet. The camera, with electronic
amplifiers and control equipment, is housed in 'a
van and is connected to the pick -ups by cables.
Each pick -up transmits, in the form of .elecirical
energy, both the light intensity throughout, tbe
duration of the flash and the sound of the flash-= thus enabling, for example, the distance of the-flash
to be determinecl.
How the Photo Acoustic Recording Unit Works
The reactions of the pick -ups are recorded in
the form of linear traces on the six lhin. cathode -ray

tubes (VCß.522), which are built into the camera.
The maximum length of trace on each tube screen
is lin., which is reduced to 10 mm. on the film.
Provision is macle for the use of standard 70 mm.
perforated film or paper in 100ft. lengths, wound on
metal spools, and a mïcroscope is provided which
permits the viewing of the traces whilst recording
is in progress. The cathode -ray tubes are each
mounted in a mu -metal shield, so arranged that the
light from the tube heaters has a minimum effect
on the filin, and it is possible, by an adjustment
which is not affected by normal vibration -and
handling, so to orientate each tube in its mounting
that the traces lie on one straight line on the
record, at right angles to the direction of film
travel. A range of six film speeds is obtainable,
approx. 1, 21-, 5, 10, 25 and 50 inches per second.
The Pick -up Unit
The photo -cell microphone pick -up may be thus
briefly described
The door carries a I /16in. opal glass
mounted in front of a glass colour filter cell screen
contains a suitably coloured solution to which
serve
as a correction filter for the photo -cell spectral
:

response..
The pick -up is mounted on an anti- vibration
chassis with telescopic legs, so that the height of
the unit may be varied.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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!
Exceptional Bargains
amp.
DYNAMOS.

Special offer 12 volt

car type,
new, ball bearings, carbon brushes,
50/70 volt D.C. dyamos, 1,000
r.p.m. shunt wound, ball bearings, £14.
30 volts 5 amps.. £5. 24 volts 40 amps.,
1,000 r.p.m., MO.
MOTORS. D.C. 1/10 h.p., 110 volts
shunt wound, 1,50012,000 r.p.m., 25/-.
Few need repairs are offered at 1216 each,
carriage 1/6 extra.
Keith
MOTOR BLOWERS, as new, bywound,
Blackman, 24 volt D.C. series
£5.
Sin. inlet and outlet, a robust machine,
RESISTANCES. Var. slide vit. enamelled
14
slides,
tube with laminated brush and
ohms 5 amps., suitable with 50/70 volt
amps.,
5
at
dynamo for charging circuits
25/- each. As new.
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE. Ex.-G.P.O.
in new condition, 200 ohms 3 ratio arms
Galvo flush on panel,
and moving coil.
25 -0-25, on ebonite panel 9in. x 6:ín., with
lid and fitted in strong carrying case
16in. x 7!, in. x 6in., with carrying handle,
£41410. Sub- divided ohm boxes ex:G.P.O.,
by leading makers : with plugs, M.
RELAYS. Ex.-G.P.O. Polarised in brass
as

£411010.

with contacts and terminals, 451few soiled and less contacts, 20/- each.
;

Siemens' High`Speed relay in brass case on

circular ebonite base,. O.

TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. 20012301250
yplts 50 cycles, input 2 volts 20 amps.
and 15 volts 6 amps. output, with 15 taps,
10 / -.
Double-wound Transformers for
models, etc., 230120 volt 2 amps., 30/-.
230/12 volt 3 amps, 32/6.
Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone

:

MACauloy 2159

BULGIN

CO., LTD.

DUST

of Exceptional Efficiency and Stability

AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, short. medium, or
long nave, size lin. x lin. 7/6 pair.
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, medium or long
ilo.

6/9

Poi,

DUAL WAVE COILS, median, and long wave
rial and h.f. 96 pair.
LF. TRANSFORMERS. Standard Frequency
Size, lin. diam. x 13ín. high. 9/6
465 Kc /s.
each.

MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCH,

4

pole,

3/9 each.

3

way,

CONDENSERS, Silvered Mica, .0001 mid.,

!/-

in/IV-.
AVOMETERe Model
All oohs tined with adjustable iron cores, and
suppli ed with circuit diagram.
TERMS Cash with order or C.O.D. on orders
over 81.
M O N O C H O R D
fEst.mdished 1929)
:

RADIO

17,

Streatham Hill, London, S.í1'.2
Phone: Tills, Hill 705113

FRACTIONAL H.P. A.C. MOTORS. Brush
type, 220 =250 V. 50 cycles, approx. 5,0110
r4,.u1. Overall diam. 10 x tin. tin. spindle
Post 2,/6
extends lin. both ends. 37/6.
extra.

Telephone line or uniseleeto switches,
26 contacts. Have various
:3 or 4 hack,

applications, including automatic tuning
-511
circuit selection, etc. Operates on6 25
bank,
volts, 3 bank, 251- ; 4 bank, 2816
;

30/ -.
TELSONIC 4 valve portable, new, fixed
range, suitable for conversion to midget
set. 37/6, plus 2/6 postage and packing.
Brand new Class B output Amplifier,
ready for ttse, 15/ -.
The famous R.A.F. 1155 all -wave set,
complete with separate Power Unit and
speaker, £20. Carr. and pkg. 17/6 extra,
allowed for return of case.
10
New 2 -Valve Battery, Class 13, output
amplifier, 25' -.
TYPE R1147A. 7 -valve U.H.F. receiver,
range approx. 200 megacycles (with 4
A real opportunity
At 1rn valves).
Beautifully constructed and fitted with
Valve types:
micro -condenser drive.
two EF :36 and EBC33, three 054, one1155.
óín.
in black metal case, Bin. x Tin. x paid,
Carr.
Set complete with valves.

-All

including American.
S.W.
Eddystone short wave gear. Books.
Manual, 2'8. Bernards Radio
Interleaved
Mains Transformers.
and Impregnated. For 200250 v. mains.
with 4 v. or 6.3 v. and 5 v. L.T.s, 250 v:

-

mA.,

50
35x1

19 6

;

300

v. 100 mA., 28/6

;

v. 60 mA., 2316:
450 v: 200 mA.,

-

5/-:
Smoothing Chokes. 40 mA.,
100 mA..
90 mA., 7,'-;
60 mA.. 66:
13/6; 200 mA., 22'6.
Speaker Transformers. Std.Midget
size.
Power /Pen. 40 mA., 5/6.
Push -Pull Universal, 60 mA.. 7/6;
Heavy Duty P. -P., 22/6. Extra B.D.
100 mA., 3'76.
Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet
and two sliders, .2 amp.. 4/6; .3 amp.,
5; -. Resistors 1w., 6d.; 1w., 9d.
-: 31in.,
Loud Speakers P.M., 21ín.. 27/
29'6: 5in. 20/6: Bin. 23/6; loin., 35/ -.
42.6.
With Trans., Bin. 29/6; 10in..
Pack.
-ComCoil
Tuning
Weymouth
and
pletely wired. Short, Medium
Long Wave Superhet type for 465 kc!s.
18'9.
I.F., 36/6. Midget I.F.T.s,
amp.
Line Cord, 60/70 ohms per foot. .33-way,
Note price per yard. 2 -way, 2'3;
9d.
26. 14/36 flex, 60.; 23/36.
Tuning Condensers.- Midget 2 -gang
0005wlth 2 -speed drive. 3.6/6. L /Dr.,11 i6.
Aluminium
Polished
Undrllled
Chassis, Mn. deep, loin. x 6M., loin x

-

8in., 8/6; 12in. x 9in., 9/6; 14in. x Mn.
and 16ín. x 81n., 10/6: 20in. x 8in.. 12/6.
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER.

COMPONENTS

OF QUALITY...

7s. 6d.

1

INSERTS. Voice coil resistance 30 ohm.
Owing to large purchase now reduced to
3/- each.
" WESTECTORS." Type W.X. 0. Brand
new. 1'6 each.

CORED COILS
lin.

.

Lancs.
New Goods Only- C.O.D. or rash with
free.
order. All orders over 5/- postbelow,
A few of our lines are listed
send 2 /d. stamp for latest 24 -page
catalogue and valve list. Tungsram,
B.V.A. and
Valves,

:

Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Tel : RlPpleway 3474 (5 lines).

IRON

Street Ormslcirk,

;

*&

58, Derby

EF50, RT,16, RL7,

-6! n. Bola permanent
LO( "D SPEAKERS.
magnet. Very latest type, with output
TWIN ELEMENT HEAVY DUTY sliding transformer, 21/ -.
5.4
following
the
in
resistances,
CHOKES.-Many types
oohm
ohm at 0 amps., 47/6 ; 12 ohm at 10 SMOOTHING
10 henry 120 mla, fully tropicalised. Solder71) ohm at 5 amps., 35/ -.
amps., 39:6
panel. Four mounttags
13/6.
SuBO.
Single Element 14 ohm at 5 amp.,
ing gs, 6Áde10 henry
SELF- ENERGISING HANDSETS, 15/-.
CONTROL RELAYS.- Multi6 G.. 7/6d.
6
V.
working,
3160.
12 v.
EX- G.P.O. ELECTRO MAGNET COUNT- contacts,
ERS. 500 ohm D.C. coil, count up to " WESTALITE " METAL RECTIFIERS,
m /a, 7 /6d.
0,900, operat e from 25-50 v. D.C., numerous by Westinghouse. 250 v. 60
250 v. 120 m'a, 12/60.
applications, 5/6 each.
Add
and
guaranteed.
Motors,
dimensions
new
brand
goods
Camera
Aíl
R.A.F.
EXfor post. A 21d. stamp brine erne our
litt. x 2in. x 1 }in., 10v. and 04v., 8/6. 8d.
New Year List.
MOVING COIL HEADPHONE OR MIKE

famous
in Radio
BULGIN

7 6 each.
P1'15, 10/6 each. 1t07,
'N./M. 7 6 each.
SP41,
12.6 each.
IBC3:3, 1)I, í:_15u, sIN_,
56 earls.
NCH35, TV0 4,6 emit. In half doz. lots.
EX-RADAR VIEWING UNITS. Consi -tuns
of din. diameter electrostatic C.R.
4 7ìI50, potentio7 valves, ineludii!'
meters, resistances and other components.
In metal calumet, 18 x ri y 71 in. Bargain
price. £3'7.6, cam and pkg. 17/6 extra,
10/- allowed for return or case.

VALVES.

£2

A Name

A. F.

RETURN OF POST MAIL
ORDER SERVICE"

" THE

C.A.V. shunt wound dynamo,

case

RADIO

COULPHONE

10

still hare stocks of

lax -R.A.F. Valves
as advertised in previous issues.
of
Ex -Govt. Radar
stock
We have a large
I'.11.1". and Radio Receivers. It will pay
call.
Nearest tube:
a
1
give
m
you
We

LONDON CENTRAL
RADIO STORES
23 Lisle

Street, London, W.C.2
'GERrard 2969)

Closed Thursday 1 p.m.
Saturday.

Open

all

day
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DUNK & HEALEY

67,

Osnaburgh

St.,

London,

N.W.I

FOR SALE
New 75 pf. Double Ba11- bearing Variable
Condenser, double -ended for ganging.
size 1 }in. x 11ín. x liin. high. 16. New
25 pf. as above but single-ended, with IM.
spindle. 1.6., Complete Vibrator Power
Pack. 12v. input. output 210 v. 70 mA.. size
the
8iin. x 31in. x 411n. high. £1 /1 /-. in All
original
following meters brand new and diameter,
manufacturer's boxes : spin.
on
0 -500 microamps, white calibration
black scale, 10'- ; 2in. diameter. 0,1 milliamp., black calibration on white scale.
ndlliamp.,
black
05
diameter,
2in.
7/6 ;
calibration on white scale. 7.6. Twin Meter
Panel from T.1154 transmitter. complete
with two meters. 0/100 mA. and thermocouple. 0;3.5 amps. panel, fuseholder, etc..
I.F. Transformers in solid brass case,
finished in fiat grey. freq. 1.6 mcis, size
i in. square x 411in. high, 4 dust core tuned,
Aerovox
10'fixing fdclip, 7/6.
wke.pec
/

ALEC DAVIS SUPPLIES, LTD.
18.

Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1.
Te.'epholie

:

Museum

4539.

.
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COURSES IN
ELECTRONICS Connoisseur
The

There is increasing scope for
ambitious men and women in the
new fields being opened up
by
Electronic Science. The Correspondence and College Courses
provided by E.M.I. Institutes

which cover recognised diplomas
such as the City and Guilds, etc.,
are written and supervised by
E.M.I. * scientists. Courses are
already available in such subjects
as Basic Radio, Basic Television,
etc., and the prospectus is being
'constantly extended.

E.M.I. basic training fits you for
entry into careers in such fields
as Audio Frequency and other
industrial electronic applications.
For full details of the Courses apply
to:
The Principal, PROFESSOR H. F. TREWMAN,

M.A. (Cantab), M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E.,
M.Brit.I.R.E.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD.

Dept. 32, 43 Grove Park Rd.,
Chiswick, London, W.4.
The E.M "I, Group includes "H.M.V.
and other important electronic interests. ", Marconiphone

*

VIRRO ARC

EMETAI'

The
" CONNOISSEUR "
high fidelity pick -up is row in

production
Faithful

from 12,000 C.P.S. to 30 C.P.S.
New type damping material working in
gap direct on to armature
does not affect
bass resonance point.
The
required
downward pressure is
1¡ ozs. which has been achieved
without

counter-balancing or springs.
Being a constant velocity device,
Bass
compensation is required in the amplifier
and alternation of high frequencies to
suit
individual recordings.

Output direct from pick -up .. .I volt
With transformer coupled
... .5 volt
Apply to : -Albion Electric Stores, 125, Albion
Street, Leeds, I, or to Lawton Brothers (Sales),
Ltd., Henry Square, Ashton -under -Lyne.
A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.
CALLING AMATEURS

LASKY'S RADIO

THIS NIONTII'S SPECIALS
RECEIVER, TYPE R1125A. S.B.A.
soutes . . , on.
Beacon Receiver. Size, 10in. x bin. x 2;in.
Wright. 4 lbs., approx. Containing
27 -pin valves. equivalent to
BRASS, COPPER,
8D2.
Associated resistances and Brimar
condensers,
SILVER, NICKEL,
2 pot /meters, transformers, coil,
ceramic
valveholders, trimmer etc. Built in strong
ALUMIINIUM,
lightweight metal box. Price. 22'6, postage
CHROMIUM,
2/- extra.
RECEIVER /TRANSMITTER, TYPE 19.
hardened
-15
valve, long -distance communication
Operates
Steel.
set. Frequency coverage, 26
from 4 or 6v. bands.
m /cs in two
Size, 101n. x 17ín, x lin.
Weight,
Accumulator or 351bs approx.,
in strong metal box. Front
A.C. Transformer. panel enamelled grey.
All controls clearly
marked
in
luminous
paint
(fiugrescent
for
Sole
operation in the dark), Made by leading
Distributors:
American manufacturers, R.C.A., Philco.
Zenith, etc. LASKY'S PRICE (less valves
and power pack), 45/ -, carriage 5'- extra.
Valvas needed
9 =ass,

et.kes.

with BUCCLEUCH

,,(s ENGRAVING
PEN

Precision Built

STEEL

7

:

U«SG.>

246 High St..
wt ue
Herksden mom .M..,,..w,,.
MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1155 RECEIVER twin -knob 210 -1 slow motion drives. 5/ -, post 91,
MOTOR GENERATORS, can be converted
to powerful 2001250 v. AC /DC motors in a
few minutes, fitted shaft, with instructions.
30/- post paid.
GENERATORS (DC dynamos), 12 v. 500

watts, 30/ -. carriage 5 / -.
ELIMINATORS, input 200/250 v. AC.
output 120 v. 30 m/A, DC, fitted neon stabilizer, brand new, 40.paid.
ELECTRIC PUMPS,carriage
12/24 v. AC /DC,
centrifugal type for liquids
only, brand
new, 35/- post paid.
EX-GOVT. UNITS, fitted 11 valves, VR65A
(4), CV6 (2). VR67 (9, VR92 (2), VR54, also
relays, var. conds ", chokes. 50 resistors,
40 conds., etc., on metal chassis with cover,
351- Carriage paid.
Also hundreds of other interesting Radio
and Electronic items, send for our current
lists, 2d. with s.a.e.
Orders over 30/- post paid. No C.O.D. under
20/ -,
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17.

Tel.:

HARborne 1308 or 2664.

and limited

supplies are available.
reproduction of all recordings

:
six 61(7,
6103, one
6B8, one 807, one EF50, one two
6136, one 1148,
two 6V6.

VALVES, BRAND NEW BOXED U.S.
6KI7, metal, 18'- each ;
6SJ7,1metal, 7,9
each : 5Z3, 12/6 each, All Fully
Guaranteed.
IIIGII -VOLTAGE 01I.- FILLED
SMOOTHING CONDENSERS.
-8BLOCK
mrd.
750 volts working. Size, lin. x 41n.
x 2in.,
with fixing feet, and stand off insulators.
Price, 7/6 each.
TREMENDOUS STOCK OF RADIO
VALVES. -100's of different types. Mains.
A.C. /D.C., Battery, All Dry Midget, Metal,
Glass, Miniature, British. American, Continental.' WE

WELCOME YOUR ENTHE ABOVE OFFERC.O.D.
RE ONLY A FEW
SELECTED ITEMS FROM
OUR EXTENSIVE STOCKS. WE GUARANTEE
FACTION. WRITE NOW FOR SATISCURRENT LIST AND BULLETIN, OUR
ENCLOSING A Id. STAMP.
TERMS C.O.D., PRO FORMA. OR CASH
WITH ORDER.
370, HARROW ROAD PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9.
(Opposite
Tel.:
gham 1979.
.' Monday to
Saturday. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Hours
Thursday Half-day.
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Equipment
SMOOTH

xL1'

17' x 10" x 2'

R -9.
PANELS -CRACKLE
19" x 31" 4/ -, 1F x
7' a /9. 19" x
7!9. 19' x 10) 8,9.
ANGLE BRACKETS 121 "lcng,pr.

Il'

(Bright Aluminium, came énst.)
COMPLETE RACK ASSEMBLY
(Rigid
4-11U1ar)
S1 #'
£2 5
52' £7/5s.
CHASSIS, etc., To Order, 10.
sri. Inch"
(Include sides when
PUNCHING CHARGES costing.)
l' 2,1.
VALVE HOLES r, 1)' orto15'
651.
METER HOLES, etc.. 1.6.
SQUARE HOLES 2/ -.
BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS
1
& 2 lnelv;ife Terrace, Edinburgh,
9

`

Ilaalicospares'

Quality/

Parts

The
Service Engineer's
First Choice
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programme Pointers
In

This Article MAURICE

REEVE

Reviews Another Musical Book

-

he told
more Pachmann, when an encore was demanded,
IMAKE no apology for returning once
give an ' encore,
not
I
will
No,
"
audience,
the
literature
all,
play it
to the review of a book. After
No but as I played that piece very badly I will (1905)
:
is the handmaid of everyone in turn.
advice to a reader

again." And of its
and no one is
" G. G. M. -This is a free country exams.'
Why
' barred from entering pupils for
and
not keep on with your, trade of boiler -plating
continue your ' little teaching in the evening,'
music
instead of ' thinking of taking up teaching
Hundreds of these make
as a profession.' "
delightful reading.
A hundred and eighteen plates of illustrations
would form an absorbing volume of their own,
of
though I suppose it is inevitable that o some
music,
them get duplicated in various woe s publishers.
especially when brought out by the same
The index reveals that the widest range of
paper's
musical activities were covered by the headings
critics, by the inclusion in it of such diverse Charlie
as Christy Minstrels, Cinema Vandalism, Piracy,
Chaplin and Music, Music Hall, Musical case of
etc., etc., etc. A curious and interesting under
selective indexing, or sub- indexing, occurs
Whereas " Pianists " are subViolinists."
British,"
divided amongst other categories, into " violinists
pp. 309 -312, and " Foreign," pp. 312 -320,
341 -4,
are of three distinct labels, e.g., British, pp.
foreign, 344 -55, and women, 342, 373. Our lady
pianists are, I feel,' fortunate, though I cannot for
is ' The Mirror of Music" 1844- 1944, a the life of me think why their sisters wielding
tint
in
the
tenttiry of musical life in Britain as reflected
the bow have been thus singled out.
pages of The Musical Times. It has been compiled
musicologist,
bt that accomplished andofindefatigable
Modern Piano Playing
Per ^p A. Scholes (author " The Oxford Companion
and
Regarding modern methods of piano technique
to Music," recently reviewed in these pages),
pianists they have bred, Mr. Scholes has"
the
with
and
published by Novello & Co. in conjunctionhandsome this the
of " The New Royal Academy Group
say
to
most
Oxford University Press, in two
Group, as we may can them,
Matthay
the
(or
6d.
5.2s.
ansi well-produced volumes at
group
from the source of their training) "... this names
in common (the
characteristics
certain
has
their
Historic Performances
its of its chief members are enumerated). Unlike
and studied
This is a fascinating work, and to turn over
abroad
had
gone
who
cotleagues
elder
musical
own
pages is to turn back the leaves of one's
influence they are
there that under the Liszt or Leschetizky and
general refineexperiences. Everything seems to be during
phrasing
tone,
on
intent
more
that
happened in the musical life of England
of power, and fierein they
display
the
on
than
ment
Times
Musical
The
lengthy period. ' What did
have effected something that we may call a twentieth
say of this, that or the other ? " Well, it is all century reform in British piano playing."
indexed.
and
here, carefully annotated, sorteçl
it very
Reform, yes ; but a good one î I doubt pianists
Historic performances of the major masterpieces,
of native
standard
is
the
as
them,
High
of
many
much.
of
including the original production
claim
to -day , I venture to say that none can yetformed
the visits to these shores of every conceivable
dynasty,
or
hierachy,
select
the
festivals,
enter
famous
to
the
all
personality, great and small,
masters of tile instrument.
concert series, competitions, operas, recitals, corn- by the Continental
than they were, by many ;
to
-day
fewer
are
everything,
;
These
posers, performers, schools, academies
at when we review
wondered
to
be
is
not
is
The
whole
this
it.
but
sfyw
Times
in fact, as The Musical
during the
Europe
in
prevailing
and
conditions
the
Scholes,
Dr.
by
charmingly linked together
The greatness
years.
thirty
last
the
of
part
greater
work.
of
the
writing is a major feature
at
of any artist must always be in his ability to tugand
The pages are punctuated with innumerable
stir up our emotions
to
and
our
heartstrings
and
fads
Liszt,
humorous stories of the peccadillos,
bring us right out of ourselves. That is why
idiosyncracies of the great ones of music. Of Jenny
and those who have
Paderewski,
and
Rubinstein
forthe
that
as closely
Lind it is quoted (1850) from America
succeeded in following in their footstepsmirrors
for
tunate proprietor of one of her old gloves is letting
hold up the
forever
will
lies,
them
in
as
an
shilling
one
of
it out to be kissed, at the rate
reflected in.
themselves
see
to
others
Of
kiss.
inside
an
outside and two shillings

subject in the wide creation would be possible,if and
we
certainly it would not be worth having
couldn't criticise it, discuss it, browse over it and
ponder generally upon its past achievements and
future prospects. Any subject which, metaphorically
up
speaking, didn't want us to do that, which took
as to
an attitude towards us that was as much
say it considered itself above, beyond, or beneath
our notice, or that didn't contain sufficientall,matter
then
within itself to warrant our noticing it at
that subject would certainly not be meet (meat)
for this journal's readers.
Fortunately, music is a subject which owns a
literature that is an integral part of the art itself.
who
The study of music and the lives of the people
ma;lFeit is only second in fascination to the music
itself.
Musical
_._- Cuia distinguished contemporary, The
in 1844,
'1.'ime-sliwas founded by J. Alfred Novello,
born
when be took over Maizner's Musical Timms.
our
two years earlier. It has long ranked as one of
whole
't,hióf':" highbrow " papers, covering the on
ranee' of serious music, with special emphasissides the
of
teaching and competition festival
the wit. The book referred to at the head of this

ka,

`

:

`
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SOUTHERN
RADIO'S

Have you Heard

Latest Wireless
Bargains

For your Pick -up and Speaker
This

310T ORS.-Sui table
all classes
light work. lathes, etc., for
will work off
volt A.C. Supply. Speed 2.000
r.p.m. I h.p. Low current consumption
under P amp. Measurements MM. -x
bin. x Gin., 55/- each, carr. and pkg.,
5/- extra.

BRAND NEW EX -ARMY
microphones. With 5ft. lead
and cushioned phones, guaranteed
perfect. 126 Per set, post free.

-

T1333 R.A.F. TRANSMITTERS.
BRAND NEW, in original transit cases,

crystal. controlled, two valves, hand
generator, 200ft. of aerial on winch,
morse key and full instructions, £215s.,
carriage 5,6 extra.
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS, 2!6 each, post
4d. MARCONI NAVAL PATTERN
KEYS, beautifully balanced, b' -, post
Sd.
R.A.F. COMPUTER

UNIT,
141 x 19 x 4, comprising gyroscope with
spirit-level, two 27- volt.motors, rev.
counters, gearwheels ana hundreds of
components.
A great bargain for
experimenters and model makers. New,
£3, carr. paid.
Send 2.',d. stamp for full list of latest

radio publications.

SOUTHERN RADIO
SUPPLY, LTD.,
46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2
GERrard 6653

BATTERY PORTABLE.

Four Valve medium and long.

SixValve

A.C./D.C. AMPLIFIER

BUILD A

"

"

SUPER
SET
Theoretical circuit, under chassis layout,
above chassis layout, heater wiring, group
board assembly and point to point wiring
instructions, also parts list. Can be

made without previous radio experience.
Chassis, coil packs, group boards, LFs,
5in. Speakers, in stock.
Theoretical circuit and price list only 2
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES, LTD.
38, GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON

0.

¿011/E/MAT T4as1t

by you

10d.,

-

116

and

Base

controls with
boost circuit.
12
months
guarantee.

6. 9 valve

a

and Treble
double bass

unconditional

circuit -8 triodes plus

Rectifier.

£27:10:0

PRICE

The

"Concerto" -the amplifier

that

is

making itself heard.

CHARLES

-in

AMPLIFIERS

LIMITED
le, Palace Gate, Kensington, W.B.
Telephone :

31 -.

Western 3350

TESTGRAR MAINS ItF :SIS'rORS: Type
A. lün. x 21:n.. one bole fixing, one slidér.
.2
Tyype B

To

CYCLISTS :
wheels that will

For

stronger
remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
It's simple
with FLUXITE
but ,IMPORTANT.

-

-

Olin

x

.3

1,00019 .2 a., 600í2 .3

.15 a. 5/6.

a..
H.F Two.15] e
a., 7501! .3 a., 5: -. 1,500/1

ds.

watt wirewound (coded), 50 ohms to 2,500
ohms, 1,8, 10 watt type 2
Coil Formers (Bakelite), l;ln. x
2 1'16ín., slotted for windings.
Fits std.
valveholder. 9d. each.
5

MIDGET

LOUDSPEAKER
(Bakelite). Min. x Min x lin. WillCASES
make
novel little L.S. if fitted with m.c. or phone
Microphone Cases (Bakelite). 2iln, dia.
four lugs for fixing, 1/- each. M.c. insert
if required, 57.
Moulded Bakelite Cabinet¡ss (midget type)
with 5in. Loudspeaker (S.H. or T.R F.),
drilled chassis, dial and drive. £3 complete.

insert. 1- each.

The
FLUXITE
GUN
puts
FLUXITE where you want it
by
a
simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

216.

SPECIAL OFFERS
HEADPHONES. -W /Lead
and
Plug,
5'6 pair (boxed 2 pairs), 60/- doz.Jack
pairs.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.Assttj,
values. 31- doz., 24/- gross lots.
FIXED
BLOCK
.3
a
4
F.
240
working. 1'- each. 10.6Mdoz.
CONDENSERS. -.002. 2'6 per doz. . 0006,
doz. .1, .01, 9/- doz. 8 M.F.D., 4'. 8,
+8, canned, 6/6. 18+8 canned,
8 -. 75 mfd.
12 v. working, 2/- each.
5in.. 15/6. 81n., 27:6. Trans.) toinmatch
5/6. Universal Trans., 7.6.
LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF VALVES
IN STO.
LET USHAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES.

Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT '
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE-

From MORTONS, 13, Camden Rd,,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.
(Trade supplied.)

LRS

IN STOCK!
Immediate dispatch)
AVOMETERS
(

Avominor D.C....
Avominor A.C,ID.C.

D 0

SERVICE
Kingston 8353.
29, Castle Street, Kingston -on- Thames,
Surrey,

-crystal.

-in the house -garage
workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of
all
ironmongers
tins,

-

Hum level is negligible.
It will take any type of pick -up
-moving coil- moving iron

4. Separate

is always

ALL MECHANICS WILL

MATTRADIO

3.

5.

that FLUXITE

CIRCUITS

A.C. FIVE. Three wave.
A.C. /D.C. FIVE. Three wave.
BATTERY FOUR. 1.4v. Three wave.

2.

When the kitchen clock buzzed at seven -ten,
But this gadget, you see,
Fixed by FLUXITE -and me
Gets us up with o boom from Big
Ben ! "

EI

6UP76

,

The " Fluxite Quins ' at Work
" We once used to rouse up like men

See

is

/. Distortion is only I I per cers.
at 6 watts, 2 per cent. at 12
waits. (Independently certified figures.)

200,250

HEADSETS.- Moving coil earpieces
and
carbon

.'

the finest record reproducer available because-

of

"DORSET''

-

THE CONCERTO

Model

7

..

..

...
...

£ 4 4
S 8 10

0

0

£19 10 0
Oscillator, Mains
.
0 0
Valve Tester, complete... £13
£16 IO 0
Post 116 extra. Available on EasyTerms

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, alsd on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. EACH.

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I

www.americanradiohistory.com

Morphy Richards Cyldon
Chimes. Far more pleasant thanDoor
the
ordinary doorbell or buzzer.
MORPHY RICHARDS AUTO ELECTRIC IRONS, superb quality,

351 -, postage I/- extra.
few only 475 SHAVEMASTER
comb and cutter sets, C.O.D. 2418.

A

(Please do not send cash.)
Leaflet of any item on request.

The

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co.
(Est.

BALCOMBE

1925)

SUSSEX
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Open to Discussion

All letters must
by his correspondents.
agree with the opinions expressed
The Editor does not necessarily
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
address
and
name
the
by
be accompanied

Ex- R.A.F.

Equipment

B. E. Harris, under
1
of Mr.
i meat " certainly puts th e
Ex R.A.F. Equipment
experience
cat among the pigeons. From personal
happening.
I know this sort thing has
are
who arre
the other hand, have dealt with firms
by
the with a fair profit. I am also fully
by
of the fact that much of this material is sold
weight to contractors.
perhaps
Mr. Harris appears sure of his facts, but might
sortie of the traders concerned in disposal
figures
care to comment on the matter. Takingtothehave the
opportunity
the
offer
they
as outlined,
I suggest
matter raised irì the House of Commons.
facts. If
Mr. Harris lets his local M.P. have the
only in fairness to fair -dealing firms.
While on the subject of ex-Government equipment,
make radios.
tnever letit be said that Britain cannot of
the finest
tIn melt "equipment one finds some wiring
to be
examples of compact design and neat
Rx is a
found anywhere. I note that the 1116A
appear
(favourite. Harmonics and image effects
the use of
to be common. Nobody has suggested
and worth
a wave trap. The idea is simple
this set is that
tconsitering: My experience with frequency
at the
providing one listens on the right
usually there.
right-7-time, the station tuned for is fitting of new
It should not be overlooked that the will upset the
valves, the hextodes in particular,
be intercalibration. After trial these should
W. MANN
changed and the difference noted. -A.

SIR,-The letter
_

bit

Mr. Tooke mikes the following observations on
wish is p oint out that although the
IR,
in the
addition of a R.F. choke or tuned plate
not only
circuit of a crystal oscillator is desirable,
it will
for stability but also for a better waveform,
only a resistive load in
not stop oscillating if there isthe
load is made about
the plate. If the value of
9r' or 5 me ohm enough feedback is obtained via
to sustain
the plate -grid inter -electrode capacity
oscillations.
This is due chiefly to the high stage gain obtained
which " triggers " the crystal into oscillations.
by
Mr. Copestick also mentions an arrangement
grid and
which the crystal is connected betweenby a small
plate. The plate resistor being shuntedoscillations,
condenser. This, he says, will produce
owing to a capacitive load.
can
I would rather like to know how a capacity
surely not
be a load : resistive or inductive -but
capacitive.
the foregoing criticism

-I

!

Cathode -ray Tube Data

reference to your article on Service
L. J. Avery
C.R. Tubes. In January, 1948, no
afterglow,
(page 41) says that the VCR 97 has state that it
but in February, 1948 (page 57) you
has a long afterglow.
they give
In a letter from the makers (G.E.C.),
E- 9504 -B -16, the
the commercial equivalenttheasfinal
voltage of the
only difference being that
service tube is 2.5 kv. (max.). -B -16 is negligible.
The afterglow of the E4504
which may be
(Middlesboro'.)
The G.E.C. have a leaflet (OV 9695)
who have purchased
obtained on request. Readers one
of the leaflets,
VCR97 may like to obtain
Test Instrument Design
conditions, description,
operating
the
in
contains
it
Tooke,
E.
as
P.
Mr.
the article by
base connections, and a circuit, etc.
SIR,January issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I find ratings,LUBBOCK
(Leicester).
D.
conventional"
R.
a
"
of
description

-With
SIR,

-

-In

a very misleading
crystal oscillator.

seen from his Fig. 3 (a) that the anode
the conditions
load is purely resistive, thus makingimpossible. To
for self -maintained oscillations
load should
produce oscillation condition the anode
back from
fed
impulses
the
that
so
be inductive,
interanode
to
grid
the
(via
grid
to
the anode
correct phase.
the
of
be
shall
capacity)
electrode
ho calls an
Later Mr. P. E. Tooke describes what
with a tuned
improved type of crystalis oscillator
the conventional
anode circuit ; now this really
a tuned circuit in the anode it is, of

It will be

type. With

--ì
M

ffr,.

the required inductive
course, possible to produce resonance frequency of
anode load by making the
the crystal
the anode circuit slightly higher than
frequency.
here that if the
It may be of interest to mention
the grid and anode a
crystal be connected between used,
if shunted by a
resistor in the anode may be
requires a
small capacitor, as this arrangement condition.capacitive load to produce oscillation
L. B. COPESTICK (New Malden).

Readers' Thanks

-I wish to thank, through the
WIRELESS, all readers who kindly

SIR,

PRACTICAL

sent
the one
information about the S.D.2, especially
who sent a Triotron catalogue. -R. E. TURNER
(Burton -on- Trent).
my very best thanks for
S IR, Please acceptletter
regarding the No. 18
publishing my
in your January
receiver
III
Government
exMk.
issue.

have been
ace the appearance of the letterofIthe
country.
parts
all
from
letters
with
swamped
to them
thanks
and
to
help,
eager
amateurs
from
indeed.
I have now got the set working very well
those who
to
all
thanks
best
very
my
offer
I
too large
wrote, since the number of letters wasThose who
individually.
answer
to
attempt
to
I will, of course,
sent instruction books and circuits
papers.
the
return
and
to
personally
write
that I was
say in
very age who
tr
a large number
surprised
p
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answered my call. I had no idea that such a fine
spirit of friendliness and eagerness to help one
another existed among radio enthusiasts. It is
very pleasing indeed to know that such a friendly
spirit does indeed exist in " ham " radio.
Again with many thanks for your help, Sir, in
the first instance. -Joxx A. BROCKIE (Aberdeen).

-I

Gear -A Warning

Ex- Service

CIR,
recently bought a No.
Mark III,
U 6 -9 megacycles, receiver with18 which
was

supplied a circuit diagram.
On checking up on the plug connections, I found
that although they went to their appropriate
places on the diagram, the pins were shown in the
wrong order.
The pin diagram gave
No. 1 pin-Aeriál
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
3

4

pin-G.B.
pin-L.T.+

pin-H.T.

-1-:

-

pin -L.T.- and H.T.
After the check -up they were found to be as
follows
5

:No_ pin1

H"T.-1-

No. 2 pin-Aerial
No. 3 pin -G.B.
No. 4 pin- L.T.-iNo. 5 pin -As before
If, of course, the plug had been wired as shown
en the diagram, the H.T.+ would have been on

the L.T.+, with disastrous results to the valves.
I hope this information will save someone from a
set of burnt -out valves.-R. E. BROWN (Oakengates).

" Radiolympia Afterthoughts
SIR, -What a pity the Marquis of Donegal did
not pause

for " Second Thoughts " before
publishing his " Afterthoughts " on Radiolympia.
Concerning one device of which, unfortunately,
I do not know, he writes, inter alia : " there is a
limit to what modern science should do for the
fool. When you get a set that incorporates
an
electric clock for the absent -minded listener,
switches on the programme he has pre -selected
and shuts itself off at the end of the programme in
case he forgets to do so-well, I think we've about
had it "
I should like to place on record that
over
twenty years ago I liked to listen to thejust
radio in
bed until the transmitter closed clown. I therefore
had a 'phone lead to my bedroom and made myself
a clockwork switch to turn off the set at the correct
time. This saved me getting out of bed to walk
about fifteen yards along a cold passage and
negotiate a flight of stairs. Perhaps the Marquis
would let me know whether this was " foolish "
or " absent -minded. " -H. RibouT (Hayes).
!

U.S.

Receiver BC.348R
-I
have noted of late an increasing number
SIR,of ex -U.S. Air

Force receivers BC.348R
advertised in your magazine. Some advertisers
claim that this set can easily be adapted to
from a mains power pack from normal work
voltages in place of the 28 -volt dynamotor, mains
which
is easily removed. This statement is erroneous.
In addition to removing the dynamotor,
all the
filament leads in the set must be rewired, particular
attention being paid to the earthing ; also,
when

-

March, 1948

using anything over about 250 volts D.C., output
on the H.T. line (normal H.T. volts is about 220
-224
according to type of dynamotor), one of the voltage
dropping resistors in the circuit must be replacedby a higher wattage resistor, otherwise it will burn
out. As I have now disposed of my BC.348s I cannot
say which resistance this is, but I found that I
could let the resistance burn out, then replace
it
without damaging the remainder of the set.
Attention must be paid to the dial lamp wiring lat
present in aeries' with filaments of some of the valves),
In your February, 1948, issue under Cathode ray Tube Data," page 56, Fig. 2, the "cathode
of
tube 3BPI should be taken to the top of the
.5MQ, 1MQ resistor and .1 pF 600 volt network,
shown to the right of the cathode. Otherwise, it is
at a " floating " potential in relation to the grid of

the 3BPI.
This article was of great interest to me, and #I
trust you will continue to give as much
data as
possible on as many kinds of equipment as you can
find space for.
D. SPARKS (Stockton -on-

-J.

Receiver 1147B

SIR, -I must thank

9

you for publishing fly ) t¢r
in your excellent magazine. I have Fìearjy
two dozen letters from other holders of -.the
Rx1147B. I have the following data which my
be of use to other owners of the Rx.
,
The valves are :
VR136 = RL7 (single -ended S.W. H.F. pentacit:).
VR91 = EF50 (single -ended S.W. H.F. pent
odd).
VR56 = EF36 (R.F. pentode).
VR137 = RL16 (single-ended S.W. triode),- i
VR55 = EBC33 (double- diode -triode).
These valves are all 6.3 volt heaters and require
250 volts H.T. The power plug is numbered with
pins 1 to 6.
Pin 1 ..
(L.T.) (Earth).
2
.. H.T.- (not directly connected);

-

3

4

..

H.T.-{ -.

5

Heater --ve (other heater earthed to

6

-

If the Rx

chassis).

is to be used in its present
the R.F. pentode should be replaced by conditipn,
a suitable
output valve (e.g., 6V6, etc.). The present
range
is 180 to 220 kc /s.

The signals are modulated
a supersonic
frequency (20 kc /s). These are atdetected
EBC33, amplified by V6 (EF36), the anode by the
of which contains a tuned transformer. The circuit
signal
is heterodyned by the B.F.O. (triode
part of
EBC33) and is again detected by this valve.
The
signal is amplified by V7 (EF36)
passed to
output transformer which can take and
/low headphones. The I.F. is 25 Mc/s, and high
a band
width of 500 kc /s. There is no A.V.C.it has
volume
control operates V.M. bias on the I.F. The
stages only.
The remote control plug must be altered.
pins 1 and 2 together (2 is the earth pin and Join
the automatic bias resistor). The switch does 1 is
not
switch on the set. This is used when the
C.U. is
added, and is used to operate a, relay.'
I
am thanking Mr. Norman Dean who supplied some
of this
information and who alito sent me a
blueprint
circuit and component values. Congratulating
you
once again on such a fine " newsy " magyt¡ae,P. SMITH (Sudbury).
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ACîIa;TiJDiiENTS

CI.ASSIriE 3

line or part
31- per
RATES
line,
thereof, average live words toextra.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 8d.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House. Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
:

R.S.G.B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

The following are of special interest to
transmitting amateurs and short -wave

III'

enthusiasts,

FOR QUALITY RADIO
SIGNAL GENERATOR.- Designed
especially for the Service Engineer
of

Amateur, giving knob selection
in
used
frequencies normally
16
trimming, calibrating and adjustthg all
outputs.
modulated
and
A.F.
sets.
Fully Screened.
Variable volume.
A.C. Model " A. C. R.," £I I I4s. 6d.
Battery Model " B.R.," £10 I5s. 6d.
and

ALL GOODS GUARANTEED NEW
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE
AND UNUSED.
An up-to -date treatise on a subject of vital
free.
post
2'3,
68 pages,
interest
range
TEST INSTRUMENTS. -The entire
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
now available on
instruments
of Taylor
many
Lists commercial equivalents of28 pages,
Hire Purchase. S.A.E. for Catalogue and
hundreds of Service and CV types.
:

11-

Terms.

post free.

250 -0 -250 6.3
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE
v. la. C.T., 5v. 2a. 70 in -a. 25/- 250-0-250
How to obtain an amateur licence. 32 pages.
25'-.
4v. la. C.T., 4v. 2a. 70 m
11- post free.
enthusiasts.
nor
RADIO HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENT, ti
double cone. £8 8e.
4th Edition.
Goodman 12
Radio Mathematics, D /F, C.R, Tubes, etc.
12ín.. £6 15e. All makes in
Wharfdale
2i9, post free.
168 pages.
stock from 21ín, to 15ín.
GENERATOR.
FREQUENCY
R.S.G.11. BULLETIN
Connoisseur
m.
-The famous
Monthly publication of the R.S.G.B 16 PICKUPS,
Standard Model, covering 2,000 -16
with transformer,
lightweight, complete crystal,
post free. (Free to Members.).
metal arm,
Dial 0 -180, with accurate calibration
Rothermel
BRITAIN.
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT
A.C. Model " A.C.B.,"
curves.
RA4s.
28, Little Russell Street. London. W'.C.1
Rothermel
Battery " B.B.," £9 4s.
NEEDLES.
£9 13s.
art
SAPPHIRE
THESE YOU CAN HEAR. -36PP
16'- Ministyle,
Straight. 121 -. Trailer,
L.M.S. and
paper, lavishly illustrated, containing
TUNING HEART.Sapphox Straight, Trailer, and
of
popular
16/-.
and
wired
schedules
and
Completely
descriptions
Gram. position.
Ministyle,
2'- from
S.W. stations, plus useful data
L.M.S..
assembled, with Circuit, £5 5s.
from Short COILS.-R.F.
local booksellers or direct London,
W.9.
Ae, H.F., and Oscored.31- each.
Wave News. 57, Maida Vale,
'COIL PACKS -Midget type, covering
78 r.p.m.,
speed,
Single
m.,
reception.
-2,000
a
good
700
of
ikLWAlS SURE C.Q..18 /6 Radio News, BTROIloSCOPES.16 -50 rrá., 200 -550 m.,
post free.
-.
50 cycles, 8d. each, Bid.,
Radio Craft. 21/6:
assembled, complete with circuit, 361
Life (International) Under 20/- C.W.O. only. C.O.D. or C.W.O.
Q.S.T.. 2 1 g - Lf
45!please
For range of products including H.I.
Post,
C.W.O.
Saturday
ordering
Look,
li
When
tc.:
201 -.
" Q " superhet coils covering 1 - 40,other AmeDean over
se list of oil illen,
For full
allow sufficient for packing and postage.
2.000 m., I.F. Transformers, Variable
magazines, sed s.a.e. to Willem, Ltd. (Dept.
magazines,
;

-

.

-

:

:

:

"

selectivity I.Fs, Filters, H.F. Chokes,
Miniature All -dry Tuning Hearts, T.R.F.
Coils, Screened Coils, write to

:-

224, Hornsey Road, Holloway,

London, N.7

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.

ar ASEsuriate
FOUR,CIG ARETTFS per dayWhich
would'' 164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Membership of the I.E.E.
successful
you rather have ? Expert.
Tel: TEMple Bar 7587
Radio School
tutors of the British National
Brit. I.R.E and
will coach you for I.E.E.,
for
a whole series of C. & G. examinations
Write to -day for our free
8d. per day
booklet and unequalled guarantee. Studies
I.R.E.
6ir Addis ombé R, EC öyd nB Surrey.
l'

!

!

ad
6PETER PAN r'
& COMPONENTS
RECEIVERS
ET
IeA I DG
C
or A.C./D.C.'
erhet
K IT FTS
to build
results
Amazing
/ ®I ® without instruments.
Components matched
ELECTRIC R^
No
Elaborate
.

L

S .

A.C..
and easy

S tip

19'6.

'

4-%ALVF,
efficiency.

C11thi

fr

of

and pre -set.

drilling.

C /D

.

Equal to any

amazing quality commercial receiver.
i

Beautiful cabinets

building instructions.

in walnut and bird's -eye maple.- J. Morgan.
WAVEBANDS 200-550. 1, 000-2,000; 164, Whyteleafe Road, Caterham, Surrey.
C.O.D. or
metres.
VALVES and components. WROOTBEYS
extra).
MAINS SUPPLY 200 -250 volts A.C. ,C.W.O. (postage
Rd., London, N.16_
Brighton
20,
(PW),
or D.C. mains.
-I
Oolveh
Height 7in.. We have n w
the manufacture of
width 12 n., depth 6110.
3- wave -band, dustthe following products
covering
cored coil -packs. Model S.H.1, m.) wave(15 -50
short
and
medium
long,
and 3 ose. coils
bands. Comprises 3 aerial with
trimmers,
(all dust-cored), complete switch, on chassis
padders and wave change
only 51n. x 2;ín. x 1; in. Aligned and tested.
it

:

NEW G.P.12
CRYSTAL PICK -UP
with permanent sapphire stylus

fully described in The Wireless
World's recent article " Crystal Pickups Basis of Design for Fidelity

-was

-

Reproduction."
This remarkable pick -up, which represents the ultimate in high -fidelity
blueWith
connections.
available in
Only 7 external
heart of a reproduction, is now
print, £2. Model R.F.S.1. The
Incorporas
through your radio
receiver.
quantities
limited
really sensitive all -wave
trimmers, pa
tang 9 dust-cored coils,
96/. incl. P.T.
wavechange switch, for R.F. stage dealer, price
and

x 51in. x 2(in.
superhet. Dimensions. 51ín.
blueprint £3 lu'-.'
Aligned and tested, with
above packs.
465 k'c I.F. trans. for use with
shortly
Per
packs.
a line of L.F amplifiers and
To
Remind You.
Watch for announcements.
e
Overhaul
We Buy,
l'etICE : 12Oi'. including Tax.
Equ pmentM.0 R.1 er
in Colour all Test Sspecial
undertake
to
facilities
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
We have
set 73.
on receipt of lid. stamp.
service on these receivers. Test
converted
supply these completely
CABINET. De Luxe Jazz Mottled We can -class
at £20 each.
oscilloscopes.
first
finished.
to
highly
Cwutet,
or we can convert yours for £5. 52E, Old
SUPPLIED ready for immediate use Church. ltd., Chingford, E.4. 'Phone :I
M 1988 .
(NOT A KIT).
Sil 4987 Mar
i : UARANTEE. Money back without ('OPPER wires, enamelled, tinned. Litz.,
B.A.
All gauges. tags,
hesitation if not delighted.
cotton, silk covered.
nuts, washers, solderingbakelite
DELIVERY. Immediate from stock. screws,
laminated
and
Ebonite
eyelets.
Tufnol rod.
LTD panels, ubes coil formers.
detectors,
H.P. RADIO SERVICES
Flexes crystals, permanent Trade su
Imo]. 4.
headphones, etc. List S,A,E. 33, Bourne
55, County Road, Lis 1,I.
Supplies,
1935.
Radio
plied,
-Post
Established
Tel.: Aintree 1445.
London, E.4.
Leading Radio Mail Order House. Gardens,

FREE ILLUSTRATED
FOLDER describing this
new pick-up may be obtained by returning the
coupon below.

ss

t

Britain

s

'
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TO COSMOCORD LTD.'

ENFIELD, MIDDX.

Please send folder of ACOS Pick -ups.
I

NAME

-

I

I

--

ADDRESS
I

L

--

I

- - - -J
1.fit.

_-

1

132

-

-

FRITH

RADIOCRAFT,
The
Leicester Specialists, offer LTD..
from their
comprehensive stocks :Woden De Luxe Potted output transformers,
pri. 7,000!), sec. 3 -15 1), 25 watts. 29.6 ; do..
150mA..525
20, 40 and 80m. Eddystone
4 -pin coils. 5,- set of 3
Headphones,
new Ericsson 120 Q. 12 6 pr. ' do.. brand
Utah,
Chicago, 240!), luxury job. 15'- pr. Tuning
condensers. 160pF. 3 -gang. ceramic insulation, Wingrove & Rogers. 7 6 do.. .0005
3 -gang, 7 6 single gang 100pF. 3'8 Meters,
3in. flush type
0 -100 microamps (10,000
(i v.). 21.- 0 -20v. A.C., 12'8 10- 0 -10mA,
D.C., 126 1- 0-1mA. D.C.. 126 0 -20A. D,C..
15/ -: 350 -0-350 millivolts. D.C., 15 - 0 -500
microamps., D.C., 25/- 0 -100" modulation
(1mAFSD). 25'- 2in. square flush type
0-1mA., 251- 50- 0 -50A., 7 6 ; 0 -20v. D.C.
12 6 0 -.5A. R.F., 7/8 0 -3A R.F., 7/6 1;in.
flush type, 0 -500 microamps., 7'6. Valves.
all guaranteed perfect
VR65 (SP81).

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

VR65A (SP41), 6AC7, 656, VR54 (EB34),
6SH7. VE91 (EF50). all at 5'- each. Sylvania
6L6G. 12'6 : VT60 (807). 15 - Hytron TZ40,
55'- : CV18 (RK34). 17 6. Soldering irons,
Stanelco 200v, or 250v., 12 6 (list 21' -).
;

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
THE LAST WORD in radio Kit and
Component Bargains
Really detailed
instructional manuscript how
to build best
type 3 -valve plus rect. A.C. or
Universal
receiver, 2,6d. Absolutely complete
kit,
inel. valves, speaker and cabinet, £8. Also
5 valve high gain 3 -wave superhet assembly,
£817'6d.: A.C. D.C., £6. Postas'e for
full'specifications.
metal rectifiers, very compact.Selenium
250v., 45 m a, 5 -;
350v., 70 m-a, 8 6.1. Filament transformers,
ideal converting midgets to A.C., output
6.3v, 1.5 amp., 12,64. Standard shrouded
mains transformers, input 110-250v., output
300-0 -300, 6.3v., 5v., 27/6d. Quality permeability -tuned iron -cored I.F.'s, 465 ke
13'6 pr. High Flux P.M. Speakers, .Sin.,
less trans., 17 6d, ; I1 in., with,
Sin.
R. and A., less. 21/- ; with 2416d.
27 6d. Guy.
Surplus Valves (guaranteed),
EBC33,
6F5. 5 6(.. ; EF50, 7 6t1. ; UU4 -5. 6J7,
6F6,
6176. 25L6, 3525, 10'6d.
U52, 13'6d. New
commercial valves still pre
-budget. 6K8,
6K7, 6Q7. 6V6. 5Z4, 25A6. 2516. Revolutionary
new high Q "3-wave iron -cored coil packs,
unusually compact, 33' -. Immediate, safe
despatch all Avo Instruments. Pullin
ten thousand o.p.e, multimeters, A.C.'D.C.
ohms, £10'10 -. Polar
2 -gang
.0005,
8'6d. Eleetrolyties, 24 plus 16, cond.,
350v., 88d. ;
8 plus 16, 350v., 7 -; 25 plus 25,
200v. (ideal
for midgets), 7
!

;

March, 1948,
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BARNES
Wholesale,
Roa, Penn, Wolverhampton.
1948 Catalogue ready ; send
21d. S.A.E.
141116 Battery, 8y., all -wave superhets
new valves, " air tested." 15 -2000 m., 2v.;
L.T., 120v. H.T. operation. £9. (Packing
and carriage in tool chest, 15' -.) R.A.F.
control panels 2 Me's. 2in. meters (5 mA.),
switches, resistances,
volume controls,
(new, boxed),
-; bargain 10 e t,.
mains receivers 29
(Type 69) with circuitvalve
valves or power unit), 25; -; set of 3-17 (no
to
170 m. S.W. coils, 4/6 50 P.F. 1.500v.,
Var.
Tx Condensers, 71Motor
200v.. 50 m A. (24v. D.C. input),Generators,
only,
LAMPSHADES.-All materials11,and fittings for the
Frames.
Parchment, etc.homecraftsman.
Lists 3d,-'rechnicrafts
(D.1). 182, Malmesbury Park
Road, Bournemouth, Hants.
" PRACTICAL \VIRI :Lf;ss," from 1942
to 1947, May '43 missing. " Wireless.
World 'Irene April, 1945, to November, 1947,
Offers it' Varlcy, 23, Thorn
Street, Preston.
Lancs.
EVERYTHING for the wireless constructor. Send stamp for price list,
H. Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitcl:in,
Herts.
WANTED, -" S.J. 800" mains circuit
particulars. -Taylor, 64, Hargreave Terrace,
Darlington.
BC'3480 circuit and alignment data,
3.6.
CR100 circuit 3' -.
Complete list S.A.E.
-B. G. Meaden 10, Alfriston
Road, Liverpool.
SALE.-- Practical Wireless," January
1945. to date. Offers. -Box No. 151.
THE SHOULDER -STRAP FIVE.-Set of
5 valves, types IRS, I1'4, IS5, I54, and set
of
miniature components as required for
conversion of 411RC1. New goods, £3.:

;

:

;

-

-

Bargain parcels Service type multi -way
Plugs and sockets. 12 asstd.. 5 - Systoflex,
; new resistors and condensers, 25 asstd., 56 50 asstd.,
10'6
7 6d,
25 mid, 25v. bias,
100 asstd., M. Satisfaction guaranteed or
Latest
Bargain List, 21d.
money refunded without question. Latest 2'3,1.
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D.,
postage strictly
lists free on request. Trade supplied.
extra
under
N.R.S.,
£5.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, LTD., LEICESTER. London,
66, Parkhill Rd..
N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
'Phone 58927.
SALVAGE OFFER. 18 valve
RADIOLECTRON. 22. Frances St, Sctm- SPECIAL
set
valves, £2 each, carriage
thorpe, Lines, Coast -to -coast radio
spares extra.withThese
sets have been stored in 10'service. New goods only.
the
and case and chassis may
Resistors, all types from 5d. e1ch. Con- open,
be rusty.
and components mainly
denser., Tubulars. Electrolytic. Mica, Valves
good
condition, but the set is sold for experiment
Tuning, etc.. from 7d, each. Tuning (`oils, as
T,R.F., Superhet, Packs and Tuning Hearts, 2 the price will indicate.
x EF50, 7 x VR65. 2 x VR66. 2 x VU39,
from 5 6 each. Volume Controls, Carbon,
Wire Wound, from 3'6 each. Transformers, 4 x VR92. Pen 48. 5 IFTs about 12 mes., Box No. 152,
Igqtervalve. Output, Mains, from 5'3 each. ea. contain 2 sei,. dust tuned coils, 4 slug SHOP BY POST.-You pay
no
air spaced coils about 3 meters, and
we
Chokes. H.F., Mains Supers., Smoothing. tuned
satisfaction. Ex- more
Covernment
from 1 9 each. Loudspeakers, all types, tuning condenser, 2 LF chokes, mains trans. guarantee
Equipment of the highest
cs.), IIV metal rectifier and approx. Radio
quality at
from 20 -each. ILT, Battery Eliminators, (2.000
prices
to
suit all pockets. Send stamp
150 res. and eons: In addition to the above
from 60,- each. " Rothermel " Crystal items
-day for our latest
are switches, VCs, sockets, etc., to
List. Here
Pick -ups and Heads, from 46'11 each. which DIere
are a few examples ofBargain
our varied stock.
may be damaged or faulty. If crate
Toggle Switches, all types from 2 6 each. is
R.A.F.
Carbon
2 6 each :
Hundreds of other Bargains too numerous We required, send I1 deposit, returnable. Mic. Trans., 2/9 Microphones,
I
volt controls, l'3
to mention, so it will pay you to obtain P, also offer the following new items : H.F. chokes, 1:- ; meg,
Output Transformers,
speaker units, P M. M, C, 3 ohm 15 -20 2'6 Electric
copy
of our latest Lists. Copy will be W., A,
Airspeed
Indicator,
less
horn,
25/ea.
Power
forwarded on your request, together with
units. 230 v.,
etc 6 6 'l'el, Jacks, 1'- contain
;
Jack
name and address, including 2/5. stamp. 50 cs., 600 v., 120 ma., 12 v. 1 a., with 2 Valve motor,
Recs., £2 15s., carr. 7!8. L.T. Rectifier and Plugs, 1. -. Headphone Leads complete with
4
-point
Camera Motors, 12 or
20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.-The Quality transformer to suit for 230 v. mains. Charge 24 volt, plug, 1.6
; Voltmeter, 0 -12 and 0 -120, with
Amplifier built to Mr. Williamson's design at 12 v. j a., or 6v., 11 a., 21 -. Vibrator external7/6resistance,
211and backed by G.E.C. is undoubtedly the transformers, 6 v. 8' -, 12 v. 9' -. Rotary 0 -15 and 0 -600,
Moving -coil,
less resistance, 15'- Course
finest amplifier so far produced. 1,Ve are transformers, wound field, 12 v. 275 v. Indicator,
reading, 75 -0 -75 micropioneers in the manufacture of this ampli- 110 ma., and 500 v. 50 ma., 12 6. Ditto in amps., new centre
Genuine U.S.A.
fier and at the price quoted it Is the finest case with smoothing, 25/ -, Tubular con- "Bug' Keys,and boxed. 15
product on the market to -day. Special cir- densers, assorted, 4/- doz., 36'- gr. Volume in holder, 701- Quartz Crystals mounted
cuit, special output transformer, hand controls, assorted 500 ohms to , meg., 12- of normal amateur bands, 126 each, or out
bands,
6 for 50 -.
built by experts. Tested and guaranteed, doz.. 72/- gr. Dust tuned coils with
SPECIAL
Receiving Unit complete
7 valves. The real job for quality. Price miniature air spaced trimmer in sets of BARGAIN
with
valves, transformers, coils,
switches,
£25.-R.T.M.C Ltd.. Laurel House. 141, 5 covering 21 to 40 meters approx., 98 9condensers,
etc
made
for
television
Little Ealing Lane, W,5.
Mains
band,
80
ReceivNaval
3 v.e 19/6,
Mod, I -18 6. Huge
TR A :NSFOI{ oIE RS.3,50- 0 -350v. at 250 mA 6
r, 13-575metreso 6Chbands, weight
of other surplus gear, receivers,
0.3v. twice. 5v. size 61in. x 61in. x 7ìn 35' -. Quantity
lbs., £8 /10 -.
We
all postage.
and apparatus of all kinds. 116
Yaxley switches, 3 -pole, 6 -way, 4- 8-pole, components
C.W.O.
only.- W'alton'F nay
Send
Wireless
stamped
and ADDRESSED envelope 203, Staveley
11 -way, 6 6.
W.W. Pots. 2K.,
2'3. for lists, please.
Road, WolterhampStores,
tun.
.
Carbon. 250K., 2 -. S,A.E. List.10K,,
Other
BARGAINS,
ENG I.ISI!,
Morse Keys,
bargains.- Cross, 19, Riversdale Road, H.
MALTIN(.S, REAL
Superior type, 5/ -. L.R. 'Phones.
RAYLEIGH RD., THE
HUTT'ON. ESSEX, 961!
West Kirby, Cheshire.
6'6 pair.
v.
Batteries,
Crystal
7 6.
Detectors,
LTD.-3-Piece Valve 2'6. All Brand New.
REMIND SERVICE,- Armatures, Cram. (RADIOGRAPHIC',
Thousands of Com1.6: T1154 Oscillator Panels.
motors, Vacuum Cleaner, Drill and all small Screens,
Valves, Sets. Transmitters,
19 6
Rack- mounted Mains Power ponents,
etc.,
motor Transformers- Fields Pick -ups, new.
in stock at Knock Out Prices, 2(d. stamp
Units,
£3 196: Amplifier Mixer
Speakers -New Cones and Speech Coils
for lists from the bulk clearance specialists
196. Ex -Govt. Valves, from 4 - Units,
fitted-New Vac. Cleaners supplied. All £2
each
Trade
supplied.
-Radio
Constructors, 28,
s Crystals, two
work guaranteed and promptly executed. 100ke
15 6 and 19'6. Spital Hill, Sheffield, 4.
Igranic Jack Sockets, types,
Special Terms to the Trade. Send
1,6 each. S.A.E. for
Latest List. Transmitting
for Price List and Radio Spares, -A.S.A.E.
and Special all-wave superhet
D.
S.
Purpose
Valves from Stock.- Radlocirc
and a
Co.,
261-p-5,
assembly
Lichfield Road, Aston, graphic. Ltd.,
drawings, 2 9 post tree. uit
Mail Order Specialists, 66, coil
Birmingham, 6.
3 -wave
packs, 38.8. Iron Weymouth
St.. Glasgow, C.1. Tel.
cored 465 I.F.S.,
Bell 3776,
REWINDING. Mains transformers, auto - Osborne
RADIO ('AKIN. -46s kc's Iron componentsLatestailablecoilsdirect
transformers, chokes etc., rewound or FRED'S
llffrom Park
Core I.F. Coils, 12.6 pr Osmor High Q Radio, Hardwick
altered to specification. Send card or letter- All
Weymouth.
-wave Coil Pack, Plastic iron core coils Theoretical circuit Street,
head for trade rates,- Regent Rewinding with
of Superhet with price
switch and trimmers. With circuit, list, 3d.
Co., 36, Rosslyn Hill, N.P: 3.
5
Watt,
50 to 2,500 ohms, wire wound,
MODIFICATIONS and repairs to all types 33'LOUD
SPEAKER. Repairs, New cones
each Multi -core solder, 6d. packet.
of receivers and amplifiers. Rewinds of all 1.6
fitted, transformers, clock
Weymouth MW /LW with reaction,
coils, chokesand
TRF mics. rewound.
descriptions.
Send equipment for free
Prices quoted: E. Mason,
pr.
formers.
estimate. Kit sets assembled,
5,
Balham
wired,
Grove, S.W.12. Balham
tested.
4M.,
7
Bin.
4M., 4d.
6063.
x:in
, 2ccl. Flexible
carr. paid. -. H. Dowler, 54, High Street, insulated couplers,
1,000 volts,
dia., OSCILLATOR KITS. 4 wave bands,
Pershore, Worcestershire,
6. 'in. brass couplers, 9d. .2 andfin.
.3 amp. modulated, BTX model, 75' -. A.C./D.C.
REPAIRS to loud-speakers. Cones, coils 1droppers.
Low
heat
type,
model,
Bakelite
98 6 complete,
fitted. Fields altered, rewound. Output .0005 mfd. tuning conds., 4/6 42.
metal
each. 5 -valve chassis, panel, components,including
valves,
transformers, clock coils. No mains trans. chassis, 10 s 5 x' 3in., 4/6. Aerial
new.
earth " Coils and Switches Ready Wired, " all
accepted. Prices quoted. Satisfaction strips, 3d. Sator 25K midget pots,and
circuit
wiring
diagram.
6d.
each.
Details
,Road,
guaranteed. -L. S. Repair Service. 49, 3- waveband superhet, coils, 10'6 pr. S.H.
ooth
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting, S. W.17, Closed Speaker transformers, pentode only,
BirmingBirming4'8. ham, 22.
Saturdays. 'Phone : Balham 2359
KB tapper tone controls, 2/6. 4 -pin chassis
'RADAR. WIRELESS, TELEVISION, etc.
KIT SETS WIRED,
Be
prepared
Apparatus
con- other bargainslffoer scallers, SouthdLondon's
for tremendous peace -time
structed to your design. Any receiver
Students of both sexes
serviced. Send diagram or set for quota- Leading Radio Depot. Fred's Radio Cabin, developments.
trained for appointments
in all branches of
tion, to F. A. Sharp & Sons, 53, Weedington 77, Newington Butts. Elephant Castle, radio.
Boarders
accepted. Low fees, 2d.
Rd,.Kentish,Town, N, 00.5.' Phone; GUL 1719, London,2S..E 11. Note new address. 'Phone: stamp for prospectus.Wireless
College,
Colwyn Bay.
:

72yds. asstd.. 5'-
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE'

full
'THESE blueprints are drawn
The issues containing
size.
out
now
are
sets
these
of
descriptions
asterisk beside conof
that
blueprint number denot
structional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
the
The index letters which precede perBlueprint Number indicate the
appears:
description
the
which
in
iodical
PRACTICAL
Thus P.W. refersto to
Amateur Wireless.
WIRELESS, A.W.
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
order to
Send (preferably) a postal
the Blueprint
cover the cost ofunacceptable)
to
(stamps over 6d.
Blueprint
'PRACTICAL WIRELESSLtd.,
Tower
Dept., George Newnes,Street, Strand.
House, Southampton

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, ls. each.
1927 Crystal Roes fiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

Blueprint.

--

..

.,mm's A.C. Superhet 4 .,
J
F. J. ,u t s Universal £4 Super het 4
" gualitone " Universal Four ..

PW71
I' \V94'

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
pW3l A.
.
All -Wave Uulpen.( Pentode)
PW'Sb
..
Beginners' Une- volver
l'he " Pyramid " One-valver (HF

f

Two -valve

-

Blueprints, 2e.

:

l'he Signet Two el) .v I F)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. earh.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

1W'93
PW76'

l'\\'73

Band -spread S.W. Three
D (Pen), Pen)

The

W.C.2.

PW66*

(Hf l'en,

SUPERHETS
Battery Sels : Blueprints, 3s. each,
'Varsity Four
..
The Request All -waver ,.
Mains Sete : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C.
Three
Beptode Super

PORTABLES

2e. each.
PW37 Three -valve Blueprints,
Three -valve
PW48 F. J. C;uum'o ELF I),
Pen)

.

.

PW60

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s,
pW88
Simple S.W. One-vals er . ,
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
PW-384
Midget Shun -wave TWO (I), l'en)
The " Fleet " Short -wave Two
PW91
(U ('BF Pen), Peu)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Experimenter's Short -wave Three
PW30A
Pow(
(SG,
The Prefect it (D, 2 LF (RC and
P W 63
Tronc))

PW10

(Trans))
Summit Three (1F Pen, D, Pen)
11:11 -Murk Cadet U, LP, Pen (RC))
Y. J. Canon's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen) (All-Ware
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery All -Wake Three (U, 2 LF

s

PW59

F.

No. of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

:

PW49

PWSl

.

Portable (HF l'en,
Parvo flyweight Midget Portable

Pen)

P\VS.S

(RC))

P\\'61

The Monitor (HF Pen. D. Pen) ..

-

(SG, I), Pen)

Four-valve : Blueprint, Ps.
" Imp Portable 4 (D, LF, LF,

(1

-

valve)

Faulty Portable (HF, D, BC,

PW48A

Traus)

Tyeeo Portable (SG, D,

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

The " -Colt" All-Wave Three (D,
-3.LP (RC & Trans))
'l'9a," (tapide' Straight 3 (U,
2 d ' (RC) Si Trans))
h' J. Qualm'! Oracle All -Wave
'Three (HP, Dot, Pen. .
1,919 " Tr)isand " ALL -Wave Three

72
CRYSTAL
ls. each.
PW82 Blueprints,
Four-statbm Crystal Set ..
P1V

ls.-

'2

Trans)

PW78

-

SHORT -WAVE SETS.
One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
S.W. One -valver for America ,.

ÁW427

-

-

,

W'M:171

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 25. each.
Sele"tone A.C, Radiogram Two
(41. Pow)
Three-valve Elueprinte, 2e. each.
Double- Diode -Triode Three (lite
..
..
"Pelt, DDT, Ten)
D C.: Are (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Peu) ..
..
D,
Pow)
Pen,
A.C. Leader (HF
D.C. Premier (ET Pen, D, Peu)
Uhl, lue (HP Pee , I) (Pen),
F..) Canon s A.C. All -Wave Silver
riunvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
"'All- Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2
1,1!

(RC))

A.C. 1936 Sonetone (HF Pen,

HF

Pen, Weotector, Pen)
Malus Record All -Wave 3 (HP
Pen, D, Pea)
2s. each.
Four -valve : Blueprints,
AC. Fury Four (SG, Sts, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four duper (SG, SG,
U, -Pen)
S.C. 1L,ll -Mark (HF Pen, D,
Pueh -ß,l
Universal ll ah -Mark (HF Pen, 1),
.

Push -Pull)

..

PW19

-

-

-

..

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints. 2r. each.
..
03 liuperhet (Three- valve)
F. J. Guam's 2 -valve `biped/et..
Maine Sets : Blueprints 2s. each.
x.G. £3 Slope/het (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superher (Three-valve) ..

--

..
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SO, D, Pen)
All -wove Winning Three (SD, D,
Peul

ru
:
lies. Four (ri(e, D, RC, Trans)

Foor -valve
PW'=9

PW 2r,

self- contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Lucerne Straight Four
..
Lk', Trans)
£3 5a. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF)
'l'he H.R. Four (S(1, SG, 1), Pen)
The Auto StrPight Four (HF Pro,
HF Pen,4)UT, Pen)
Five -valve : Blueprints. 3s. each.
super.rplality Five (2 HP, 1), RC,

PW 29
W'i

iH

W,5B.

P\V365
FW50'

-

-

PW54

PW34D

Mains Operated

PW45
PW47

Two -valve I Blueprints, Ss. each.
oelert
F;rouo uc A!'. Twu IIl. 'Fra llsI, A.C.
Three-valve : Bluepriote, 2s. each.
I

Mantuvanl AC Three (HP, Pen,
I) Peu)
£ 15 I.-,:. 1930 AP. Radiogram
.
P1V40
(H P, D, l'en) ..
1'\Yä!' Four -volve : Blueprints, 80. each
All -Metal Four (2 N(i, D, Pen)...
PW-l3
Barri- Jbeee Radiogram (HP,
-.
PW42'
Pea, D, I.F, P) --

W'M400

AW370

MISCELLANEOUS

1 -valve Oonverter (Price ls.)
Euthueiast'e Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (31 -)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. A,)pUfer
(3i-)
Radio Unit (2v.) for WM392 (21 -)
Barris Electrogram battery am

S.W

WM:1:i1

W MC20

.

plider (2C-)
De Luxe oncert A.C. Electeagram (2 -)
New Style Short -wave Adapter

W31344

.

PW70
t'\\ "0

Foor -valve : Blueprints, 35.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short ..
waver (SCi, I), RC, Trans)

WM404

Traus)
Class Il tluadradyne (9 SG, D, LF,
Class B)
New Chocs B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
..
..
..
Class 11) ..

l'W'S6'

\VM:iS9
\VM393

WM350
W"M3n1
1V5384

.

W5340

B.T..D.L.C. Short -wave Converter
Wilson Tone Master (2'.)
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con..
..
,.
verter (2, -)

--

AW-I03'

Wtl!S(i

I

W M407

WM359

AW393

-

AW447

W-M30ie

WM401

W'329

6

I

I

-

--

--

--

pAW-W-442299

\V 1110 "_
ÁI1-440

ÁW438

WM390'

-

AW 436

R'1í.383
W913117*

-

AW'4:3

WM391
A1V329
W'M387
W-M39'2a

5-5398'
\V

M309

W3í403'
WM308

W-140.5
1\ M4u6

1VM408

IIINTs COUPON
until
This coupon

WM374

\V 1LI8

WM395

Battery Operated

..
..
Roma Short -waver
Lucerne Tuning Coll for AW427
Á1V444
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each,
1934 Crystal ScL
der
AW444
(SG,
Two
..
..
Ultra -short Battery
Crystal Set
PVy84 150anlle
Pee)
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
Home -made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
PW'57' One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
AW38T Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
B.B.C. Special tine- valuer
Experimenter's 5-metre Set 41),
TWOS* Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
AW39'2
Two-flat, Fen)..
Trans, Super- regen)
Full-volume
W M409' The Carrier Short-waver (SG,
vatvre
PW92
Three-valve : Blueprints, 25. each.
AW'412
..
5s. S.G. 3(0(7, D, 'Prams)
Ss. each.
AW422 Four -valve : Blueprints,
PW17' Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
A.W Short-wave World-beater
£5 5s. Three Its Luxe Version
(BF l'en, D, RC, Trans)
AW436
(SG, D, Trans) .
PW34B
Short
-waver
valver
FourStandard
WM271
PW34C Transportable Three (SG, 1), Pen)
..
..
(SG. D, LF, P) ..
D,
(SG,
Three
35.
PW46 Economy Pentode
Saperhet : Blueprint,
WM337
..
Simplified Short -wave super
Pen)
PWS3 " W.M." 1.934 Standard Throe
WM3.51
Mains Operated
(SG, D, Pen)
\5'M354
each.
2s.
D,
Trans)
Blaepriats.
(SG,
PW90 £:i 3s. Three
Two-valve :
Two -valve Mains Shortwaver (I),
1935 26 6e. Battery Three (SG,

-

..
11111'. Eva I), Pen)
P. J. spot's ' Sprits " Three
(RR Pen, G. Teo
(HE,
All -Wave Three
The "
(SGD, Pen, Pen)
F. J. Carping " Push- Button"
Three (1ÌF Pen, 1) (Pen), Tet)..
Fpnr-àelve : Bluepridts, Sa. each
Oete. uiversal None (SG, D, LF
Nucleon Class B Four (SO, D
(S(4), LF, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG. SG, D, Pen)
Buttery Hall-Mark 4 (HF, Pen,
U, Push-PulS .
" Acme " All-W eve 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LF, C",. B)
The "Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
the Pen, D, Pen (RC)).

SETS

--

PORTABLES
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

PW86'

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, 2e.
S.W. Couvcrter- Adapter

PW77

..

..

..

..

PW53

PW65

is

available

March

1

Ist, 1949, and must accompany all
Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS MAR. 1948.

W.C.^, and
Street, Strand, London.
LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
and New
Agents
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES,
sin
including postage
orates
LTD.,
bscriptio
LTD.
England
printed
Magazine Post.
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY,
South
General Post Office far the Canadian
ORDON & OTCH I(Alsial. LTD.
that it shall s
Abroad 10s. ser annum. Registered at the
Inland Ds. W. per annum
periodical is
b
e wanamely, f Trade except
of
i
disposed
or
otherowiis
out
hired
CONDITIONS
be lent
disposed of in a mutilated conditionw
of the publishers first given.
Nwri ten cone
be lent, re -sold. hired out or otherwise
or advertising. literary or pictorial matter.
9d. ' and that it shallornot
retail pr.ce ofcover
affixed to or as part of any publication
9v way of Trade
unauthorised
:
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WO set is complete without at least one
Stentorian speaker to allow you to enjoy the luxury
of radio away from the rect:iver- in the kitchen or
bedroom, for instance. And the quality of the most
magnificent set will be matched without fault, for
each Stentorian provides a high level of output
with distortion -free reprodúction and is housed
in a handsome wooden cabinet of perfect acoustical
onstruction. Ask your Ideal dealer about them.

-

PRICES:

"SENIOR" Model:
"JUNIOR" Model:
*Type SC E5. I5.6
*Type JC 15. 0.0
Type SX £5. 2. 6
Type JX £4. 10.6
"CADET" Model:
'Type CC E4. 10.0
Type CX £4. O. 0
-

"BABY" Model:

"MINOR" Model:
E2. 5.6

*Type BC £2. 19.6
Type BX £2. 13.6

"Type MC
Type MX

EI.

19.

`SPECIAL NOTE. Supplied complete with universal transfor
making it suitable for use as principal speaker and,'mer
or

extension unit.

z.

-the

te/ili»7à

finest extra SPEAKER for any set

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., MANSFIELD,
NOTTS

UNIVERSAL TAVLURIVIETER
First brade accuracy,
40 ranoes, 1000 ohms per volt.
I

2

Four -inch meter scale.
Mirror and Knife edge

5

pointer.
3
4

Buzzer
Tests.

for Continuity

Automatic Meter overload protection.

Self - Contained

ance
from

Resist-

measurements

I

Megohm.

Ohm un to

Three Self -contained
capacity ranges with external A.C. Supply.

H. P. TERMS £l. W. 5

Deposit and

monthly payments

£15. 15.0
TArLOR PROOUCTS INCLUDE

GENERATORS

CATHODE

of

V.

I

10.2.

MULTIRANGE AC DC TEST METERS

SIGNAL
A C BRIDGES
CIRCUIT ANALYSERS
HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS.
INSULATION TESTERS
MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS

VALVE TESTERS

RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS

OUTPUT METERS

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD
O N
O
AVENUE. SLOUGH,
M

T

R

S

E

BUCKS,

E

N G

L

A N D
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